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ABSTRACT 
Mobility services are widening mobility portfolio. It deals with emerging means of transportation such as 

carpooling, car-sharing, bike-sharing and demand responsive transport. The state-of-usage is badly 

known. The master thesis aims to study the French statistical apparatus and improve it to capture usage 

data on these services. Statistical computation enables highlighting travel behaviour in France. The 

international comparison shows that some countries are more developed than other in such services but 

mobility services remain niche markets. Carpooling would represent nearly 15% of trips whereas bike-

sharing, car-sharing and demand responsive transport hardly reach 1% of trips in France. Potential 

estimation shows that using these transportation modes would affect very positively the three fields of 

sustainability. Car-sharing could go to 7% of the French population. Bike-sharing could represent 2.5% of 

total trips. It is now needed to develop surveys in order to catch users of mobility services and to compare 

supply and demand side. Data is a base of knowledge and the first step before acting for a more 

sustainable world. 

 

RESUME 
Les nouveaux services à la mobilité élargissent le bouquet de mobilité. Il s’agit de nouveaux moyens de 

transport tels que le covoiturage, l’autopartage, le vélo en libre-service et le transport à la demande. 

L’usage de ces services est encore mal connu. La mémoire a pour but d’étudier l’appareil statistique 

français et de l’améliorer pour récupérer des données d’usage sur ces services. Le calcul statistique 

permet de mettre en avant les tendances de déplacements en France. La comparaison internationale 

montre que des pays sont plus avancés que d’autres sur ces services mais les nouveaux services à la 

mobilité demeurent des marchés de niche. Le covoiturage représenterait environ 15% des déplacements 

alors que le vélo en libre-service, l’autopartage et le transport à la demande atteignent difficilement 1% 

des déplacements. Les estimations de potentiels montrent qu’utiliser ces modes de transport permettrait 

une amélioration significative de l’environnement, de l’économie et du social. L’autopartage pourrait 

toucher 7% de la population française. Le vélo en libre-service représenterait 2,5% des déplacements. Il 

est désormais nécessaire de développer des enquêtes dans le but d’atteindre les utilisateurs de services à 

la mobilité and de comparer l’offre et la demande. Les données sont une base de la connaissance et le 

premier pas avant d’agir vers un monde plus durable. 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 
Mobilitetstjänsterna vidgar transportförsörjningen. Det handlar om nya transportmedel, t.ex. samåkning, 

bilpooler, lånecyklar, och efterfrågan av styrd transport. Mobilitetstjänsterna är inte välkända. 

Examensarbetet inriktar sig på att studera den Franska statistiska apparaten och förbättra den för att 

hämta data om dessa tjänster. De statistiska beräkningarna kan avslöja resbeteende i Frankrike. Den 

internationella jämförelsen visar att vissa länder är mer utvecklade än andra i sådana tjänster. Men 

mobilitetstjänsterna förblir nischmarknader. Samåkning skulle nästan motsvara 15% av resorna medan 

lånecyklar, samåkning och efterfrågan styrd transport knappt når 1% av resorna i Frankrike. Den 

potentiella uppskattningen visar att mobilitetstjänsterna skulle påverka hållbar utvecklingen mycket 

positivt för. Samåkning kan påverka 7% av den franska befolkningen. Lånecyklar kan innebära 2.5% av de 

totala resorna. Nu behövs det utveckling av undersökningar för att identifiera användarna av 

mobilitetstjänsterna och därmed jämföra utbud och efterfrågan. Data är en bas av kunskap och det första 

steget innan man agerar för en mer hållbar värld  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

Urban territories are spreading, travellers’ mobility demand is more and more diffused in time and 

space, public transport are reaching their limits and one is looking for new alternatives to private car. 

All these factors make emerge new mobility services such as demand responsive transport (DRT), car 

sharing, carpooling and bike-sharing. Indeed, cities are highly affected by car traffic. The use of 

private car triggers congestion, environmental pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, accidents, land 

use problem and other externalities. A burning issue is to change people’s behaviour to travel. One of 

the solutions is to use alternative means of transportation to invent a new mobility. Mobility services 

that result from this debate differ from grassroots modes because they often are shared modes and 

do not belong to the traveller. Mobility services raise different new challenges. For example, urban 

transport planning shall take into account these new services. Intermodal transport is one of the key 

concepts resulting in their usage. More than being a derived demand, they are also a tool for social 

cohesion and territorial cohesion. Mobility management has to be developed towards these modes. 

They allow widening the mobility portfolio and facing private car usage.  

Yet, mobility services remain low usage modes and do not have a great penetration in the market. 

Few people are aware of their existence. Although supply is thriving everywhere around the world, 

demand is marginal and hardly unknown. We lack usage data to monitor the situation. Usage data 

are useful for mobility planning as well as analysis and search for explanatory variables in mobility 

behaviour (Bonnel, 2004). It is also the fundament to compute ecological impacts. Modal choice and 

mobility pattern are slipping through our knowledge. 

 

1.2. LOCATION OF THE MASTER THESIS 

The master thesis took place within the CERTU
1
 in France, in the Sustainable Transport department. 

It is an agency of the French ministry of ecology, sustainable development, transport and housing. It 

capitalises, develops and disseminates knowledge and methodologies on a wide range of urban 

issues for local authorities, institutes and companies which are involved in public service activities. It 

is a member of the Scientific and Technical Network of the French State. This network performs 

studies, inspections, expert evaluations, research and teaching activities; the production of scientific 

and technical knowledge and applied research in the Ministry’s fields of action (transport, planning, 

construction, civil engineering, and broader, transverse themes such as the environment, risk 

prevention, and geographical and meteorological knowledge) (Certu, 2011). As mobility services are 

not very developed in France compared to other more advanced countries in Europe and North 

America, the CERTU has decided to lead a study to assess the relevance of this services and provide 

clues to catch up with the other countries. Thus, the Certu provided French databases on transport 

and its knowledge in mobility field. 

  

                                                           
1Centre d’Etudes sur les Réseaux, les Transports, l’Urbanisme et les constructions publiques/Study 

Centre for Networks, Transport, Urbanism and public infrastructures 
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1.3. OBJECTIVES AND LIMITATIONS 

The aim of the study is to develop knowledge tools which enable quantitatively monitoring the 

current and on-going changes in mobility area. Identifying the means to fetch regularly (every year or 

two years) data on emerging mobility services usage and thinking about the tools and methods to 

assess their integration as a completion of classical mobility supply are needed. This thesis has been 

developed in three complementary steps. The first one deals with the analysis of existing transport 

surveys. French statistical apparatus is the fundament of the data analysis. The second one results 

from the previous one. As we already assume that usage data are missing, identifying missing data 

through an international literature review will help to list good and bad methodologies. Finally, the 

master thesis suggests a lead to improve statistical knowledge and assess emerging mobility services. 

It takes the form of a list of recommendations. 

Thus, objectives are various. It deals with assessing the usage of new mobility services from French 

data, comparing the French situation with an international overview, pointing out the missing data 

and making propositions to improve the statistical database. It will highlight a need of indicators to 

follow the evolution of emerging mobility services.  

The master thesis has some limitations. It does not aim to make an overview of mobility services 

around the world, which would be too long and exhausting, and overall too fleetingly. It seeks to 

develop methods and tools to quantify demand of mobility services by studying existing projects and 

surveys or by suggesting innovating procedures. The master thesis does not provide a guide to set up 

mobility services but to count their usage and monitor their evolution. As study takes place in France, 

the main resources come from France but we tried to widen the study to get an international point 

of view. Specific examples of new mobility services will not be detailed. The goal is not to judge good 

and bad practices but to assess the spread of mobility services amongst travel patterns.  

 

1.4. PROBLEMS 

 The topic of emerging mobility services is mixed with data collection and analysis issues. Supply of 

mobility services is booming whereas knowledge of demand and usage keeps depending on 

transport providers. Real usage data is hardly monitoring and does not allow establishing an accurate 

and perennial knowledge of emerging mobility services. What is the potential of new mobility 

services? Which tools are available in order to monitor mobility behaviours? Have mobility services a 

future? Are they relevant amongst traditional transport modes? How to monitor a niche market? Is 

every country equal regarding mobility behaviours? All these questions may be raised and answered 

along the following study. 

A study by ENEA (Italian National agency for new technologies, Energy and sustainable economic 

development) in 2003 sums up in a good way the different questions when a new mean of 

transportation emerge and one have to predict the market(Ambrosino, Nelson and Romanazzo, 

2003). 

o “How do we estimate the market size, volume, segmentation, utilisation and revenues?” 

o “What estimation methods are reliable, if any? Are there references and case studies?” 

o “Are there methods used in other domains which may be transferable?” 
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o “What are the key factors? (catchment area, target groups, service/product scenarios, pricing 

scenarios, competing modes, competing services)” 

o “How does the market change after implementation, is it stable and predictable?” 

The master thesis is looking for answering these different questions in some way by focusing in the 

survey methods to gather information. 

 

1.5. RESEARCH APPROACH 

The master thesis is based on three different approaches. The first one is a literature review of 

existing researches on mobility services. As mobility services is a wide area (bike-sharing, car-sharing, 

DRT and carpooling), research topics are very large and it was necessary to make choices. Indeed, 

researches on technological components are, for example, out of order. Literature review focused on 

data collection, state-of-practice, potential estimation, modal shift and travel behaviour. An 

emphasis is also made on travel surveys literature to help data collection and analysis. 

The second category of research is a statistical analysis of data and trends on mobility services. As 

the master thesis takes place in France, travel data come from the French statistical apparatus. Yet, 

few analysis deviate from these databases. Indeed, a comparison is made between France and 

United States as well as other countries to treat mobility patterns and look for good practices. 

Statistical analysis is made with the help of SAS Software to handle thousands of lines of data. 

Statistical computations remain simple and easy to repeat. As it deals with global trends, details in 

multi criteria analysis or other regression is not led. Statistical models mainly develop frequencies 

and filters computations. 

The third approach of research involves interviews of mobility stakeholders. A first group is 

composed by mobility services companies, associations or city responsible. A second group 

represents some survey specialists. Both groups bring new information on future of mobility services. 

The first one is helpful to know the state-of-the-art and available data whereas the second one is 

helpful to formulate recommendation to fetch data on these services. Thus, it enables standing back 

and having a better hindsight on data collection problems. Data collection is a matter of experience 

and it would not have been possible to fulfil the goals of this study without objective help. 

Finally, a last category would have been very useful. Organising trials, GIS experimentations or 

surveys to check our computations and recommendations would have brought a very high surplus 

value. Nevertheless, lack of time and means prevented its improvements. 

 

1.6. MASTER THESIS ORGANISATION 

The master thesis is shared in different parts. The first part details the background of new mobility 

services by defining the most important, revealing its history, its global figures and state of current 

knowledge and its impacts on sustainable developments. This part enables introducing the topic and 

the international situation. 
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A second part is in the thick of things. It introduces shortly the problem of data collection and 

analysis to allow the reader to fully understand the discrepancy in the mobility services field and the 

methodology used to exploit the topic. An international literature review is led to highlight the main 

researches on the topic. Then, a very specific methodology is developed to analyse and compare 

French and international data with other available data on mobility services. Chapter ends with a 

discussion of mobility services data and lacks of data. This chapter is composed by many case studies 

to illustrate with figures and numbers the state-of-knowledge. 

The following chapter develops further analysis on potential computations. Is it possible to forecast 

the evolution of a niche market? The chapter highlights the main and more interesting ways to 

estimate modal shifts and modal potential of mobility services. These methodologies are applied to 

available databases in France to compute mobility services potential. It concludes on the strengths 

and weaknesses of the methodologies. 

Finally, the last chapter summarises the research findings and establishes a plan of recommendations 

to fill in lacks, loopholes, miss or blank that have been underlined during the research. 

Recommendations deals mainly with travel surveys methods. 

The conclusive part reviews the results; presents future possible research to apply recommendations 

or compensate for other miss and explains in what extent goals have been fulfilled. It finally allows 

widening the topic to a larger and wider field. 
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2. BACKGROUND: DEFINITION, HISTORY, STATE-OF-THE-ART AND 

IMPACTS 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

The expression “Emerging mobility services” gathers different means of transportation. It deals with 

new and different usage of existing and traditional transport modes like cars, bikes or buses. These 

modes may be developed thanks to an organisational or a technological improvement. To quote the 

most important, we may list carpooling, car-sharing, bike-sharing, demand responsive transport, 

scholar pedestrian bus, shared-taxis, and so on. Thus, walking, cycling, electrical vehicles and 

telecommuting are not considered as a part of it. It is emerging in the sense that it is quite new and 

innovative. It serves mobility pattern. For one of the first times, while mobility services remain quite 

individual, transport modes do not belong to the traveller. It is a service. 

Mobility services foster sustainable development by improving the environment since they fight 

private car usage. Nevertheless, this point is hardly computable because we lack of data. They 

benefit the social field by improving welfare in cities, decreasing private car usage, improving health 

and accessibility. In the economic sphere, they represent a new market so they trigger job creation. 

Moreover, building a new infrastructure has often a high financial, environmental and political cost. 

The new mobility services have often a cheap implementation and take part of travel demand and 

mobility management which is more flexible (Vanoutrive, 2008). 

New mobility services have a burning place in the chain of mobility modes. Indeed, they are a key to 

fully profit from multimodality concept. Every mode has its domain of relevance and is very peculiar 

to one usage. We may sum up this share in a diagram representing distance and flexibility in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Means of transportation in a diagram distance-flexibility (Britton, 2002) 

Emerging mobility services blend innovation and mobility in order to promote a more sustainable 

future than that forecasted with private car usage. Economic situation is in favour of individual 

means of transportation whereas ecological situation tends to fight the growth of private car. 

Mobility services are one of the answers suggested to the traveller to widen its possibilities. 
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The next part of this chapter describes each of the four main mobility services worldwide: bike-

sharing, car-sharing, demand responsive transport and carpooling. These means of transportations 

have different definitions, technologies, organisation as well as different histories. The thesis details 

a state-of-the-art in France and through the world and assesses impacts on sustainable development. 

Whatever they are positive or negative; the impacts belong to the economic, environmental or social 

field of sustainability. This section is based on a deep but non-exhaustive literature review and on 

different interviews. 

 

2.2. BIKE-SHARING SYSTEMS 

2.2.1. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF BIKE-SHARING SYSTEM 

Bike-sharing, or shared bicycling, ride-a-bike system, public bikes, community bikes or smart bikes 

_depending on how it is called_ is at the middle of public and private transport. An amount of 

bicycles is available for people willing to ride a bike, usually in an urban environment for short 

periods of time. In order to manage bike sharing, different systems are possible. Sponsoring may be 

public or private. Providers may be government, transport agencies, universities or advertising 

companies. For example in Germany, Deutsch Bahn owns a part of the public bike system (Richard, 

2010). In France, some are owned by cities and some are ruled by advertising companies (Clear 

Channel, JC Decaux) in exchange for which, a city offers advertising billboards to the company near 

bike stations(Richard, 2010). Every way of providing bike sharing has pros and cons. For a 

government or city ownership, risk is owned by public authorities. Nevertheless, for that price, public 

authorities are freer to manage the programs and are aware of costs and revenues. However, it 

raises the question of knowing if the government or the city, as a transport operator has the right 

experience to manage such a new program. If a transport company owns the system, it enables an 

easier interoperability between existing means of transportation (as public transport) and public 

bikes. It is an advantage to promote multi-modality. If a university runs the system as in Portsmouth 

or Chicago, they are quite free to expand it within the limits of the campus. Nevertheless, it is a quite 

restricted area and neighbourhood cannot benefit from this service. If a non-profit organisation sets 

up a rental-bike system, the liability goes on them instead on the locality. But, it needs to be 

subsidized and does not encourage important improvement to satisfy customers. When an 

advertising company (JC Decaux, Clear Channel Outdoor, and Cemusa) offers such a system, it is in 

agreement with the city to have access to advertising billboards and get revenues. It triggers a quite 

important opacity in price valuation and other related issues. Advertising companies have less 

incentive to improve the system because revenues as a rule go to the jurisdiction. Sometimes, 

advertising companies do not ask for advertising billboards but for a fee. Some for-profit companies, 

as entrepreneurial companies, launch their own system in agreement with locality to use public 

space. There is no ideal model and the choice of providing a shared bicycle system depends on many 

factors as size of the city, population density, and national development (DeMaio, 2009). 

Costs for a bike and stations are important between 20000 and 30 000 SEK (2 000 and 3 000 €) per 

bike and per year depending on the operator (MetroBike, 2011). Usually, a season ticket is available 

at an affordable price. The first 30 minutes or the first hour is for free then price increases with time. 

It allows shifts between riders and a viable economic system. Payment system and recognition are 
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more and more developed as well as software for smart phones. The evaluation of the system (level 

of usage, rotations, and need of relocation...) are usually known thanks to the operators or surveys. 

Bike sharing systems are for public use for free or an affordable price. Managed by a city or a private 

company, it is usually based on a great visibility to attract rider ship. Shared bicycling is not the only 

option to hire and ride a bicycle. Some cycle-hire scheme promotes long-time renting or one specific 

location to hire and leave its bike. Nevertheless, the bike-sharing system we are interested in is 

emerging everywhere and takes part of the mobility services which, maybe one day, will compete 

with private car usage. That is why we will only focus on bike-sharing systems. 

Future of bike-sharing lead to a fourth generation which would improve smart cards usage, electric 

pedal assistance bikes, customer tracking, energy efficiency for powering stations or bikes, bike 

distribution... 

 

2.2.2. STATE-OF-THE-ART 

Shared bicycle systems are not so new. The first generation goes back to 1960 in Amsterdam, the 

Netherlands, with the White Bicycle or Witte Fietsen and LuudSchimmelpenninck (Richard, 2010). It 

was a system where a group used second-hand bicycle, painted them in white and left them in the 

street for public use. Everybody could use a bike and leave it in the street for anybody else. 

Unfortunately, this utopian sharing idea did not last and few weeks later, all the bicycles were stolen 

or vandalized. Another generation followed in Denmark, in Farsø and Grenå in 1971 (DeMaio, 

2009)or in 1974 with La Rochelle, in France, where yellow bikes were available for free but kept by an 

employee. It is considered as one of the first successful bike sharing system. Copenhagen, in 

Denmark, also developed its own bike sharing system in 1995 with a token deposit system, called 

ByCyklen (Richard, 2010). Bikes were available within a certain area, with a refundable deposit to 

prevent theft and vandalism, but for free thanks to advertising published on wheels. Vienna in 

Austria or Helsinki in Finland launched their own systems without a real success (Richard, 2010). 

Finally, the third generation of shared bicycles is a technological evolution. Smart cards, customer 

tracking, electronically locking racks, phones access systems and on-board computers are used. In 

1996, Portsmouth, in the United Kingdom, launched Bikeabout for university students (DeMaio, 

2009). Rennes, in France and Munich in Germany get into the race. The former sets up 200 bikes in 

25 stations whereas the latter is based on a phone system without station (Richard, 2010).It is 

needed to wait until 2005 when Lyon, in France, developed Vélo’v. It is really a watershed in bike 

sharing development. It is the biggest one with 2 000 bikes, managed by JC Decaux (Multinational 

Corporation active primarily in advertising). Bikes are available every day, 24 hours a day. It is a great 

success with 38 000 season tickets purchases in 10 months and a pleasant welcome through local, 

national and international media (Grand Lyon, 2011). Trend is on the right track and many systems 

are developed: Vélib' in Paris in 2007 (24600 bikes in 2011) in France, Bicing in Barcelona, in Spain, 

Stockholm city bikes in Sweden, Stuttgart, in Germany, Brussels, in Belgium, London, in the United-

Kingdom, Bixi in Montreal, Canada, Chicago, in the United States, Auckland in New-Zealand, 

Hangzhou, in China and many others. Currently, more than 350 bike sharing systems are in process 

or under consideration in the world (MetroBike, 2011). 
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An approximation of the bike sharing world map in 2010 is displayed in Figure2. Bike-sharing systems 

are represented in green dots. 

 

Figure2: Bike-sharing world map (MetroBike, 2011) 

2.2.3. IMPACT ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Bike-sharing is an alternative to motorized transport and enables individuals to avoid facing problems 

with bike ownership as thefts, parking difficulties or maintenance costs. It is quite straightforward to 

promote bike usage in a city. Riding a bicycle is healthy as well as clean regarding air pollution and 

greenhouse gases. Its surface coverage is low and in a congested urban environment, bike is faster 

than car. Riding a bike is cheap, environmentally-friendly, safe, friendly and efficient for both 

individuals and society (Richard, 2010). These are some of the main reasons why a city should 

develop an important cycle scheme. Of course, some of their detractors would say that it is a 

dangerous mean of transportation regarding fatal and slight accidents or damages. Indeed, this 

aspect is not to neglect but it was proofed that a higher number of bikers in the streets triggers a 

reduction of the number of accidents per kilometres (Jacobsen, 2003)(Cabanne, 2009). 

 

2.3. CAR-SHARING SYSTEM 

2.3.1. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Car-sharing or Car clubs in the United Kingdom is another new mobility service. A fleet of vehicles is 

available for people willing to rent a car for short period of time. Most of the time, car-sharing 

programs require membership. The one that want to rent a car may order it by the Internet or by 

phone until a short period of time before using it. 

The original car-sharing system consists on the fact that one may pick up a car at a certain location 

and has to drop it off at the same point after usage. It leads to a more thoughtful usage of car. 
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Nevertheless, another form of car-sharing is emerging. It is the “One-way” car-sharing. This kind of 

car-sharing system copies bike-sharing systems. Indeed, one may pick up a car-shared vehicle at a 

station and drop it off at another station. Booking a car is made at a present time. The “one way” car-

sharing triggers a need of more stations to have free parking places, and may urge people to leave 

public transport, bike and walk in favour of an unrestricted usage of car. Ordering a car is possible 

thanks to new computer-based technologies. One can access a car with a card reader on the 

windscreen that opens the car with the keys inside. Depending on the kind of system, one can also 

have a system to open a key box. Technological aspects are very different and will not be explained in 

details here. Payments and membership are specific to every different provider and no special trends 

dominate in that matter. 

There are actually different trends to offer car-sharing. The offer is very diverse: from transport 

companies, dedicated private companies, parking companies, car rental companies, car 

manufacturer, local authorities toad hoc groups or website that connect two persons. 

 

2.3.2. STATE-OF-THE-ART 

Car-sharing is emerging in Europe whereas America has already developed a quite huge car-sharing 

network. Historically, car-sharing is born in Switzerland, in Zurich in 1948 with 

Selbstfahrergenossenschaft but did not last (Rain magazine, 1998). Some other processes appeared 

in France in 1970 with ProcoTip and in the Netherlands with Witkar in 1968 (in reference to the 

White Bicycles). The growth was slow with some development in Switzerland (Mobility Car-sharing), 

in Germany (SattAuto), in Sweden (SunFleet Car-sharing), in the Netherlands (Greenwheels), in the 

United States (Zipcar) and in Canada (Communauto). Today, Zipcar is the leader of car-sharing in 

America and Europe with half of the car-sharing trips. Car-sharing is also launched by private rental 

car companies to diversify their activity as Connect by Hertz or WeCar. In France, the first car-sharing 

systems failed in 1971 and 1997(Certu, 2008). It was necessary to wait until 1998 in Paris for Caisse 

Commune to be implemented, then Auto’trement in Strasbourg in 1999. Currently, every big city has 

developed its car-sharing system. The number of initiatives increased from 2 to 19 between 1999 and 

2008(Certu, 2008). Paris is going to launch, in the immediate future, a fleet of electrical vehicles (up 

to 3000 cars) available for every membership in the same model than Vélib’. It is a “one way” car-

sharing system. France counts nearly 20 000 users (Civitas, 2011)(France Autopartage, 2011) 

(Appendix 7). It is far less than the United States that have 400 000 car-sharing users, Germany with 

190 000 users, Switzerland with 97000 users, United Kingdom with 160 000 users and Canada with 

22 000 users (in 2007) (France Autopartage, 2011). The first Asian country is Singapore with 8000 

users (in 2007) (Certu, 2008)(Civitas, 2011). Difference between membership and usage is fuzzy and 

difficult to measure. Previous data are undoubtedly closer to membership rate than usage rate but 

no clue is given. 

Every country has developed a different car-sharing system. The small section below sums up few 

worldwide car-sharing programs and goals. Switzerland is a model for developing car-sharing 

because Mobility Car-sharing, the main car-sharing operator in Swiss spreads nationally over the all 

Switzerland territory (Certu, 2008). The United Kingdom model is based on a multiple division 

between private operators gathered thanks to a non-profit making association Carplus (Carplus, 
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2011). This program enables reducing car ownership (one shared vehicle replaces 6 vehicles) as well 

as vehicle kilometres travelled (users decrease by 50% the vehicle kilometres travelled). In Germany, 

car-sharing operators are small but numerous. In Canada, Communauto aims to decrease the 

number of running cars and limit its usage. Other systems are developing in France based on 

individual’s participation. Indeed, some people are ready to share their own car with other people. 

Some websites gather supply and demand (CitizenCar, Deways) (Appendix 7). 

The car-sharing world map in 2010 is displayed inFigure 3. Purple dots symbolize car-sharing systems. 

 

Figure 3: Car-sharing world map(Carsharing.US, 2011) 

2.3.3. IMPACTS ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Car-sharing is considered as a sustainable mean of transportation (or at least better than a private 

car), since it fights private car ownership. Car-sharing members share a fleet of vehicles which urges 

them not to own a car, or at least not to own many cars. 30% of households that belong to car-

sharing members sold their cars, and some others did not purchase one (Cervero, Golub and B., 

2005). Hence, as a consequence, the number of car decreases. It is a gain for congestion problem as 

well as a gain for environmental issues such as air pollution and greenhouse gases. Moreover, not 

every fleet but some of them are electrical vehicles or at least new vehicles that have better energy 

performance. Finally, car-sharing is a system designed to be combined with transit, bicycle and walk 

and enhances sustainability and a better usage of car. In a nutshell, a car-sharing vehicle replaces 

between 4 and 8 private cars (Certu, 2008). As one has to pay for every kilometres and minutes when 

driving, one usually decreases its car usage in profit to transit, bike and walk and reduces distance 

made by car. As a consequence, there are less pollution and energy consumption. Finally, most of the 

cars spend their lives in a parking lot or a parking space which is a waste of place. Sharing its car with 

other people enables limiting this impact. 
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The fee one has to pay will depend on the length and the number of kilometres made with the 

vehicle. For example, people may use a car-sharing vehicle in order to make out-of-town trips if they 

do not have cars. For people who do not use car so often, car-sharing is economically advantageous 

because it saves maintenance and parking costs. Nevertheless, for regular commuters, car-sharing is 

currently not cost-effective. One of the benefits of such a system is the possibility to park its shared 

car in a specific location available for it without having to pay for it. 

 

2.4. DEMAND RESPONSIVE TRANSPORT 

2.4.1. DEFINITIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Transport on-demand (TOD), Demand Responsive Transport (DRT), Demand Responsive Transit or 

Dial-a-Ride service is a flexible form of public transport. It is characterised by a flexible routing or 

scheduling to pick-up or drop-off passengers regarding their needs. As a rule, it is a small vehicle with 

a driver that is shared by users who want it. In a nutshell, DRT is at the middle of public transport like 

bus, and taxicab. The DRT vehicle only works when asked. It may serve specific location as airport, 

harbour and so on as well as very few populated areas in which public transport is too costly to be 

implemented. DRT often comprises Special transit for people with disabilities. However, new mobility 

services do not comprise this service and we will not consider Special Transit as a part of emerging 

mobility services. Indeed, Special Transit should not be a new usage of an existing mode; it refers to 

very specific customers and cannot be considered as the other transportation modes. DRT is usually 

used in low densities areas, because they may be set up at low cost, quickly and may adapt and be 

used easily. 

DRT comprises different systems but some definitions try to standardize the concept. Europe, thanks 

to European projects SAMPO, FAMS or CONNECT, results in a common definition: “DRT services 

provide transport “on demand” from passengers using fleets of vehicles scheduled to pick and drop 

off people in accordance with their needs. DRT is an intermediate form of transport, somewhere 

between bus and taxi which covers a wide range of transport services ranging from less formal 

community transport through to area wide service networks”(Grosso et al., 2002). In the United 

States, the American public transportation association gives the following definition: “Non-fixed 

route utilizing vans or buses with passengers boarding and alighting at pre-arranged times at any 

location within the system’s service area” (American Public Transportation Association, 2011). Thus, 

there are common points between systems but also discrepancies. As an agreement, it is possible to 

draw some common factors that establish characteristics of DRT. It is a public transport, on-demand, 

a mass transportation mode, sometimes a niche market (disabled, aged people, off-peak periods, low 

density), thrifty but not profitable, marginal and flexible (Castex, 2007). 

Different forms of DRT exist (Certu, 2006). In every case, people must order it in advance in order to 

be served. DRT may have flexible routing and scheduling. The driver goes to the passenger’s door and 

drops him/her off at a specified place. Routing and scheduling are optimised in order to save time 

and kilometres and to serve all passengers. This form of DRT is quite rare because complex and 

expensive. Another form of DRT has defined stops and schedule but works only on-demand. A third 

form of DRT has defined stops which are served if asked by a passenger, depending on the 
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passengers’ schedule. Thus stopping points may be terminals, predefined stop points, fixed points, 

and non-predefined stop points (Ambrosino, Nelson and Romanazzo, 2003). 

DRT systems may require very high-efficient technologies in dispatching and optimizing routing and 

scheduling, as well as registering calls or orders to ask for a transport. 

Fares depend on the location and authority which manages the services. Ticket prices may be the 

same than in public transport system or may be specific to every trip. 

 

2.4.2. STATE-OF-THE-ART 

DRT appeared 40 years ago in the United States. Concept was close from shared-taxis. In 1966, the 

Amendment to the Urban Mass Transportation Act established a research program on innovative 

urban transport modes. In July 1970, 11 regions launched DRT as an experiment. It is needed to wait 

until 1990 for an increase due to The American with Disabilities Act that boost DRT and Special 

Transit services (Castex, 2007). 

In France, it is the LOTI law in 1982, in United Kingdom, it is the 1985 act and in Switzerland, it is the 

1996 law on railway system that announced the start of DRT. 

DRT systems first appear in countryside zones in order to fix the lack of public transport. Now, DRT 

systems spread even in urban areas to face the flexible and changing passenger’s needs. A DRT 

system, which is not an individual transportation mode, enables reducing the impact of traffic and 

pollution and decreasing inequity amongst travellers. 

Some stock lists are held in France. In 2004, there were 354 rural DRT systems and 71 urban DRT 

systems. In 2005, a new stock list made by Elodie Castex count 615 DRT services in France which 

serve between 6829 and 8708 cities. In the United States, the department of transportation lists that 

87% of metropolitan areas have DRT services. In 2000, it represented 73.2 million passenger trips 

(Castex, 2007). 

DRT is mainly developed in Northern countries, and especially in Northern Europe where there is an 

emphasis on Special Transport Services for disabled people. Sweden is one of the leaders in this area. 

Other countries have developed their own systems but the count is so changing that it is difficult to 

keep track on it. 

 

2.4.3. IMPACTS ON SUSTAINABILITY 

DRT services have benefits and drawbacks. It offers a global improvement of accessibility for rural 

areas, aged people and off-peak periods. Indeed, as a completion of public transport, it is supposed 

to be at the place where public transport is not. It is also a mean to bring more equity. Then, as an 

alternative to private car, it is one of the solutions to fight air pollution, congestion, greenhouse gas 

effect and so on. It is environmentally friendly because it works only on-demand that is to say when 

there are passengers. However, as a motorized vehicle, more passengers there are, more 

environmentally friendly per person it is. It is another way to travel which endeavour social cohesion. 

In the economic field, it is implemented at low cost and enable save money for other public activities 

or transport compared to public transport.  
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Nevertheless, DRT may trigger an increase in housing prices due to a better accessibility. This mean 

of transportation is used with an increase of length trips because “on-demand” trips are hardly 

optimized and have few barriers to limit the length of trips. Profitability is hard to reach because of 

the length of the trips and the small number of passengers. Finally, it may be a tough competitor to 

public transport and active modes. 

In the three field of sustainability, DRT may have pros and cons. Anyway, it is innovative and helps 

opening the field of possibilities. 

 

2.5. CARPOOLING SYSTEMS 

2.5.1. DEFINITIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Carpooling is also known as ridesharing or car-sharing in United Kingdom. To avoid confusion with 

car-sharing, we will mainly use carpooling as general term to describe this service. Carpooling means 

that one share its ride in a vehicle so that one is not alone in the vehicle during trips. To sum up, it 

deals with increasing occupancy vehicle. Depending on countries, carpooling has different 

definitions. In France, it concerns only adults (more than 18 years old) as soon as they share a ride. 

“Carpooling consists on a common usage of a vehicle by a non-professional driver and one (or many) 

passenger(s) in order to make a part or the whole trip together” (Certu, 2007). In the United States, 

different definitions are used in different states. A. Amey, in his thesis on ridesharing, suggests a 

definition to explain the different use of carpooling (Amey, 2010). Carpooling has different principles: 

it is a trip determined by driver’s will, in a small vehicle capacity and a non-profit activity. The 

following definition is suggested: “The transportation of two or more individuals in a motor vehicle 

with a capacity not exceeding 15 passengers, when such transportation is incidental to the principal 

purpose of the driver, which is to reach a destination, and when such transportation does not seek to 

transport persons for profit”. One is carpooling if one has many passengers in its car, for the entire 

trip or not, as soon as its trip purpose serves the driver’s needs. For example a father that drops off 

his children to school before going to work is carpooling. But if he come back home after dropping off 

his children, then go to work, he is not carpooling. This lack of consistency in definitions triggers 

difficulty to measure carpooling. Indeed, more than capturing the number of people in a vehicle, 

carpooling deals also with driver’s trip purpose, vehicle capacity and money. The same mix-up exists 

in France. Different organisations and different surveys have different definitions which may mislead 

knowledge of carpooling. 

Finally, we may consider different definition for carpooling. The larger one comprises all vehicles with 

multi-occupants no matter their age and household status as soon as there is no profit making. The 

more restricted does not comprise children and household occupants, as well as accompanying 

purpose. Some different carpooling degrees occur between these bounds. 

Carpooling may be a personal initiative where no external organisation takes part. In other words, 

two or more people agree to share a ride at a defined schedule and with defined start and stop 

points. The trip may be shared entirely or just in a part. The trip may lead to a payback for the driver 

(when costs are shared) or may not. But in any case, a driver cannot make profit on it. As carpooling 

is emerging more and more and a need to find an appropriate accompanying person is needed, 

organisations developed carpooling websites, pick-up points or software. Carpooling websites may 
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be for public use or private use within a company for example. Carpooling enables matching common 

trips in order to save money, time, pollution and space. It often occurs for commuting purpose but 

also goes for longer trips. 

There are different forms of carpooling. One may wait at a pick-up point for drivers to share a ride 

(Burris and Justin, 2006). This is called “slugging” and is very popular in the United States to cross 

High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes. This carpooling is informal and gathers strangers. Hitch-hiking 

takes also part of this form of carpooling. Another form of carpooling, the most famous, is the 

designation of carpooling locations to start a ride defined in advance. It may be formal or not. The 

informal carpooling is very difficult to detect and estimate. The third form of carpooling is developing 

thanks to smart technologies. Called dynamic ride sharing, it enables people to decide carpooling 

instantaneously thanks to smart phones and the internet technologies. Passengers are picked up in 

the street where they are. 

 

2.5.2. STATE-OF-THE-ART 

Historically, carpooling exists since 1970’s but the Internet had a big impact in its development by 

fostering more efficient carpooling (Certu, 2007). Its development began in the United States with 

the petrol crisis when organisations enhance people to share a ride in order to save fuel. In Europe, 

carpooling started in 1980’s in the Netherlands, in Germany and in Belgium. The research program 

ICARO (Increase of Car Occupancy) in 1997 sets up different experiments in Austria, in Switzerland 

and in Great Britain. In France, the first carpooling booming took place in 1995 during hard strikes. 

Carpooling increased from 6 to 11% in commuting purposes. Since, due to environmental concerns, 

many countries foster carpooling usage to reduce car use (Certu, 2007). 

The European Union launched a European program called CIVITAS (City Vitality Sustainability) that 

bears and assesses sustainable transport strategies. It sets up various experiments (Civitas, 2011). For 

example Cracow university of Technology in Poland developed a public bike system and a carpooling 

platform within the university (Vanoutrive, 2008). 

In Great Britain, carpooling hugely expands thanks to the creation of Liftshare which is a carpooling 

website. In 2007, Liftshare had more than 150 000 members. Liftshare suggests different 

propositions as looking for shared rides, map tools, new member’s research, other modes of 

transportation, carbon impact, blog, information for promoting carpooling within a company 

(Liftshare, 2011). 

Many carpooling experiences emerged worldwide. Results are qualified depending on many factors 

and barriers. The supply is quite straightforward to capture by a simple search on the Internet. 

Nevertheless, following carpoolers is much more complicated. Indeed, carpoolers may be in relation 

thanks to the website then no more use it. It may be an informal carpooling without the help of 

software. Thus, estimating carpooling through supply is not sufficient. 
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2.5.3. IMPACTS ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Carpooling has many advantages as to reduce the number of cars to do a trip because ride is shared. 

As a consequence, it reduces pollution and gas emission per person. It reduces cost per passenger. It 

reduces traffic congestion because one carpooled vehicle replaces many other driven alone vehicle. 

It reduces the need for parking places. It is more environmentally friendly and most friendly to share 

a ride with other people (Certu, 2007). Carpooling may be seen as dangerous for people not willing to 

meet strangers. A psychological barrier is observed and restrains the carpooling acting out. Stéphanie 

Vincent, in her PhD, develops a sociological approach to understand people’s mobility (Vincent, 

2008). People are reluctant to carpool for many reasons (Certu, 2007). The first one occurs during a 

punctual carpooling which is not supposed to repeat _ carpool for leisure for example. People are 

then reluctant to meet a new person, to share a private space, a car. It may make feel the driver or 

passenger(s) insecure and put them on edge. During a regular carpool –for example for commuting, 

people go further in knowing each other and talk. It is more than sharing a space. Driver and 

passenger(s) are not strangers anymore. They work or live in similar places. Thus, it is easier to 

carpool, or at least more friendly. However, carpooling has the disadvantage to bring a kind of 

constraint in the trip (routing decision and schedule decision are not totally free). Moreover, a ride to 

come back home is not guaranteed. Carpooling organisations work hard to overcome these 

drawbacks. Carpooling may be unsustainable if it does not serve driver’s needs and triggers a back 

and forth trip for passengers’ needs (Amey, 2010). Depending on the definition, it may also lead to 

car overconsumption. 

 

2.6. CONCLUSION 

In a nutshell, emerging mobility services fill in the gap between private car and public transport. 

People claim that they desire to travel individually and without any constraints whereas transport 

authorities tend to reduce the share of motorized vehicles in cities (Uster, 2008). Mobility services 

are one of the answers of this paradox. Every mobility service has developed to face a certain need 

and do not tend to compete with each other but to complete. They contain advantages and 

drawbacks in sustainable development and may have distracters. Nevertheless, they meet great 

success in some countries which foster developing this trend. State-of-practice is unequal amongst 

countries and need to be deeply study. The next chapter focuses on data collection and analysis for 

these niche markets.  
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

New mobility services are a quite new phenomenon which is difficult to estimate. Supply is emerging 

from everywhere in the world and its consequences are hard to capture. Do we have perennial 

information with regard to car-sharing, carpooling, bike-sharing or demand responsive transport? 

How can one fetch regularly information about usage of emerging mobility services? The most 

powerful tools to understand travel behaviours and the basis of all model process are the surveys. 

The master thesis focuses on travel surveys to collect data regularly and provide information on 

usage of mobility services. 

Data are required for anticipated model. Need for data is increasing constantly. A travel survey 

manual has been updated and gathers a huge amount of information about travel surveys 

(Transportation Research Board, 2010). Usually, predicting new travel options require stated 

preferences data that are more convenient than revealed preferences data for this kind of topic. 

Processing a survey is an ambitious and complex task. It needs various steps in the survey design: 

background information, design, organisation, sampling, drafting and constructing. There are 

different types of surveys: vehicle intercept and external surveys, transit on-board surveys, parking 

surveys, household travel surveys, personal interviews, workplace and establishment surveys, stated 

preferences surveys, longitudinal surveys... The following part shows that different techniques are 

used. 

The current chapter involved a literature review that relates the main state-of-the-art to fetch and 

estimate data on bike-sharing, car-sharing, DRT and carpooling. The literature review is not 

exhaustive because it exists hundreds of papers and reports on mobility services. It aims to show the 

various aspects of data collection for new markets and to give an overview of a state-of-practice for 

different locations. As far as possible, the literature review tries to paint a worldwide picture of 

mobility services even if English or French writings are privileged. The literature review is grouped by 

mobility service. Only few authors mention many mobility services. We avoid reports on technical 

characteristics to focus on data issues. 

 

3.2. BIKE-SHARING LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature review on bike-sharing informs about how countries and cities worldwide monitor and 

observe the usage and evolution of this mode. French literature is quite spread in this field of 

research. It gives an example of available data or methods to collect or estimate data usage. 

One of the biggest developed systems is in France in Paris with Vélib’. It is directly inspired from the 

system of Lyon, Vélo’v. In order to know the consequences of bike-sharing systems, these two cities 

produced surveys to ask people and bike-sharing users about their travel behaviour. Grand Lyon, 

which operates Vélo’v system, held a bike mileage until 2008 represented in Figure 4 (Cabanne, 

2009). 
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With 4 000 bikes for 340 

stations, such a mileage and 

the number of ticket sales give, 

by average, 5 hires a day and 

per bike with 2 kilometres long 

travel(Grand Lyon, 2011). This 

usage rates differ for every city 

and few data are available. It 

deals with a count of season 

ticket sales and a tracking of 

bikes that the operators own. 

 

Another survey in Lyon 

investigated transport mode change in promoting bike-sharing. The results indicate that 10% of 

people who chose bike-sharing used their car before, 37% were walking, 51% used public transport 

and 2% did not travel (Cabanne, 2009)(Appendix 7). It is an interesting result to measure the impact 

of bike-sharing and to understand which modes are competing with it. Are bike-sharing systems and 

public transport competing with each other or do they complete each other? Does bike-sharing a real 

alternative to private car? 

The French monitoring travel centre notices a 75% increase in bike usage in three years in Lyon (80% 

between 2004 and 2008 according to Keroum Slimani (Appendix 7)) and an increase by 46% in Paris 

in one year. This seems to be a direct consequence of bike-sharing implementation since one third of 

the bike trips are made with a shared bicycle. Loop detectors or observers count regularly bicycle 

traffic (Appendix 7). Nevertheless, these statistics are still imprecise to corroborate the hypothesis so 

that bike-sharing is the main factor that triggers this trend. A regression analysis should be lead in 

order to capture the main factors in explaining this increase. At least, bike-sharing seems to be a 

door opener to promote urban cycling. 

 

Before launching a new bike-sharing system, feasibility studies were led In London and New-York City 

to prepare a bike hire scheme. 

In London, the feasibility study analyses demand in two ways (Transport for London, 2008). The first 

one is based on the London Annual Travel survey and estimates bike need for London population. 

This is completed by face to face surveys, in site, and on-line surveys to estimate the likely uptake of 

bike-sharing. The interviewer asks: 

Q: Would you have used cycle hire if it had been available for the next leg of your journey? 

Q: Which mode of transport would the bicycle journey have replaced? 

These questions take place in a stated preference background have to be considered with 

precautions. However, it is the only way to estimate non-existing transport mode impacts. The main 

part of the behavioural change come from bus and underground (75% for in site survey and 52% for 

the web survey (Transport for London, 2008)). The market research finally leads to 55 000 potential 

daily trips by bike. 

Another research on opportunities of bike-sharing in New-York City (NYCDCP, 2008) analyses the 
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European data (Paris, Barcelona) to estimate a bike-sharing demand. They use user group patterns. 

An uptake range of potential users is determined and applied to the potential demand groups 

highlighted worldwide. The uptake options vary between 3%, 6%, and 9% and are different amongst 

potential groups or population densities. 

The US Census also provided feasible options by selecting workers living by less than 5 miles from 

their workplace as possible future bike-sharing commuters. The demand is estimated to several 

hundred thousand potential users. 

 

Other studies as the results of Nice Ride Minnesota Survey insist on users’ profile by conducting 

stated preferences surveys (MetroBike, 2011) Some researches, in ENS Lyon, are looking for tools 

such as dynamical clustering to analyse millions of trips made by rental bicycles or mathematical 

models to facilitate re-balancing bike sharing stations (Froelich, Neumann and Oliver, 2008). 

The previous literature review indicates different methodologies to fetch usage data. French 

literature focuses on operators data. Indeed, city bikes implementation is done with help of different 

technologies and tracking systems. Knowledge is completed with help of user surveys (modal shift, 

profiles, and travel behaviour) and counts. Moreover, before launching a community bike system, 

some countries base their estimation on benchmarking methods (stated preferences, comparison 

with other countries) or GIS methods. 

Nevertheless, data collection is difficult due to private operators that have control over usage data. 

Counts are expensive and time-consuming. Benchmarking activities are arguable. All this research 

does not belong to a coherent research group on bike-sharing. Implementing bike-sharing seems to 

be a trend, almost «fashionable» more than deeply thought. Some systems are facing a great success 

whereas other fails to fulfil expectations. In order not to deteriorate city and waste money, it appears 

as necessary to lead a consistent research on how to monitor bike-sharing regularly. 

 

3.3. CAR-SHARING LITERATURE REVIEW 

Estimating car-sharing may lead to different methods. Indeed, we may distinguish peer-to-peer car-

sharing (when neighbours share a car) and traditional car-sharing (when the fleet of vehicles belong 

to a private company or a public organisation). These two kinds of car-sharing cannot be revealed in 

the same way and are usually not perceived in the same manner by users. The common point is the 

non-ownership of cars. Different studies focus on estimating car-sharing usage and effects. German 

literature dominates the topic. 

In Germany, different surveys were administered to capture the interest in car-sharing (Wilke and 

Bongardt, 2007). It draws some demographic conclusions to give a profile to car-sharing user. The 

first survey is a non-representative survey of 500 users and former users. The second one questions 

1500 non-users. Two scenarios are suggested to the different groups. One is describing a basic car-

sharing scenario (stations, prior booking, chip card for use and charge, adaptation of costs to time 

and kilometres). The second one extends the basic scenario without stations and with one way 

driving. 87% of car-sharing users are interested in such formulas against 44% amongst non-car-

sharing users. The extended scenario brings more additional benefits to non-car-sharing users than 

to car-sharing users. Furthermore, car-sharing customers have specific profiles. They belong to an 

educated liberal group. The share of interest is large amongst the “adventure-oriented 
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underprivileged” and the “young adventure-oriented employees”. The car-sharing customers are 

mainly men between 25 and 45 years old, with higher education and middle to high incomes. An 

important fact is that car-sharing users do not use car-sharing in their daily mobility. The prospective 

users possess cars more frequently than car-sharing users. Finally, a logit regression analysis is 

applied to capture the determinants of car-sharing interest or non interest. Social milieu has low 

power to explain interest. However, living conditions and demand for additional mobility seem to 

best explain a person’s thought. From prospective customers, the article assumes a potential 

estimation of car-sharing in 2020. The maximum potential would be 6.42 million users. The report 

assesses the environmental effect of the evolution of car-sharing. The traffic CO2 emissions would 

decrease from 30.3 million tons CO2 equivalent in 2005 to 22.7 million tons CO2 equivalent in 2020. 

So, the results show a quite important potential for car-sharing that would affect positively the 

environment. 

 

Car-sharing estimation may also be based on a micro simulation approach (Ciari, 2010). The method 

is a four step approach. As car-sharing remains a niche market, few data are available through 

revealed preferences surveys that are more focused on car and public transport. Stated preferences 

surveys bring a solution to get new elements in car-sharing data but may trigger other disadvantages. 

Then, the paper develops a Matsim simulation by separating car, public transport, bike, walk and car-

sharing (walk+car+walk) in the mode choice step. The locations of car-sharing stations are 

implemented in the process. Mode choice modelling is based on a utility maximization computation. 

The results show a car-sharing share of 1.3%. 

 

Other studies are implemented in China to estimate the potential of car-sharing in Asia where vehicle 

ownership rate is not so high nowadays (Shaheen and Martin, 2006). 840 persons answered an 

intercept survey in Beijing and were asked about their travel patterns and needs, their vehicle 

purchase intentions and their car-sharing interest. Finally 25% would be inclined to use car-sharing. 

They are rather used to take transit, bicycle or to walk, have higher income or education than those 

who were not interested in such a program. 

The same author designed surveys for 26 of 28 existing car-sharing programs in North America 

(Shaheen, Cohen and Roberts, 2005). While investigating existing demographic market, car-sharing 

potential is estimated to 10% of individuals aged with more than 21 years old in North America. 

 

Community, the car-sharing service with Montreal area, took part of a web-based survey to improve 

knowledge on car-sharing (Sioui, Morency and Trépanier, 2009). The study aims to compare travel 

patterns amongst car-sharing or non-car-sharing users. In order to achieve this goal, a web-based 

survey was launched on Communauto website. The survey was as similar as possible with the 

regional OD survey and as simple as possible. The results assessed that car-sharing users owned less 

cars than usual travellers, users are relatively young, and their mobility rate is lower with an emphasis 

on shopping and other purposes to use car-sharing. Finally they used to take transit. 

 

In 2006, Claudia Nobis (Nobis, 2006) detailed “a household travel survey to investigate awareness and 

market potential”. In Germany, the market is highly fragmented and a large majority of people has no 

access to car-sharing. After an interesting literature review, Claudia Nobis examines the results of a 

survey administered to 1 000 randomly chosen individuals, German speaking, above 18, living in 

cities with more 20 000 inhabitants. After weighting according to a stratified method, the projected 
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studied population amounts to 34.8 million people (42% of German population). People are asked 

about their general awareness of car-sharing and knowledge of existence of local car-sharing 

organisation, their acceptance of sharing modes, their mobility behaviour and their attitudes towards 

some specific modes (car, public transport). The results reveal that 53% of respondents are not aware 

of what car-sharing is. But the awareness progresses with age, education level, income, size of the 

city and frequency of public transport use. On the contrary, it worsens with number of cars in the 

household and car mileage. Statement opinion proves that multimodal mobility patterns foster car-

sharing acceptability. The author bases its market potential on a certain number of criteria. By 

filtering out all persons in the sample who fulfils these criteria, one obtains the market potential. The 

criteria are as diverse as having a driving license, being a low frequency car user, using its car only for 

leisure and maintenance, driving a low annual mileage, living in large cities, having rational attitudes 

towards cars and positive attitudes towards public transport, being open-minded to the idea of 

sharing a car. The market potential is then based on objective and subjective criteria. The article 

concludes on a potential of 1.5 to 2 million people. A gap is easily observed between potential and 

reality. 

Some car-sharing providers bring solution to capture data on users. Carplus designs annual surveys to 

monitor car-sharing user in United Kingdom (Harmer and Cairns, 2010). There are two components: a 

survey for members and a survey for joiners. The derived information concerns the customer service, 

car ownership, use of other modes, car club vehicle and use (operator data) and general car use by 

club members. The interviewed French operators used themselves user surveys when people join the 

service (Appendix 7) but they are not obviously public data. It helps understand user profile and may 

enable drawing a better potential for car-sharing. Michael Flamm, which is a mobility consultant, 

gives different illustrations about data collection and publication in car-sharing. In Switzerland, there 

is only one car-sharing operator “Mobility” which provides results and evolution of car-sharing 

nationwide (Mobility Car-sharing, 2011). In Germany, there is a German association for car-sharing, 

BCS. Main parts of car-sharing operators are members of BCS. Every year, a statistic of car-sharing 

evolution is published (Carsharing.de, 2011). In the United Kingdom, government funds a part of the 

association for promoting car-sharing and creating the car-sharing seal of approval. In return, 

operators participate to annual surveys for the customers of the whole car-sharing system (Carplus, 

2011). A European state-of-the-art has been realised by Willi Loose, director of BCS, by asking car-

sharing operators about their services (Intelligent Energy Europe, 2011) 

The literature has more or less demonstrated a certain potential for car-sharing. Nevertheless, this 

potential seems sometimes limited and variable. As car-sharing is more often an isolated initiative 

within an urban area, it is difficult to have a global and non-localised overview of its usage and 

impacts. These studies are difficult to apply to a more general background and do not suggest a 

perennial follow-up. Nevertheless, they paint a picture of car-sharing user that is young, educated, 

with a high income and with low dependence to car. 

 

3.4. DRT LITERATURE REVIEW 

Very few literature estimate DRT potential and state-of-practice. As it is very connected to public 

transport, it is not a mode to develop at all costs. It has to complete public transport supply without 

deteriorating services. Its viability is more a question of economic viability and subsidies. Most of 
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literature concentrates on technological facts as optimizing routing and booking or designing the 

most flexible system. The following researches explain who the clients of DRT services are and the 

main characteristics of DRT data. 

Many works focus on aging people: disabled and elderly are the main clients and travellers of DRT. It 

is true that the most important group of travellers is aging people and some research introduces DRT 

as a mobility solution for aging people (Activeage, 2008). But some other distinguishes the different 

target groups (Feirrera, Charles and Tether, 2007). Every group requires special needs. Performance 

measures may help to analyse the advantages and weaknesses of a DRT system for a specific group. 

For example, performance measures concern financial activity (cost per trip, subsidy per trip, revenue 

over cost ratio), patronage demand (by time of day, day of week), accessibility (connecting activity 

centres), mobility (services in relation to unmet needs), energy use (relative reduction), air quality 

(relative improvement), safety and security (relative crashes, injuries and personal security incidents), 

community and stakeholder opinion (survey of perceptions of performance) (Feirrera, Charles and 

Tether, 2007). Hence, need of data is huge and appears difficult to capture entirely. Choices have to 

be made to keep the most important. Gathering data is always a question of trade-off between 

quality, quantity and cost of data (Transportation Research Board, 2010). 

A research in France produces a state of the art of DRT (Certu, 2006). One of the chapter focuses on 

the clients. They seem to be mainly non-working people, precarious people, children and teenagers, 

disabled (Datar, DTT, Ademe, 2004). The number of trips depends on network size. Usage rate roughly 

reaches 0.2 annual trips per person in the DRT area. Occupation rate is between 2 and 5 persons per 

vehicle. These data come from different surveys and studies on DRT (Datar, DTT, Ademe, 2004)(UTP, 

2005)(Certu, 2002). Unfortunately, data have some order of magnitude relying on specific surveys 

which are not homogeneous in their design and application. 

Elodie Castex wrote a PhD on DRT in France (Castex, 2007). Her state-of-the-art is based on a French 

stock list in 2005. She administered a survey in Franche-Comté on 1051 people. Thirty-five questions 

were asked about respondents’ profile, travel habits, daily mobility and opinions on DRT. Over 1051 

respondents, 93 were former DRT users. They are globally happy with the service. 10% of non-DRT 

users’ trips could be replaced by DRT. It is true for the first trip of the day then interest on DRT is 

decreasing. DRT seems to be more appropriate to replace car trips during week to go to work or to go 

to shop. People prefer short booking periods (less than one day). 5 to 10 minutes are accepted as 

reasonable delays. More flexible is the DRT, more interesting it is for users. 

Elodie Castex also reports other researches that show the will of the field of study to try to forecast 

DRT demand. Some other surveys are administered to test population groups. The Transportation 

research board administered a survey to 1 000 people in San Francisco area about their acceptability 

of innovative transport modes such as DRT. 15% of respondents were very interested and 15% ready 

to accept to use it. In total 30% of respondents were receptive to DRT (Yim and Khattak, 2000). 

Nevertheless, American users elect long booking periods and are ready to wait 15 to 20 minutes. 

Another survey administered to 400 people judges that 20% of respondents were volunteers to use 

DRT up to the railway station (Anspacher, 2004).  

Need of data may be huge. For example, Elodie Castex suggests a model for its database on DRT 

(Castex, 2007). Database comprises information on DRT systems (name, date of creation, status, 

number of served boroughs, kind of DRT), on transport services ( lines, stops, transport organisation), 

on transport authority (name, type, address, operator), on partnership (name, type, assistance, 
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subsidies), on boroughs (name, population, location), on vehicles (type, number), on fares (ticket 

price, season ticket, computation of fares), on objectives (commercial, assistance, social, public 

service, revitalize rural areas, create jobs, serve a specific place, replace an existing line, decrease 

costs, extend transport, other), on completion (bus, railway station, metro station, other), on 

population (total population, elderly, disabled, workers, specific clients, underprivileged people, 

students), on attracting zone (shopping centre, railway station, city centre, market, working zone, 

bus station, other), on information and communications technology (ICT) (equipment for disabled, 

software, type, call centre, mobility centre, information), on booking system (telephone switchboard, 

the internet, server, booking time, free calls), on schedule (fixed, free, starting hour, ending hour, 

working days, night, evening, peak hour, off-peak hour), on results (cost per trip, total cost per year, 

revenues, loss, number of kilometres a year, number of trips, number of journeys, number of clients, 

evolution, investments), on sources. The previous list is exhaustive but very hard to complete entirely 

for all DRT services. It is the same process for other mobility services. 

Studies highlight a need of data to fulfil goals. But surveys that are led are usually more local than 

global and are difficult to extend to another location. Some figures are known and criticized as the 

revenue over cost ratio but literature is lacking in general overview to really capture usage data. 

 

3.5. CARPOOLING LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the literature, many research deals with assessing or estimating carpooling in a specific area. 

American literature is the most advanced. Many researches deal with dynamic ridesharing but not so 

much try to estimate usage data. The main problem is that carpooling may occur thanks to a website, 

a company or just an acquaintance. Thus, it is hard to follow carpoolers. 

For example, Casual Carpool survey summary established a mail and on-line survey, in supplement 

with a vehicle counts and in-site survey to estimate causal carpool in an HOV lane in the United 

States (511 Rideshare, 2010). 

 

A. Amey, in his thesis, sums up the evolution of carpooling in the United States (Amey, 2010). He 

studies the correlation between carpool and transit, carpool and congestion, carpool and income, 

carpool and household composition, carpool and foreign status, and computes the unused capacity. 

He also draws conclusions on the international trends through the national surveys by looking at the 

number of passengers in a vehicle. At the scale of the MIT, the author launches a commuter survey 

to define the market potential of carpooling. Trip characteristics are detailed as housing location, 

vehicle availability, working time and diversion. Routing decisions are modelled by a spatial analysis 

of commuter trips and pairing is made between similar trips. The result gives a very high carpooling 

potential to be compared with real choices. 

 

Moreover, casual carpool passengers’ characteristics are studied through survey respondent data 

(Burris and Justin, 2006). The survey is mailed to drivers on HOV lanes thanks to video license plate; it 

is also administered in site for transit users on board, and for carpoolers when they are waiting for a 

ride. The survey questions about trip purpose, the time of day, the socio-economic characteristics, 

stated preferences questions and carpooling related questions. A comparison with statistical test as 

Chi square test, Anova, Krustal-Wallis is led to compare travellers’ characteristics by mode. These 
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results are then used for applying a logit model to mode choice estimation. As it is very specific to 

one place, study may hardly be generalized. 

 

A French study investigates the relationship between membership rate and user rate in a carpooling 

website (Adème, 2010). Indeed, it is quite easy to get access to the number of people registered in a 

carpooling website. However, it does not mean that every person is actually carpooling. What is the 

user rate? It is the number of registered people that have at least once carpooled. There are three 

methods to measure performance. The first one is the ex post method: surveys are administered to 

members after their trips. This method tends to overestimate carpooling because 97% of 

respondents are those who carpool. Others do not answer. The second method is the on-going 

method. There are three solutions. Either the carpooling service counts the number of matching, or 

people pay on-line for their trips which become possible to track, or an electronic badge is given to 

passengers and registers the length of the trips and the number of carpoolers. The third method is 

the ex-ante method where software computes the matching process quality (schedule, locations, car 

ownership). This method need to be calibrated and validated. The results indicate that membership 

represents 2 to 33% of people within a company but only 0.2 to 1.4% of people elsewhere. Then user 

rate falls to 10% of members within a company and 4% elsewhere. This rate depends on 

communication and population size. Finally, carpoolers were former private car users (75%) or transit 

users (25%). 

As seen previously, studies are localized and do not present perennial methods to follow carpooling 

evolution. Surveys, spatial analyses or statistical tests are used to estimate and know carpooling 

usage. Carpooling is limited to a geographical area where means of transportation and mode choice 

are very specific. That is why it is so difficult to forecast a global model for estimating carpooling 

potential. But it is interesting to focus on the discrepancy between supply data and real usage. 

 

3.6. CONCLUSION 

Collecting data, estimating demand, and building models are based on various researches. The 

previous literature review highlights the discrepancy between modes and the local characteristic of 

surveys. Is it possible to have perennial follow-up on mobility services? Does this emphasis on 

multiple surveys show that mobility services play an important role in mobility behaviour? Few 

literatures study a collection tool to fetch data regularly. Researches tend to serve current situation. 

The following chapter tries to point out the available data in national statistic apparatus to draw 

conclusion on mobility services.  
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4. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the thesis is to develop tools of knowledge to fetch data regularly on usage of mobility 

services. The literature review showed that many researches are led to understand this emerging 

mobility but very few is able to assess the relevance of mobility services towards traditional modes. 

Nobody seems able to claim how many people are carpooling, using bike-sharing, DRT or car-sharing 

neither to describe if users are different from other drivers or public transport users. There is a lack 

in the field of transport to capture global data on new market niches. The master thesis aims to look 

for existing tools or develop new ones if necessary. 

First of all, we will make the hypothesis that we are able to gather data on mobility services in 

existing travel surveys which are not specific to them. The master thesis mainly focus on household 

travel surveys which are the most usual travel surveys to capture mode choice at a national or city 

level. Household survey instrument comprises household data, person data, vehicle data, travel and 

activity data, attitudinal or opinion data, knowledge and stated preferences data. According to the 

data one needs, there are different data collections. We assume that the field of surveys 

implementation is known by the reader and we will focus on specific design and result drawn from 

existing surveys.  

Let us look for information in some case studies. First, data collection and analysis is applied to the 

French database to look for available information in France, then to an American travel survey and 

other international travel surveys to get a comparison of best practices and state-of-knowledge. 

Different surveys are analysed and an emphasis is done on the way to ask questions to interviewees. 

The case studies contain a data part, a methodology part and a result part. A discussion is finally 

argued to highlight the lacks of databases. 

 

4.2. FRENCH STATISTICAL APPARATUS 

The French statistical apparatus provided by the CERTU comprises different surveys. The first part 

describes the different surveys used to fetch data. Then a methodology part detailed the statistic 

computation applied to databases. Finally, results and discussion explains the available data on 

mobility services. 

4.2.1. DATA 

There are five different surveys available to study mobility in France. The first one is the national 

travel survey
2
, the second one is the Household travel survey

3
, the third one is the parking survey, 

the fourth one is the urban and rural public transport survey and the last one is a TNS Sofres survey. 

In France, the national travel survey takes place every 10 or 15 years (1966-67, 1973-74, 1981-82, 

1993-1994, 2007-2008)(Setra, 2010). It comprises various constituents: one about daily mobility, one 

                                                           
2
 ENTD : Enquête Nationale Transport et Déplacements 

3
 EMD : Enquête ménage déplacements 
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about long-distance mobility and one about local mobility. The survey also indicates data regarding 

car ownership and usage, driver licence, household location, accessibility to public transport, 

household characteristics (age, children, status, income, degree, work, and health). The survey refers 

to the whole French population aged more than 6 years old. A sample is asked from May to April in 

order to get an overview of annual trends. The interviewer realizes a face to face interview with CAPI 

(Computer-assisted personal interviewing). Some GPS techniques are used to trace journeys during 

one entire week on a specific household vehicle. The interviewer speaks in twice between which 

interviewees note their trips during one week. 20 000 households with 50 000 persons have been 

asked. It finally represents 26.6 millions of households and 60.3 million people in 2008(Setra, 2010). 

Data from 2008 and 1994 are available. 

The household travel survey is a local survey that questions about mobility (Certu, 2008). It analyses 

people’s behaviour in a defined study area. Personal interviews take place from Tuesday to Saturday, 

for a period of at least 10 weeks between October, 15
th

 and April, 30
th

, apart from holidays. The trips 

made the day before the interview are analysed. The interview occurs in the household’s home, face 

to face with all the household members above 5 years old. The household part describes the housing 

type, as well as vehicle-oriented data (type of car, fuel, parking location, car ownership). The person 

part takes a census of household members (sex, age, driving licence, profession, public transport 

season ticket, work location, general mode usage). The travel day part describes precisely the trips 

made the day before the interview (purpose, time of day, modes, origin and destination). The 

opinion part questions about urban transport policies, priorities to develop, advantages and 

disadvantages of transport modes. In addition, as the survey is local, a city may add specific 

questions (no more than 15 min with the interviewee) to fit with local specificities and need of data. 

Data gather results on Lyon 2006, Arles 2008, Bouches du Rhône 2009 and Amiens 2010. This three 

cities and one department
4
 have been chosen because they developed questions on emerging 

mobility services. All databases are not available. Sample are stipulated in Table 1 

 Lyon 2006 Arles 2008 Bouches du Rhône 2009 Amiens 2010 

Household sample 6 428 2 675 9 752 5 103 

Individual sample 15 251 5991 22 730 11 478 

Table 1: Household travel survey sampling(Certu, 2008) 

The parking survey occurs every five years for cities above 20 000 inhabitants. It contains a detailed 

description of supply, fares, season tickets, and operating ways. It comprises three parts. One lists 

general data (STT, 2010), one lists paying parking spaces in the road network (STT, 2010), and one 

lists paying parking spaces apart from road network (STT, 2010). 

The French statistic apparatus comprises two yearly public transport surveys. One concerns urban 

public transport (Certu, 2008) whereas the other one concerns public transports in a department 

(Certu, 2008).The yearly urban public transport survey is a mail-administered survey for transport 

operators and services which contains different information as urban public transport area, 

administrative data and contracts, transport supply (vehicles, network characteristics, services, 

employees, revenues, fares,...), and public transport usage. The second survey excludes the urban 

public transport to focus on the other public transport in less densely populated areas. It gives an 

overview of public transport supply and demand (regular services, on-demand transport and school 

                                                           
4
A department is an administrative unit, a French territorial unit smaller than a region. 
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services), fares, other activities, investment, operating costs, and public subsidies. Both surveys are 

very similar but are administered to two very different administrative organisations what implies 

some specificity. These differences are really peculiar to France and will not be explained in this 

thesis since it is not the goal of it. 

TNS is a custom market research specialist. TNS Sofres provides, amongst other, mobility surveys. 

They are on paper self-administered surveys. The three main transportation surveys are: “You and 

the car” (TNS Sofres, 2010), “Your household and the car” (TNS Sofres, 2010), “You and the travel 

modes” (TNS Sofres, 2010). They collect different information about the way people travel, 

household characteristics, car characteristics, gas filling, internet usage, car purchase, car hire, and 

opinion on travel modes and policies. 

4.2.2. METHODOLOGY 

Data from surveys are kept in databases of thousands lines. In order to analyse collected data, we 

will use SAS Software. The methodology is shared in different parts. It identifies questions that deal 

with mobility services issue. Whatever direct or indirect questions are, we concentrate on every leak 

that may lead to mobility services data. Then, we use SAS software to analyse results. We keep 

analysis simple. Frequencies or means are the main statistical tools that have been used. For time 

reason, no statistical tests have been applied. Codes are available in Appendix 1, Appendix 2 and 

Appendix 3. Some results have already been analysed previously and we pay specially heed to check 

our results with data reports. 

Data collection and analysis are based on statistical computations. Methodology to produce data is 

shared in different phases that may trigger errors (Bonnel, 2004). Work begins with a sampling 

process. Then, the response rate may forbid some analyses. Finally, statistical precision is important. 

Data are weighted to fit population numbers. A weighted proportion may be huge whereas the real 

number of respondent is very small. Finally, the total error is calculated such as: 

����� ����� 	 
������ ����� � ��
������� ����� � ��� ��
���
� ����� 

Precision is calculated thanks to confidence interval. We mainly focus on estimation of proportion for 

modal choices. �̂ is the sample estimator of p, true proportion in the population. �̂ is normally 

distributed if n, the sample size, is sufficiently large (�� � 5 ; ��� � 1� � 5�. �̂ follows a normal 

distribution with a mean p and a standard deviation �������� . 

Finally, the �1 � ��100% confidence interval equals: 

" 	 �̂ # $%/'(�̂�1 � �̂��  

 

We constantly take care of precision in our results because we treat niche market. Precision may 

change results from scratches. 

We will pay specially heed to journeys to work, that is to say commuting trips. Indeed, although it is 

usually quite short trips compared to long distance trips, it represents a very important share in the 

overall trips due to their high number and occurrence. But other short length trips are also analysed. 
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4.2.3. RESULTS 

This part describes the questions and answers collected through surveys. Surveys may mix mobility 

services so we organise this part such as every survey is analysed separately. 

4.2.3.1. French national travel survey 2008 

 The French national travel survey quotes various means of transportation to describe mobility. 

These modes are (Insee, 2007): 

• Pedestrian 

o Just walk 

o Carried, in a pushchair 

o Roller skates, Scooter 

o Wheelchair 

• Two wheels 

o Bicycle, tricycle (motorized or not) 

o Moped (<50 cm3) _ Driver 

o Moped (<50cm3) _ Passenger 

o Motorcycle (>50cm3) _ Driver (including side-car) 

o Motorcycle (>50cm3) _ Passenger (including side-car) 

o Motorcycle without any details (including quad bikes) 

• Car 

o Car, commercial vehicle, light electric vehicle..._ Driver alone 

o Car, commercial vehicle, light electric vehicle..._ Driver with passenger 

o Car, commercial vehicle, light electric vehicle..._ Passenger 

o Car, commercial vehicle, light electric vehicle..._ Sometimes driver or passenger 

o 3 or 4 wheels without details 

• Specialised transportation, scholar, taxi 

o Taxi (individual, shared) 

o Special transport services (disabled) 

o Company bus 

o School bus 

• Urban or regional public transport 

o Urban bus, Trolley bus 

o River shuttle 

o Coach 

o Other coach (chartering, specialised transport) 

o SNCF Coach
5
 

o Tramway 

o Metro, cable car 

o RER
6
, SNCF suburbs 

o TER
7
 

o Other urban and regional transportation (without any details) 

• Railway 

o TGV
8
, 1

st
 class 

o TGV, 2
nd

 class 

o Other rail, 1
st
 class 

                                                           
5
  Coach that belong to the French national railway company SNCF 

6
  Regional train in the Parisian suburb 

7
  Regional train 

8
  High speed train in France 
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o Other rail, 2
nd

 class 

o Other rail (without any details) 

• Plane 

• Boat 

• Other 

It is straightforward that emerging mobility services are not described in the previous list. Thus, 

knowing directly the mode share or potential of new mobility services is not obvious.  

The interviewer asks (all questions are derived from (Insee, 2007)): 

Q: Which mean of transportation did you use to travel? 

(It refers to a special trip during a specified day. As a rule it is the day before the survey if the 

interviewee travelled that day) (CGDD, 2010). 

Figure 5 describes the different modes used to travel less than 80 km during a weekday. 

 

Figure 5: Modal share during a weekday (CGDD, 2010) 

The weighted number of filled trips is 193 710 000. Car is predominant in travelling with 38% as 

driver alone, 15% as driver with passenger and 12% as passenger. Finally more than 65% of trips are 

made by car. Then, walk come up with 22% of trips. Biking represents 3% of trips. An unknown part is 

due to bike sharing. 

 

Then, we concentrate on carpooling and car-sharing. Indeed, it is possible to know the occupancy 

rate of every vehicle and the ownership. Bicycle ownership is unknown and DRT may be easily 

confused with public transport. It will be very hard to detect them. 

The vehicle occupancy may be defined in two different ways (CGDD, 2010): the first one is the 

number of trips made by car over the number of trips made by car as a driver. This definition does 

not take into account the children over 6. A second description is the number of persons which go 

with the car driver. We will consider the second definition as the more accurate because it takes into 
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account the children over 6. 

The occupancy rate is 1.4 for local mobility during weekday (CGDD, 2010). It varies a lot amongst trip 

purpose (Appendix 1). For example, for dropping off or picking up purpose, this rate reaches 1.92. 

However, for journey to work, this rate falls to 1.07 people per vehicle and per trips. It indicates a 

huge amount of empty seats for commuting purposes. Moreover, the car share goes up until 74% 

(70.20% of drivers) and walking goes down to 11% for journey to a regular workplace. 

It may be interesting to focus on who is accompanying the driver during a trip in order to evaluate 

carpool usage. Accompanying children or household members may not be considered as carpooling 

for example. 

Three questions are asked about this thematic. 

Q: Did you travel with someone during your trip? 

Q: How many household members travelled with you during your trip? 

Q: How many persons that were not household members travelled with you during your trip? 

By filtering only car driver trips (Appendix 1), we obtain inTable 2 the following results for local trips 

during weekday (102 350 000 car driver trips) and a specific journey to work (15 770 000 car driver 

trips). 

 Local trip Journey to work 

 Frequency % Frequency % 

Driver alone 73 630 000 71.94 % 15010000 95.15 % 

1 person from household 15800000 15.44 % 282000 1.79 % 

 2 persons from household 4048000 3.96 % 63000 0.4 % 

more than 3 persons from household 1394000 1.36 % 54000 0.34 % 

1 person out of household 4009000 3.92 % 273000 1.73 % 

2 persons out of household 791000 0.77 % 51000 0.32% 

more than 3 persons out of household 429000 0.42 % 35000 0.23 % 

1 person from household and 1 out of 1223000 1.19 % 5000 0.03 % 

Other 1026000 1.00 % 3000 0.02 % 

Total 102350000 100% 15770000 100% 

Table 2: Frequency and percentage of drivers’ trips regarding the accompanying persons 
(Appendix 1) 

This distribution shows a large trend in favour of private use of car. Few people share a ride with 

somebody out of their household. For all purpose taken together, 29.06 % of drivers’ trips are made 

with a passenger who represents 29 742 000 trips. The equivalent modal share for all modes taken 

together is 15%. For commuting purpose, less than 5% of drivers’ trips are made with somebody else. 

It is here impossible to separate adult and children. Thus 5% of drivers’ trips may be considered as 

the upper limit of carpool usage for commuting. In terms of trips, this upper bound represents 

765000 trips. It is a modal share of 3.5% in commuting trips. 

A specific questionnaire is implemented to detail a usual journey from home to work/school/child 

care trips. The trips are not taken from a specific day but usual trends are specified by the 

interviewee.  

Q: Usually, how do you go to this place? 

Q: When you go or come back to this place, does someone travel with you, even on a part of the 

trip? 
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o Yes, always 

o Yes, but just one way 

o Often 

o Sometimes 

o Never 

Q: Who is it? 

o Household child 

o A child out of the household 

o Household adult 

o An adult out of the household 

In this questionnaire, car trips represent 71.69% of 20 724 369 trips from home to a fixed work place. 

The statistics on the accompanying person’s status are the following. Regarding journeys to work, 

80.20% of drivers’ trips are made alone (0.04% of required fields have been left blank).It is less than 

the previous statistic on the trips the day before which suggested that 95.15% of rivers’ trips to go to 

work were done alone. This difference shows the bias that may appear due to the kind of question 

the interviewer asks. For the 19.75% that did not answer “Never” to the first question, that is to say 

that they at least sometimes drive with somebody else, the distribution for accompanying persons’ 

status is stipulated in Table 3. 

Drive alone 80.2 % (11 340 000) 

Frequency Yes always 
Yes but just one 

way 
Often Sometimes 

Household Child(ren)  
4.33 % 

(612000) 

2.91 % 

(411 000) 

1.35 % 

(191000) 

1.37 % 

(194000) 

Child(ren) out of 

household 
0.01 % (5000) 0.041% (2000) 0.03 % (4000) 0.18 % (26000) 

Household Adult(s) 
0.82 % 

(116000) 

0.26 % 

(37000) 

0.28 % 

(39000) 

0.75 % 

(105000) 

Adult(s) out of household 
1.05 % 

(148000) 

0.21 % 

(30000) 

0.57 % 

(80000) 

4.3 % 

(608000) 

Household Mix 
0.24 % 

(35000) 

0.05 % 

(8000) 

0.09 % 

(12723) 

0.09 % 

(13000) 

Mix out of household 0.00 % (0)  0.00 % (0) 0.00 % (0) 0.02 % (2000) 

Other 
0.20 % 

(28000) 

0.10 % 

(14000) 

0.19 % 

(27000) 

0.32 % 

(46000) 

Table 3: Percentage (Frequency) of drivers' trips to work regarding accompanying persons 
(Appendix 1) 

By suppressing children accompanying status, the share of carpooling in drivers’ trips decreases by 

half to reach 9.54% that is to say regular or irregular 1 350 000 trips. It is almost double compared to 

the question on the trips the day before (765 000 trips). It is then quite straightforward that the way 

to ask a question has important impacts on the answers. What is the share of occasional trips that we 

cannot find in the trips of the day before? Which is the weight of return trips in the previous table 

that is not taken into account in the commuter trips of the day before? What do “Sometimes” and 

“Often” really mean? There are many questions we may underline to understand differences 

between both survey sections. 

Another research may be led to approximate car-sharing by looking at car ownership and car lending. 
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In the French national travel survey, different questions refer to this situation. In the section: Usage of 

vehicles, the interviewer asks questions about the vehicles that a household is currently using.  

Q: Whose is the vehicle? 

o To one or many household members 

o To somebody else 

o To a leasing society 

o To a private company 

o To a public company 

o Other 

Q: Does it happen that non-household people drive this vehicle? 

o Yes, often 

o Yes, sometimes 

o Exceptionally 

o Never 

In the section Local mobility, the interviewer asks about the trips the day before. 

Q: What kind of vehicles did you use, if it does not belong to the household? 

o Rent private car 

o Other private car 

o Hired Camper van 

o Other Camper-van 

o Hired commercial vehicle 

o Other commercial vehicle 

o Hired light electrical vehicle 

o Other light electrical vehicle 

o Hired two wheels 

o Other two wheels 

o Former household vehicle 

o Other 

In the first stipulated question, 93.33% of vehicles belong to the household. 1.64% belongs to 

somebody outside the household which may coincide with peer-to-peer car-sharing. 1.99% belongs 

to a private or public company. Because the question does not really suggest a car-shared vehicle, it 

would not be accurate to draw precise conclusion about these practises. The question may cover 

company car as well as car-sharing or another situation.  

Concerning the second question, 67.25% of vehicles are never lent and 20.47% exceptionally. This 

part does not undoubtedly represent a shared vehicle. 8.20% of vehicles are lent sometimes and 

2.09% often. It would be useful to know much about the person who receives the vehicle in order to 

draw some conclusions. Nevertheless, it represents roughly 5 million vehicles.  

The third question regarding local trips shows that 8.49% of people use a vehicle that does not 

belong to them for their trip the day before. If we are interested in cars only, this share drops to 

6.85%. But once again, the definition is not enough clear to relate non ownership and car-sharing. 

This percentage is an upper bound of real car-sharing usage. 
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4.2.3.2. French national travel survey 1994 

In 1994, the national travel survey was a little bit different from the one in 2008. Nevertheless, by a 

great effort of compromise, the survey has been modernized but has kept its ability to be compared 

with the previous one. Thus, we can notice the evolution between 1994 and 2008. We do not go back 

to 1982 because we consider that emerging mobility services came really up from the 90s. The 

description will be shorter and insists on the differences that may be clear between 1994 and 2008. 

Figure 6 shows the mode share in 1994 and 2008 for the main means of transportation. 

 

Figure 6: Evolution of mode share between 1994 and 2008 (Appendix 1, Appendix 2) 

For a bit inferior number of trips (167 680 000 in 1994 against 193 700 000 in 2008), the private car 

mode has increased to the detriment of walk, bicycle and public transport. This increase is less 

important than the one observed between 1982 and 1994(CGDD, 2010). Nevertheless, the figures 

need to be qualified due to the gap between 1994 and 2008. Indeed, the national transport count 

noticed a peak in 2004 regarding the share of car (Certu, 2006). Thus, in 2008, the share of car 

indicates a decrease in car usage compared to 2004 due to a fall in vehicle kilometres travelled. The 

chart does not represent the real trends in between. Moreover, 65.92% of drivers are alone in their 

car in 1994 which goes up to 71.94% in 2008(Appendix 1, Appendix 2). Thus, carpooling would have 

decrease in fifteen years. The occupation rate decreased from 1.5 to 1.4 between 1994 and 2008 

(local trips during weekdays). As already observed in 1994, the occupancy rate for work purpose is 

very low with 1.14 persons per vehicle. It is however higher than in 2008 where this rate reaches 

1.07. People tend to use their car in a more private way in 2008. The number of accompanying 

persons is stipulated inTable 4. The origin (household or non-household member) and status (adult, 

children) is not required in the questionnaire. 

Only 27 869 629 trips by a driver that is to say 34.08% are made with an accompanying person for 

local trips. Only 1 238 224 trips are not made alone (10.30 %) for work purpose. It is higher than in 

2008 (29.06 % and 4.85 %) in share but in number, carpooling increased in 2008 for local mobility and 

decreased for work purpose. 
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 Local trip Journey to work 

 Frequency % Frequency % 

Driver alone 52789 65.92 % 10783000 89.70 % 

2 persons  15003000 18.73 % 894000 7.44 % 

3 persons  6570000 8.20 % 240000 2.00 % 

4 persons 3310348 4.13 % 56000 0.47 % 

5 persons 1296000 1.62 % 34000 0.28 % 

6 persons 294000 0.37 % 4000 0.03 % 

7 persons 104000 0.13 % 0 0.00 % 

8 persons 46000 0.06 % 0 0.00 % 

9 persons 1000 0.00 % 0 0.00 % 

Other 670000 0.84 % 11000 0.09 % 

Total 80085000 100 % 12022000 100 % 

Table 4: Percentage of trips regarding people in the car for local trip all purposes taken 
together and work purpose (Appendix 2) 

As in 2008, the interviewer asks question about the general trips between home and work. It differs 

from the questions about the day before because it is less detailed and more general. From Table 5, 

we can have access to the accompanying persons’ status when people go to work. Two questions are 

asked (Insee, 1993). 

Q: As a rule, during this trip, are you...? 

o Alone 

o With somebody even for just a part of the trip 

Q: With whom? 

o Household Children 

o Children out of the household 

o Household Adult 

o Adult out of the household 

 Frequency % 

Drive alone 13310000 77.4 % 

Household Child(ren) 1584000 9.21 % 

Non household Child(ren) 44000 0.26 % 

Household adult(s)  788000 4.58 % 

Non household adult(s)  1 052000 6.12 % 

Household mix  253000 1.47 % 

Non household mix 21000 0.12 % 

Other 138000 0.84 % 

Table 5: Percentage of drivers' trips to work regarding accompanying persons (Appendix 2) 

As observed in 2008, the results do not coincide exactly with the other section of the questionnaire 

(Table 4 and Table 5). Here, the results are more considered as a habit. Once again, carpooling 

drastically decrease when accompanying children are retrieved. The rate of carpooling to go to work 

is 12.75% (1 310000 trips) compared to 9.54% in 2008 (1 350000 trips). We must be aware that this 

question does not give information about the frequency of these trips. The carpooling effect has 

increased in number but not in share. 
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Regarding car-sharing information, the 1994 national travel survey asks about the car ownership but 

does not suggest car-sharing. 

Q: This vehicle... 

o Is under leasing 

o is hired for three months or more 

o is a company car 

o is lent permanently by parents or friends 

o belongs to the interviewee 

However, another question may inform about peer-to-peer car-sharing. 

Q: Does it happen that people out of the household drive this vehicle? 

o Yes, often 

o Yes, sometimes 

o Exceptionally 

o Never 

2.46% of respondents answer “Yes, often”; 9.49% “Yes, sometimes”; 24.56% “Exceptionally” and 

59.74% “Never”. Thus, car-sharing seemed to remain very exceptional and was not a frequent 

process. Once again, this rate seems to decrease in 2008. 

The few hypotheses that we have done concerning carpooling and car-sharing seem to lead to a 

qualified conclusion about emerging mobility services. Depending on the question, they seem to be 

stable, to emerge or to decrease. This result is to be taken with precaution due to the error 

percentage of all the statistics and definition that are changing constantly. Indeed, depending on the 

definition of carpooling, trends are changing. If we accept a large definition of carpooling, which 

comprises adult and children and accompanying purpose, carpooling is decreasing (referring to the 

occupancy rate). But if we consider carpooling only between adults and by excluding accompanying 

status, that is to say with a restricted definition, carpooling is increasing. Thus, it may be a bad data 

gathering more than a real decrease that may lead to a wrong conclusion. Finally, obstacles may 

appear due to the length between both surveys: 14 years may trigger large changes impossible to 

capture in such a long period. How is it possible to get more precise data about these mobility 

niches? Why do not the results explain the emerging supply and passion for these modes?  

 

4.2.3.3. Household Travel Surveys 

The local household travel surveys unveil travel behaviours among an urban population. 

Nevertheless, it is not enough precise to detail new mobility services modes. Indeed, the means of 

transportation listed in the survey are: 

o Walking 

o Bicycle 

o Two wheels < 50 cm3 

o Two wheels = or > 50 cm3 

o Rollerblade, skateboard, scooter 

o Wheelchair 

o Private vehicle driver 

o Private vehicle passenger 
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o Urban bus passenger 

o Tramway passenger 

o Metro passenger 

o Coach passenger 

o SNCF passenger (Rail) 

o Taxicab passenger 

o Company bus passenger 

o School bus passenger 

o Van, pick-up truck, truck 

o River or sea transport 

o Air plane 

o Other modes (tractor, farm vehicle…) 

As previously, the emerging mobility services are absent. But it is possible to capture carpooling by 

calculating the occupancy vehicle rate in Table 6. 

 All journeys Work journeys Accompanying purpose 

Lyon 2006 1.35 1.07 1.81 

Bouches du Rhône 2009 1.41 1.16 1.78 

Amiens 2010 1.36 1.06 1.84 

Table 6: Occupancy rate per trips for different purposes(Certu, 2008) 

The local occupancy rates reflect the national situation in Table 6. All journey purposes taken 

together, there are roughly 1.4 persons per vehicle and per trip. It decreases drastically for work 

purpose, even if the Bouches du Rhône has a surprising quite high occupancy rate. Eventually, for 

accompanying purpose, occupancy rates are much higher around 1.8 persons per vehicle which is 

quite logical because many trips are made with the accompanying person. Thus, carpooling exists but 

need to be developed and really quantified for commuting purposes. Indeed, does passengers are 

adults or children? Do they belong to household? This survey does not give any piece of information 

about that fact. 

The travel surveys gather different specific questions. Let us just pick up few of them that give an 

overview of emerging mobility services in order to have an idea of what kind of questions may be 

asked. This does not aim to draw general conclusions on these services but only to have a glance at 

few examples. 

 

All the surveys comprise a carpooling-related question. 

Q: During the week (from Monday to Friday), how often do you use your car as a driver? 

o Everyday or almost 

o At least two trips a week 

o At least two trips a month 

o Exceptionally 

o Never 

Q: During the week (from Monday to Friday), how often do you use your car as a passenger? 

o Everyday or almost 

o At least two trips a week 

o At least two trips a month 

o Exceptionally 

o Never 
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The results for the four surveys are displayed in the following Table 7. 

The majority of people that are drivers keep the same status along time. Roughly 40% are everyday 

drivers and 40% are never drivers. They are driver either always or never. The other 20% may vary. 

The passenger’s status is more variable and the distribution of frequency over time varies. More than 

10% of passengers keep their status every day and represent a stable pool of carpoolers. However, 

more than 25% or people are never passengers which decrease their potential to be carpooling 

passengers.  

  Driver Passenger 

Frequency % Frequency % 

Lyon 2006 Every day or almost 438429 36.49% 128940 10.37% 

At least two trips a week 156504 13.03% 276524 22.25% 

At least two trips a month 43415 3.61% 131274 10.56% 

Exceptionally 90500 7.53% 367278 29.55% 

Never 472682 39.34% 339010 27.27% 

Arles 2008 Every day or almost 83923 55.14% 19312 12.69% 

At least two trips a week 21779 14.31% 33288 21.87% 

At least two trips a month 2382 1.56% 7107 4.67% 

Exceptionally 4614 3.03% 32274 21.20% 

Never 39510 25.96% 60226 39.57% 

Bouches du Rhône 2009 Every day or almost 752920 40.60% 269879 14.55% 

At least two trips a week 190040 10.25% 394950 21.29% 

At least two trips a month 43878 2.37% 197231 10.63% 

Exceptionally 67754 3.65% 495960 26.74% 

Never 800087 43.14% 496658 26.78% 

Amiens 2010 Every day or almost 143424 45.71% 49238 15.69% 

At least two trips a week 40528 12.92% 79560 25.36% 

At least two trips a month 7464 2.38% 32415 10.33% 

Exceptionally 7903 2.52% 71077 22.65% 

Never 114446 36.48% 81476 25.97% 

Table 7: Frequency of car driver and car passengers(Certu, 2008) 

Every local authority has the possibility to ask specific questions. 

Lyon 2006 questions about bike-sharing system: Vélo’v. 

Q: Do you know the hiring bike system Vélo’v? 

o Yes/No 

Q: Did you already use Vélo’v? 

o Yes/No 

This type of questions gives information about the popularity of Vélo’v (is it well-renowned?) more 

than about its real usage. The databases are not available but literature shows that 87% of 

respondents know Vélo’v and 88% of respondents have already used it at least once (Sytral, 2007). It 

make Vélo’v a very famous bike-sharing system in Lyon in 2006 one year after the launch. 

 

Bouches du Rhône 2009 questions about carpooling and demand responsive transport. 
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Q: Do you carpool from home to work? 

o Regularly 

o Occasionally 

o Never 

Q: What for do you carpool? (One free answer) 

Q: What for don’t you carpool? (Three free answers) 

Q: Under which conditions would you be ready to carpool? (Three free answers) 

Q: Do you use a demand responsive transport service? 

o Everyday of almost 

o At least two trips a week  

o At least two trips a month 

o Exceptionally 

o Never 

o I don’t know this service 

These questions gather information on indefinite time usage of carpooling and DRT. They also try 

knowing the reasons why some people carpool or do not. The database is not available. 

Amiens 2010 questions about the bike-sharing system, Vélam, and carpooling. 

Q: Usually, do you have a season ticket for using Vélam? 

o Yes/No 

Q: Do you carpool to go to your work/high school/university? 

o Yes/No 

Q: If yes, how? 

o With friends. relatives 

o Within my company 

o Within a specific organisation 

o No 

In addition to these questions, the bike-sharing mode is suggested as a specific mode in the list of 

means of transportation. Thus, the questionnaire alternates between questions on a specific trip 

(where bike-sharing is distinguished) and habits (where carpool and bike-share are distinguished). 

The carpooling habits give the following results (Table 8). 

 Frequency % 

Blank 209195 66.67% 

With friends, relatives 11631 3.71% 

Within my company 242 0.08% 

Within a specific organisation 82 0.03% 

No 92615 29.52% 

Total 313 766 100.00% 

Table 8: Carpooling habits_ do you carpool to go to your work/high school/university?(Certu, 
2008) 

Although many persons did not answer the question (67%), carpooling seems to be more developed 

with friends or relatives than with other. But amongst all, it seems to be little developed. 
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The bike-sharing statistic gives a better overview of bike situation in Amiens (Table 9). 

 Frequency % Bikes % Total trips 

Vélam 99 0.49% 0.01% 

Buscyclette 1059 5.23% 0.09% 

Bicycle 19109 94.29% 1.60% 

Total Bike 20267 100.00% 1.70% 

Total Trips 1193517   100.00% 

Table 9: Bike statistics Amiens 2010(Certu, 2008) 

Vélam is a bike-sharing system whereas Buscyclette is a hiring bicycle system. Over 20 267 bike trips 

which represent 1.70% of total trips, only 0.5% are made with bike-sharing. It is very few and not 

statistically significant. Either respondents did not know Vélam system or its impact on bike usage is 

really low. Bike-sharing is often seen as a door-opener on bike usage and not a major actor of bike 

usage. Usual bike ownership remains the main actor. 

Arles 2008 questions about carpooling. 

Q: Do you carpool from home to work? 

o Regularly 

o Occasionally 

o Never 

Q: What for do you carpool? 

o You don’t own a car 

o In order to reduce your transport costs 

o Because it is more friendly 

o Because it is more environmentally-friendly 

o Because you know some people going to the same place as you 

o Other 

Q: What for don’t you carpool? 

o You don’t use your car to go to work: Yes/no 

o You prefer being alone in your car: Yes/no 

o You don’t want to extend your travel time: Yes/no 

o You often make various trips before or after work: Yes/no 

o You want to be able to choose your schedule freely: Yes/no 

o You don’t know who you may carpool with: Yes/no 

o You can’t because of your work activity: Yes/no 

o Other: Yes/no 

o You don’t know: Yes/no 

Q: Under which conditions would you be ready to carpool? 

o No conditions: Yes/no 

o A huge transport cost reduction: Yes/no 

o A hardly longer travel time: Yes/no 

o An help to find carpooling co-workers: Yes/no 

o More regular working time: Yes/no 

o A parking space for carpoolers only: Yes/no 

o Certainty to be able to come back home if last-minute hitch: Yes/no 

o An available mean of transportation for your working trips: Yes/no 

o Other: Yes/no 

Q: Amongst these different suggestions, which is the most important according to you? 
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Table 10 displays the first answer. 

Carpooling Frequency % 

Blank 84565 55.56% 

Regularly 2450 1.61% 

Occasionally 4682 3.08% 

Never 60511 39.76% 

Table 10: Do you carpool from home to work?(Certu, 2008) 

Once again, statistical results are deteriorated by non-respondents (56%). Carpooling does not 

appear as a regular practice. It remains a niche market with less than 5% of respondents that claim to 

carpool for commuting purposes. 

The reasons why people carpool are because they know some people going to the same place as they 

do (36%), then because it is reducing cost and it is more friendly (22% each). The environmental issue 

appears in the fourth rank (12%). Thus, it is not the main leitmotiv. 

On the contrary, the reasons why people do not carpool are diverse. First of all, non-response rate to 

every suggestion reaches roughly 74% of people that never carpool. The main reason seems to be 

because of their work activity, because they don’t use a car to go to work or because they do not 

know anyone who may carpool with them. Other reasons are not evoked so often. 

Finally, which actions may urge people to carpool? It is interesting to note that people claiming that 

no conditions may urge them to carpool, or in other words, people that do not take part of market 

potential of carpooling represent 38% of people that actually never carpool (23 000 persons here) 

against 14% (8 500 persons) that may carpool and 47% (29 000 persons) that did not answer. Over 

the other 14% that remains in market potential, that is to say roughly 8 500 persons, only 2000 

consider that the suggestions are useful.  

Thus, it seems quite difficult to highlight the main policies to foster carpooling because people 

themselves do not know the reasons that may make them carpool. In addition, a large group of 

respondents claim never to carpool which is an interesting fact to note. In a conclusion, carpooling 

remains difficult to measure but appears to be possible for a small market.  

In a nutshell, in local household travel surveys, more emphasis carries on carpooling or bike-sharing. 

DRT and car-sharing appear less popular. Carpooling market potential is real even if it is difficult to 

measure. Bike-sharing are often well-accepted even if it is still a minority in bike usage. 

 

4.2.3.4. Urban and rural public transport survey 

The questionnaires for public transport authorities gauge DRT supply. The other emerging mobility 

services do not appear. The survey on urban public transport questions about DRT such as the 

number of lines, the length of lines, the number of stops, the number of vehicles, the capacity of 

vehicles, the average age of vehicles, the number of travelled kilometres, and the average speed of 

vehicles. The survey regarding non-urban public transport questions about the number of DRT 

services, the travelled kilometres, the number of served districts, the number of registered trips, the 

cost of such a service. 

Although there is little information on the demand side, the supply is more relevant for this mode 

because DRT works only if there is a demand. Numbers depend on transport authorities or operators. 
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A simple statistical analysis is led to draw conclusions. As many outliers are observed, more often due 

to an acquisition mistake, a comprehensive problem (operators have difficulties to define DRT) or a 

non-response, the analysis is biased and void. Nevertheless, analysis and stock lists exist within the 

Certu. Results below are derived from existing work in the Certu. 

 Number of 

networks 

Networks with a DRT DRT Mileage  

 Number % Kilometres % 

Less than 50000 inhabitants 
70 39 56% 

568 534  

(on 14 answers) 
11% 

From 50000 to 100000 

inhabitants 
74 56 76% 

2 332 666 

(on 18 answers) 
13% 

From 100000 to 300000 

inhabitants 
52 43 83% 

1 667 501 

(on 14 answers) 
3% 

More than 300000 

inhabitants 
18 13 72% 

829 632 

(on 2 answers) 
7% 

Total 214 151 Mean 71% 5 398 333  

Table 11: Urban DRT statistics in 2009(Certu/ DGITM/ GART/ UTP, 2009) 

The urban DRT statistics in Table 11gives an overview of the usage of DRT in urban areas. For 

example, DRT mileage indicates that small cities are more inclined to use DRT. It is logical with the 

hypothesis that DRT serves low densely populated area. DRT seems to be well implemented in urban 

areas even if its usage remains marginal. 

Rural DRT is different from urban DRT because clients are not the same. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show 

the annual evolution of number of served districts and annual evolution of mileage. It is derived from 

a report of the Certu and statistics on databases (Certu, 2007).The numbers of boroughs that are 

served by DRT are based on 79 departments. The general trend shows an increase in DRT service in 

Figure 7. The fluctuation may come from errors in database due to non-response or filing errors. 

Indeed, every department do not answer and some answers are outliers.  

 

Figure 7: Number of served towns by DRT(Certu, 2007) 

The annual mileage is following a common trend. Between 1997 and 2004, all data are not available 

(47 departments over 79). From 2006, the annual mileage increases as displayed in the Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Annual mileage in DRT (Certu, 2008) 

The number of trips has also increased by 66% between 1997 and 2006.  

All these data highlights the spread and promotion of DRT but little information is available on modal 

shift and economic savings. 

 

4.2.3.5. Parking Survey 

Since 2010, the “paying parking spaces apart from road network” survey comprises questions about 

new mobility services.  

Q: Is there a car-sharing station in parking lot? 

o Yes/No 

Q: How many vehicles does the fleet in the lot comprise? 

Q: In addition, are there spaces for car-sharing users only in the lot? 

o Yes/no 

Q: If it does, how many? 

Q: Does the lot propose services to parking user? 

o  Yes/no 

Q: If it does, is it? 

o Bike lending/renting 

o Bike Fixing/Maintenance 

o Car washing 

o Urban logistic 

o Carpooling space (spaces for carpoolers only, waiting room...) 

o Information desk on urban mobility 

o Other: ... 

The paying parking spaces on the road network only questions about car-sharing spaces and its 

location depending on a juridical perimeter.As it has just been implemented, it is impossible to follow 

the evolution of this supply but it may guarantee certain information in the future about car-sharing 

and carpooling parking needs. 
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4.2.3.6. TNS Sofres 

In 2010, TNS Sofres adds questions about mobility services in its surveys. 

Many times, emerging mobility services are discussed through the questionnaire. In the survey “You 

and the car”, four questions deals with carpooling, car-sharing or bike-sharing. DRT services are not 

assessed due to their “public” side. The questions are the following. 

Q: During the last 12 months, did you carpool for your trips home-work? (1 answer) 

o Yes, most of the time as a driver 

o Yes, most of the time as a passenger 

o Yes, either as a driver or as a passenger 

o No, never or almost 

Q: On all your trips home-work in year 2009, what was the part made by carpooling? (1 answer) 

o Less than 10% 

o From 10 to 30% 

o From 30 to 50% 

o From 50 to 70% 

o More than 70% 

Q: During the last 12 months, did you carpool for long trips (more than 150 km)? (1 answer) 

o Yes, most of the time as a driver 

o Yes, most of the time as a passenger 

o Yes, either as a driver or as a passenger 

o No, never or almost 

Q: During the last 12 months, did you use a bike-sharing service (ex: Vélib’, Vélo’v, Yélo) or a car-

sharing service (ex: Mobizen, Okigo, Autolib’, Liselec)? (Many possible answer) 

o Yes, Bike 

o Yes, Car 

o No, not any 

Q: Do you plan to use this kind of bike-sharing or car-sharing service during the next 12 months? (1 

answer per row) 

 For very sure Certainly Probably Probably not Certainly not 

Bike-sharing      

Car-sharing      

The questions deal with usual trends but try to quantify usage frequency with percentages. They 

focus on past and future trends. Database is not available yet. Nevertheless, the summary report 

indicates that more than 12% of population experience carpooling in the last 12 months, among 

those 6.4% to go to work and 6.8% for long trips (> 150km)(Chronos, TNS Sofres, 2010). On the basis 

of all respondents, the distribution of carpoolers is in Table 12. 

 Commuting purpose Long trips 

Yes, most of the time as a driver 1.6% 1.8% 

Yes, most of the time as a passenger 2.5% 3.3% 

Yes, either as a driver or as a passenger 2.3% 1.7% 

No, never or almost 93.6% 93.2% 

Table 12: Carpooling status for two different trip purpose (percentage of respondents) 
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In the survey “Your household and the car”, three questions may refer to car-sharing or carpooling 

usage. 

Q: Would you please describe every occasional user of this vehicle. Is it a household member? 

o Yes/No 

Q: During the last 12 months, what is the percentage of kilometres (over total kilometres made) 

driven by the occasional users? 

o Less than 10% 

o Between 10 and less than 25% 

o Between 25 and less than 50% 

o 50% or more 

Q: Does the car used for...? (Many possible answers) 

o Driving children to school, child care 

o Work trips, other than home-fixed workplace trips 

o Going to shop 

o Leisure 

o Night out 

o Week-end trip 

o Holiday trips 

o Carpooling 

This questionnaire informs about who drives the car. Nevertheless, once again, it deals with usual 

trends. It gives an idea of knowing if a car is shared sometimes or is not. Here, carpooling appears as 

a purpose which is quite strange. Results are not available yet. 

The third questionnaire “You and your travel modes” comprises seven questions concerning 

carpooling, car-sharing and bike-sharing. The survey focuses on the usual week trips (from Monday 

to Friday), week-end trips and occasional trips and asks to answer questions about the three most 

frequent types of travel during these periods. 

Q: What mode of transportation do you use? (One mode answer, multiple mode answer, multiple 

modes depending on external conditions) 

o Household car 

o Family member’s car, Friend’s car 

o Company car 

o Hired car 

o Carpooling 

o Hitch-hiking 

o Car-sharing 

o Taxicab 

o Motor scooter 

o Motorcycle 

o Household bike, relatives' bike 

o Bike-sharing 

o Hired bike 

o Walk : less than 5 min 

o Walk : from 5 to 15 min 

o Walk : More than 15 min 

o Main line train 

o Regional train (TER, RER...) 
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o Coach 

o Metro 

o Tramway 

o Bus 

o Air plane 

o Boat 

o Roller-skate, Skate board, scooter 

Q: If you travel by car, what is the maximum number of persons in the car during your trip? 

Q: Here is a list of opinions on travel modes. Indicate, for every one of them, if you, personally, 

completely agree, rather agree, rather don’t agree, don’t agree at all. 

 Completely 

agree 

Rather 

agree 

Rather don’t 

agree 

Don’t agree 

at all 

Combining different modes is often 

more efficient than using car only 

    

By decreasing parking places in the city, 

one reduces traffic 

    

Except if one live in centre district, one 

will always use car  

    

All things considered, car in city has 

more drawbacks than it has advantages 

    

Car-sharing is a solution in the future 

for travelling in big metropolitan areas 

    

Carpooling is a solution in the future 

between residential zones and activity 

zones 

    

As soon as I can, I give priority to 

walking to travel 

    

Q: Here is a list of positive opinions. Please indicate the travel mode or modes that you associate 

with every adjective. For every opinion (in row), you may tick as many modes as you wish : tick them 

all if you think this opinion goes with all, don’t tick any of them if this think this opinion doesn’t fit 

with any. 

 Private 

car 

Motorcycle, motor-

scooter 

Public 

transport 

Bike Car-

sharing 

Carpooling 

Convenient       

Reliable       

Comfortable        

Fast       

Economical       

Pleasure       

Has a future       

Q: Here is a list of negative opinions. Please indicate on the same rules, the travel mode or modes 

that you associate with every adjective 
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 Private 

car 

Motorcycle, motor-

scooter 

Public 

transport 

Bike Car-

sharing 

Carpooling 

Stressful       

Dangerous       

Polluting        

Costly       

Tiring       

Restrictive       

Q: Some new services are developing in transport stations, rail station or public parking lots. Please 

tick the one or those which are the most interesting for you. (3 answers maximum) 

o Working spaces and/or meeting points 

o Child care places 

o Shopping and public services 

o Maintenance and repairing services for cars and two-wheels 

o Car-sharing cars 

o Left luggage office (ex: helmet, scooter...) 

o Delivering zones to get shopping bags and parcels 

o Common carrier services 

o Parking lots and meeting points for carpooling 

Q: As far as you are concerned, what are the solutions to enhance in order to fill the French people’s 

daily travel needs? (2 answers maximum) 

o Develop road network 

o Develop public transport (rail, coach, bus, tram, metro) 

o Develop new usage of car (car-sharing, carpooling, taxicab...) 

o Develop bike and walk infrastructures (bike lines, walking zones, bike stations...) 

These three questionnaires give both usage trends for carpooling, car-sharing and bike-sharing and 

opinion on these modes. 

The following section describes the results from the third survey “You and your travel modes”. 6705 

individuals are interrogated and describe 28,770 trips. 

The Figure 9 shows the distribution of mode share for regular trips during weekdays and week-end. 

Occasional trips data are not available. 
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Figure 9: Weekdays regular mode share(TNS Sofres, 2010) 

The weekday’s data have a non-response rate of 22%. Thus, carpooling with 0.42% of filled in trips, 

car-sharing with 0.05% and bike-sharing 0.07%represents respectively 40.33, 5.11 and 7.16 trips. As a 

conclusion, these modes have too little impact to be measured. Their impact is not statistically 

significant. Despite all, household car dominates travel modes. 

 

Figure 10: Week-end regular mode share(TNS Sofres, 2010) 

Once again, in Figure 10, week-end mode share highlights the very important part of car in transport 

modes with more than 83% of filled in trips (18% of non-response rate). Car-sharing, carpooling and 

bike-sharing represent less than 30 trips all together.  

Mode share may be classified by purpose. It is interesting to know why people use carpooling, car-

sharing or bike-sharing to travel. Although the number of trips is very low to draw reliable 

conclusion, we can notice that during weekdays, people tend to use carpooling to go to sport 
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activities, leisure or work, car-sharing to go to shop and bike-sharing for multiple purpose as going to 

work, going for a walk or leisure, going out and so on. During week-end days, carpoolers are more 

inclined to use their car for leisure or reach a sport activity, car sharers still use car to go shopping 

and bike sharers have once again multiple purpose. Bike-sharing seems to be less purpose specific 

than other modes. 

It is interesting to note that the number of accompanying person is overestimated compared to 

national travel surveys: 1.68 persons per vehicle during weekdays and 2.20 on Saturday and Sunday 

show an important occupancy rate. These numbers have to be taken with precaution. They relate 

usual trends and not a specific trip. People may tend to overestimate the number of times they use 

private car with somebody. Moreover, although the presence of accompanying persons should be 

strictly for “carpooling” mode, the mode “household car” comprises also trips with accompanying 

persons. It may indicate a problem of definition with carpooling term. So it is important to clearly 

define this term in order not to mix up interviewee’s mind. 

At the beginning of the questionnaire, carpooling is defined such as it is “the common usage of a 

vehicle by a non-professional driver and one or more passengers in order to have a part or totality of 

the trip in common” (TNS Sofres, 2010). Compensation may occur. The age of the passenger(s) is not 

taken into account. Car-sharing is defined such as it is “a system in which a private company or a 

public agency makes available a fleet of vehicles to car-sharing members. Rather than getting a 

private vehicle, car-sharing user gets a vehicle for the length he/she needs. The remaining time, the 

vehicle is used by other members” (TNS Sofres, 2010). The definition does not take into account 

peer-to-peer car-sharing where people share their car with friends or relatives. 

Finally the questionnaire asks about opinions. To the proposition: “Car-sharing is a solution in the 

future for travelling in big metropolitan areas”, over more than 6705 respondents, 11% have no 

opinion, 12% completely agree, 51% rather agree, 20% rather don’t agree, and 5% don’t agree at all. 

Regarding carpooling, “Carpooling is a solution in the future between residential zones and activity 

zones”, over more than 6705 respondents, 12% have no opinion, 17% completely agree, 53% rather 

agree, 15% rather don’t agree, and 3% don’t agree at all. It underlines the fact that these modes tend 

to be well-accepted by the public. 

However, people consider carpooling and car-sharing with different point of view. By decreasing 

order, car-sharing is restrictive, but has a future and is economical; whereas carpooling is first 

restricting, then economical, then has a future. 

Car-sharing and carpooling appear in the services to develop close to stations but are not the most 

important. Carpooling reaches the second rank after implementing shops and services. Car-sharing is 

in the fourth rank. 

They also appear in the solutions to prioritise to face the mobility needs. The new usage of car has to 

be enhanced but walking and biking infrastructure are not a priority. 

Finally, the way surveys ask questions_ usual trends, specific trips, opinions, open or closed 

questions, well-defined terms_ impacts a lot the answers and conclusions one may draw from them. 

New mobility services seem to have a marginal impact on modes trips but are considered as taking 

part of future of transportation. 
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4.2.4. CONCLUSION 

As a conclusion, the French statistical apparatus store a huge amount of data. Some of them concern 

mobility services. For example, the French national travel survey clearly identifies carpooling and 

approach car-sharing. The local household travel surveys tend to communicate on their own mobility 

services and results are qualified. The parking survey has implemented questions on car-sharing and 

carpooling facilities. The public transport surveys gather a huge amount of information on DRT. 

Finally, the TNS Sofres study tries to capture independently mobility services. 

All these surveys give an idea of the penetration of mobility services in the market but the first 

picture seems to be marginal. Does the United States have another methodology to capture mobility 

services? 

 

4.3. NHTS 

Does the United States of America have a better understanding of mobility services? It is the 

question we may wonder. As the American statistical apparatus is very well provided, make an 

exhaustive review of all travel surveys would overcome the length of the thesis. We made the choice 

to focus only on the national household travel survey (NHTS) which may be comparable with the 

French National Travel survey. This is the most general survey that gives a global overview of 

American mobility. No global survey is devoted to mobility services to our knowledge. 

 

4.3.1. DATA 

The national travel survey also exists in the United States where it was first developed. The survey is 

very similar to the French national travel survey but differ in some points. It is a telephone (Computer 

Assisted Telephone Interview, CATI) questionnaire. The questionnaire comprises different section as 

telephone number screening, vehicle data, person data for each household member, diary request, 

travel to work, travel to school, travel day (regarding the diary notes), general travel and vehicle 

image, internet usage and demographic information, collection of odometer readings(Federal 

Highway administration, 2008). Thus, the sections are quite comparable. 

 

4.3.2. METHODOLOGY 

The aim of the thesis is not to compare survey implementations and the consequences on the results 

but to find the best way to monitor emerging mobility services. Then, the thesis will not compare the 

different results but will focus on the way every country monitor carpooling, car-sharing, bike sharing 

and DRT and the way these modes evolves. The NHTS data are available for free on the NHTS website 

(Federal Highway Administration, 2011). Travel summary is available for 1995 and 2001, and raw 

data are available for 2008. The following is a quick overview of transportation modes in the United 

States from 1995 to 2008 and a short focus on travel to work data. Results come from smart tools 

available on NHTS website to build pivot table (Federal Highway Administration, 2011). All the data 
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are not available and that is the reason why statistics presented here are limited. Moreover, we 

choose not to analyse data through SAS but to use a user-friendly application to sort data in the 

website for time reasons. 

 

4.3.3. RESULTS 

As already done for the French statistical apparatus, we may notice that the new mobility services 

are not quoted directly in mode list. The American National Household Travel Survey gives a list of 

means of transportation (Federal Highway administration, 2008): 

o Personal vehicle 

o Car 

o Van 

o SUV 

o Pick-up truck 

o Other truck 

o RV 

o Motorcycle 

o Light electric vehicle (golf cart) 

o Bus travel 

o Local public bus 

o Commuter bus 

o School bus 

o Charter/Tour bus 

o City to city bus (Greyhound, Peter pan) 

o Shuttle bus (such as senior or airport shuttle) 

o Train travel 

o Amtrak/ Intercity bus (equivalent to SJ) 

o Commuter train 

o Subway, Elevated train 

o Street car, Trolley 

o Other 

o Taxicab 

o Ferry 

o Air plane 

o Bicycle 

o Walk 

o Special transit for people with disabilities (dial-a-ride) 

o Other 

o Refused 

o Don’t know 

Once again, this list does not take into account either carpooling, car-sharing, bike-sharing or DRT. 

Carpooling and car-sharing usage may be investigated with different questions. In the travel to work 

section, the interviewer asks: 

Q: How did you usually get to work last week? 

For a personal vehicle answer, the interviewer adds: 

Q: How many people, including you, usually rode in the vehicle last week? 
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Or 

Q: Do you usually drive to work alone or carpool? 

This way informs about carpooling. In the Travel day section investigating about a specific day related 

in the diary, the interviewer asks for personal vehicle trips: 

Q: Was a household vehicle used for this trip? 

Q: How many people went with you on this trip? 

Q: Not counting you, how many of the other people were household members? 

These questions inform about carpooling and car-sharing in the same way as for the French survey. 

The mode share, all purposes taken together make the car predominant compared to the other 

modes. The evolution seems to be stabilized with a slight decrease in car mode these last years. The 

Figure 11 shows the evolution for transport modes between 1995 and 2008 in the section “Travel 

day”. 

 

Figure 11: Evolution of transport modes(Federal Highway Administration, 2011) 

The occupancy rate is defined as the number of persons per vehicle miles or per vehicle trips. In 

France, the occupancy rate is computed on a trip-based definition. The evolution of occupancy rate, 

gathered in the travel day section, shows, in Figure 12, a slight increase between 1995 and 2008 that 

would imply an improvement in carpooling. Or is it due to an increase in kilometres travelled? 
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Figure 12: Vehicle occupancy in NHTS(Federal Highway Administration, 2011) 

People in the car may be identified as household member or non-household member. Difference is 

not made between adults and children as a rule, although household members are described with 

their relationship with respondent. Thus we may identify if a respondent is alone in is privately 

owned vehicle (POV), if there is a household member or a non-household member with him/her. 

Figure 13 shows the distribution of accompanying person’s status among POV trips. Sum of 

household member status, non-household member status and single occupant status is not equal to 

100%. Indeed, there may be overlapping (one household member and one non-household member 

for example). 

 

Figure 13: Accompanying status among POV trips(Federal Highway Administration, 2011) 
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2001, they represent 351 750 million trips and in 2009, they represent 327 300 million trips. 

Carpooling is not a marginal share of whole mode trips. However, this share is expected to drop 

drastically for work purpose. 
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respondent or should we ask first “how many were you in the vehicle”? These small discrepancies 

may influence answers. 

The car-sharing process may be analysed through vehicle ownership related-question. Figure 14 

shows the percentage of POV trips made by a household vehicle. The remaining cases include non-

response rate, car-sharing, company car, leasing car, and so on. 

 

Figure 14: Household vehicle for POV trips(Federal Highway Administration, 2011) 

The chart shows an increase then a decrease of household vehicle in POV trips. In share, it is only an 

increase due to decrease of POV trips in 2009. This chart is quite hard to understand, but is a first 

step in knowing vehicle usage. 

The NHTS enables catching commuter trips trends. With the section “Travel to work”, it is possible to 

note mode of transportation and carpooling pattern to commute. The way questions are coded in 

1995 differs from 2001 and 2009. That is why we will focus on the results from 2001 and 2009 

commuter survey. 

A usual mode is defined such as “the means of transportation usually used to go to work during the 

week before the interview. Data are derived from the person file.”(Hu and Reuscher, 2001). It 

represents worker’s mobility. Mode share does not consider work at home and unreported modes. 

 

Figure 15: Transportation mode to work last week (2001) (Percentage of workers)(Federal 
Highway Administration, 2011) 
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More than nine over ten workers use their POV to commute (Figure 15). 9.4% of workers are 

carpooling in 2001. 

 

Figure 16: Transportation mode to work last week (2009) (Percentage of workers)(Federal 
Highway Administration, 2011) 

In 2009, carpooling rate increases until 17% (Figure 16). It is extremely high. Carpooling seems to be 

quite developed in the United States and to be more and more used. 

In 1995, the survey was investigating the reasons why people did not carpool to go to work. 11.1% of 

workers carpooled in 1995 (Hu and Reuscher, 2001). The other did not carpool because they did not 

find someone to carpool with (56%), because they have irregular or unusual hours (18%) or because 

they need their car before/after (8%). 

 

4.3.4. CONCLUSION 

As a conclusion, the comparison between the United States and France highlights very similar 

questions between both American and French national survey. Carpooling seems to have a better 

implementation in the United States than in France. Nevertheless, both surveys face a lack in 

monitoring emerging mobility services. Bike-sharing and DRT are forgotten modes while car-sharing 

have not really its place in the survey. Only carpooling has specific questions. What about other 

countries? 

4.4. INTERNATIONAL OVERVIEW 

The national travel survey is a quite common survey in many different countries. It enables gathering 

information about mobility behaviours at a national level. It helps to follow the structural evolution 

of transportation. It details the means of transportation, time of day, journey length, public and 

private transportation, social and economic household characteristics and so on. The national travel 

surveys are quite different among countries and every state has its own methodology which makes 

them difficult to compare (Armoogum et al., 2007). Many researchers have tried to identify the 

different specificities in implementing a national travel survey in order to harmonise the 

questionnaires. Nevertheless, it is still very complicated to compare the different worldwide mobility. 

For example, definitions are different. What is really a journey? Is it a trip-based or an activity-based 
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definition? How is the sample made? How is the survey driven (web-based survey, postal survey, 

phone survey, face to face survey)? How are information collected and coded? Is weighting 

calculated in the same way? All these questions are important to take into account in order to 

analyse different national travel surveys.  

Some countries carry out national travel survey in order to get information regarding household 

mobility, travel habits, transportation demand and to draw a state-of-the-art of the domestic travel 

in every country. The different national travel survey in the world are(Armoogum et al., 2007): the 

United States, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Great-Britain, Netherlands, Germany, Austria, 

Switzerland, France, Belgium, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Spain, Italy and New-Zealand. The following 

chapter focus on the international travel surveys and looks for emerging mobility data in the mode 

lists. 

 

4.4.1. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

We already studied the French and American National Travel surveys. What about the other? We 

catch a glance at the transport mode list in the other international surveys. Indeed, every database is 

not available and it would be very long to analyse every travel surveys. As the American one is the 

precursor, international travel surveys follow the American example. The list of transportation means 

may reflect discrepancies on mobility behaviours. Indeed, if a mode is important, it will tend to 

appear in the list. 

Results come from a literature review on websites of national transport agencies or statistic 

agencies. 

 

4.4.2. RESULTS 

The Table 13 displays the different means of transportation displayed in the mode list for every 

country. For a question of comparability, some groupings of words are made. The Great Britain mode 

list comes from (UK Government, 2011), the Netherlands mode list from (Ministerie van 

infrastructuur en milieu, 2011), Germany mode list from (Bundesministerium, 2011), The Sweden 

mode list from (Sika, 2011), the Denmark mode list from (Transportministeriet, 2011), the Finland 

mode list from (Finnish National Road Administration, 2011) and the Switzerland mode list 

from(Confédération suisse, 2011). 

The international mode lists do not make appear clearly mobility services as peculiar modes. Besides, 

this mode list is a mirror of mobility patterns in every country. For example, it is interesting to notice 

that Sweden and Finland inserted snow-scooter in the mode list because it is not a marginal mode in 

these places. As well, the Netherlands distinguish bicycle driver and passenger since bicycle share is 

very important in this country. Then, mobility services seem too new or too marginal to be captured. 

Yet, we may notice some specificity. Apart from Great-Britain, every country distinguishes car driver 

and passenger which may enable capturing carpooling. Moreover, Switzerland, suggests different 

types of cars: household’s car, employer’s car, business car, hired car, car-sharing and other car. 

Thus, it is possible to quantify car-sharing usage in Switzerland. One of the possible explanations is 
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that Switzerland has developed a country-wide car-sharing network. Finally, Great-Britain, Sweden 

(and Switzerland) suggests the possibility to have a hired vehicle. It may be confounded with car-

sharing and long-time rental. 

 Great-

Britain 

Netherlands Germany Sweden Denmark Finland Switzerland 

Walk X X X X X X X 

Bicycle X X X X X X X 

Bus X X X X X X X 

Car X X X X X X X 

Motorcycle, 

Moped 

X X X X X X X 

Coach X    X X X 

Tour bus X    X X  

Metro X X X X X X X 

Train X X X X X X X 

Tramway, 

Light Rail 

X X X X X X X 

Aircraft X X X X X X X 

Taxi X X  X X X X 

Hire vehicle X   X   X 

Pushchair  X      

Skateboard, 

Rollerblade 

 X X  X X X 

Scholar  X  X    

Boat  X X X X X X 

STS  X  X  X  

Tractor  X  X X X  

Truck   X X X X X 

Horse 

Carriage 

  X   X  

Camper van   X  X X  

Snow scooter    X  X  

Wheelchair     X  X 

Other X  X X X X X 

Table 13: Mode list in different countries 

 

4.4.3. CONCLUSION 

These examples enable understanding that mobility services are still considered as marginal market. 

They do not belong to mode list because they are not deeply set up in mobility behaviour. Carpooling 

is a usual trend but bike-sharing, car-sharing and DRT that are not a national trend are barely 

measured directly. It is interesting to raise the question of knowing if the best way to measure 

mobility services is through mode list of if it is too small to be measured that way. 
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4.5. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

The case studies showed the state-of-the-art in knowing usage of mobility services. The French case 

study shows that, according to surveys, some mobility services are measured. Nevertheless, 

questions differ and are difficult to interpret. Some results are not statistically significant. Mobility 

services are a niche market. It is true for bike-sharing, DRT and car-sharing. The situation of 

carpooling is different because of its definition. Depending on large or restricted definition, the 

proportion of people that carpool is very different. We realise that definition is very important to get 

the right answer from respondents. One word may change the entire answer. Moreover, there are 

huge differences between questions on the day before the survey and usual travel.  

The American national travel survey indicates a similar way to ask question. It is straightforward that 

there is no emphasis on mobility services. Carpooling is important and American people use this term 

without ambiguity. Nevertheless, bicycling is not very well studied and car-sharing is not captured. 

Once again, there is a focus on special transport services but not on general DRT. 

In other national surveys, the master thesis only looks at mode list. Indeed, studying detailed 

questionnaires and results would have been a very long task. Mode lists reflect the most important 

means of transportation in a country. Carpooling may be distinguished, but bike-sharing is always 

mixed with bicycling. DRT makes part of public transport. Car-sharing is considered as a mode on its 

own in Switzerland. Mode list is a mirror of mobility pattern in a country. For example, the 

Netherlands insist on bikes, Switzerland talks about car-sharing, Sweden introduces snow transport 

and so on. We may conclude that mobility services are not very well fixed in mobility behaviour. 

Surveys and mobility trends evolve in the same way. The question is to know if mobility services are 

set up well enough to be implemented in surveys. 

Is a niche market measurable in a survey? Does it have a sense? It is precise enough? 

There is a lack of data for mobility services. It is difficult to know how frequent they are used, who is 

using them, when they are used, what for they are used and so on. Need of data may be very big and 

almost infinite. It is important to limit and define the need of data to ask the good questions on it. 

The French statistical apparatus gives snippets of answers. But is it worthwhile to study such mobility 

services? Does it have a future? The next part aims to trace a potential for mobility services from the 

currently available state-of-the-art. 
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5. MOBILITY SERVICES POTENTIAL 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

The way to monitor mean of transportation changes depending on its usage. The bigger the demand, 

the easier it will be measured through traditional travel surveys. The question is to know if there is a 

potential for mobility services. Demand forecasting is a complex tool that required many data. The 

actual research is simpler. Indeed, we focus on the current potential of mobility services. No matter 

how the socio-economic situation is evolving, we only concentrate on the current data we can get 

from the French national travel survey. We compute the current potential of mobility services. How 

many people could use car-sharing, bike-sharing, carpool or DRT? It is an interesting question to 

know if mobility services have a future and if they are likely not to be a niche market anymore. 

The chapter is based on methodologies derived from the literature review. The first part describes 

the car-sharing potential, then the bike-sharing potential. Carpooling and DRT are more complex to 

estimate and a special part is devoted to the difficulties and possible solutions. 

 

5.2. CAR-SHARING POTENTIAL 

How to forecast car-sharing evolution? This is the question it is important to raise. These last years, 

the usage of car-sharing is strongly increasing (30 to 50% increase every year according to France 

Autopartage (Appendix 7). However, the amount of people using car-sharing is so low today that it is 

possible to fear that car-sharing remains a marginal mobility service. The amount of available data is 

difficult to gather due to its spreading over the car-sharing companies and associations. France is in 

the situation of Germany and Switzerland 10 years far from now. Why not observing their methods 

applied to France? 

5.2.1. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

 

By following a German example developed by Claudia Nobis (Nobis, 2006) and detailed in chapter 

3.3, we may compute a market potential for car-sharing in France. The available data come from the 

French national travel survey. As it is not a specific survey on car-sharing, the subjective criteria 

developed by Claudia Nobis cannot be studied. It will undoubtedly overestimate the potential but the 

final figure may serve of upper bound. We use SAS software to filter the potential population. Code is 

available in Appendix 5. The hypotheses that are considered for computations within the household 

are: 

o Having at least one individual in the household with a driving license ( implies above 18) 

o Living in a city with more than 20000 inhabitants 

o Not having a car or driving its car less than 10 000 km a year 

o Not using its car for commuting purposes (work, accompany children to activities, study, 

childcare) 

o Having at least one individual that has used public transport at least once in the previous 

year 
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All households that fulfil these criteria will be potential car-sharers. Over the fact that these criteria 

are very similar with Claudia Nobis’study, it is important to note that they also appear in many 

researches and car-sharing companies’ opinion. Indeed, having a driving license is a prerequisite to 

drive a car. In Switzerland, car-sharing is developed in cities with more than 10 000 inhabitants, in 

Germany with more than 100 000 inhabitants and in France and United Kingdom, with more than 

400 000 inhabitants (France Autopartage, 2011). The example of Switzerland shows the possibility to 

implement car-sharing in relatively small cities. 20 000 inhabitants is the limitation between small 

and medium boroughs in France. Moreover, car-sharing assumes a low usage of car: not having a car 

or driving less than 10 000 km a year is a quantitative criterion. Car-sharing is used for unusual trips 

and is a mean of transportation associated with public transport. 

 

5.2.2. RESULTS 

After filtering every household that fulfil the different criteria, the results are displayed in Table 14. 

Objective criteria Total sample 

value (in HH) 

Projection of total 

value (in HH) 

Share of HH 

fulfilling criteria 

Without criteria 20178 26625086 100% 

Driving license  18428 23613944 89% 

City with at least 20 000 

inhabitants 

10821 15887671 60% 

No car or less than 10 000 

km a year 

14349 19302490 72% 

Car is not used for 

commuting purposes 

8711 11668599 44% 

Public transport user 10931 13827667 52% 

Combination of criteria 2353 3010976 11% 

Table 14: Calculation of market potential of car-sharing (Appendix 5) 

Majority of households have an individual with a driving license. It does not seem to be the main 

hindrance. As car-sharing is mainly developed in urban area, we filtered the person living in cities 

with more than 20000 inhabitants. Under a certain threshold, car-sharing is not economically viable. 

Roughly half of households belong to this category. Surprisingly, cars are not used for very long 

distances and a majority of household drives less than 10000 km a year. Car-sharing remains an 

occasional travel mode and is not targeting intensive car users. The last criterion eliminates a great 

part of people that are asked to quote the three main reasons why they drive their car or would drive 

it if they do not have one. By considering only leisure or shopping purposes, we try to restrain and 

refers directly to the target group. 

Finally, the combination of all four criteria represents 11% of projected households that is to say 3 

million households. In terms of individuals, if we count the individuals in the selected household with 

a driving license and using public transport, we reach 3.9 million people. It is a very important 

amount that is not at all reached currently (only 20 000 users). Confidence interval at 95 % gives a 

proportion between 9.7% and 12.2%. 
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5.2.3. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

If this market potential happens to be true one day, it would affect very positively environment and 

traffic conditions. Indeed, 19% of French household do not own a car but 36 % owns at least two cars 

(TNS Sofres, 2010). The reduction in car ownership could be huge. 

Nevertheless, this market potential ignores people attitudes. The previous German study based its 

computations on subjective criteria also. Market potential was less important. Amongst the 3 million 

potential car-sharing users, a lot are not positive towards the fact to share a mode, or have negative 

opinion on public transport. All these opinions are important to take into account because car-

sharing cannot be considered without multimodal patterns. 

 

Literature claims that one car-shared vehicle would replace 4 to 6 private vehicles. According to the 

interviews given during the master thesis, we get some information on 11 car-sharing operators in 

France (Appendix 7). In average, there are roughly 20 drivers per car-shared vehicle. Thus, 3 millions 

of car-sharing users would represent 150000 vehicles for car-sharing. It would replace approximately 

750 000 private vehicles. On 32 000 000 of French fleet of cars, it would represent 2.4% of French 

fleet of cars. 

In terms of trips, there are usually occasional and it is hard to link the selected individuals with their 

possible car-shared trips. That is why it is difficult to measure modal share and modal shift. 

Nevertheless, car-sharing is not interesting in terms of number of trips because a car-sharer tends to 

decrease its car-sharing consumption as one goes along. The important goal is to identify trips that 

have not been done by private car thanks to car-sharing. 

 

In a nutshell, 7% of French population may use car-sharing based on objective criteria. It is a 

maximum potential. But is a car-sharing organisation close from their neighbourhood? Are they 

aware of their mobility portfolio? Are they ready to give up their car in favour of a shared mode? 

These questions which a part of the answers is negative highlight the vulnerability of this 

computation. However, 7% is an interesting figure to remember and that car-sharing organisation 

may dream of as their final target. 

 

5.3. BIKE-SHARING POTENTIAL 

Bike-sharing is a door opener to bike usage. The most important country that is a leader in bicycle 

usage is the Netherlands. Over there, bicycle represent one third of modal share which is enormous 

compared to 3% in France. As the Netherlands and France do not have so many differences, it is 

possible to imagine that bike usage in France may grow. Of course, it will depend on transport 

policies such as bicycle infrastructures, healthy transport promotion, and road safety and so on. But 

we can imagine that bike-sharing is one way to introduce bike in cities. 

As previously for car-sharing, we define objective criteria to identify trips that can be made with a 

bike-sharing system, and individuals that may bike-share. No special literature studies potential for 

bike-sharing except with benchmarking processes. Criteria come from a portfolio of articles and 

reports on bike-sharing. 
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5.3.1. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

By following the previous example on car-sharing estimation, we may compute a market potential 

for bike-sharing in France. The available data come from the French national travel survey. We use 

SAS software to filter the potential population. Code is available in Appendix 6. The hypotheses that 

are considered for computations are: 

o Making a trip between 1 and 5 kilometres 

o Making a trip within the same city or until a border city 

o Departing and arriving in a location with more than 100 000 inhabitants or in Paris 

o Not having a bicycle 

o Being between 14 and 65 years old 

o Not having any discomfort to use bicycles 

All individuals that fulfil these criteria will be potential bike-sharers.  

Bike trips are usually forecasted for short trips. The bike scheme in London announces a potential 

shift to bike trips between 1 and 8 km long (Transport for London, 2008). If we are interested in the 

distribution of distance travelled by bike currently in France, the distribution has a bell shape and is 

skewed in favour of short distances (Figure 17).  

 

 

Figure 17: Distance travelled by bike (Appendix 6) 

80% of weighted bike trips are less than 5.2 km long. We will focus on this parameter in order not to 

overestimate French ability to ride a bike. It is still possible to make long trips with bikes but it 

depends on cultural factors, infrastructures and so on. Secondly, bike-sharing systems are usually 

implemented within a big city centre that is why we limit trips in a certain urban area. This statement 

is arguable. It would be more efficient to select all cities with a bike-sharing system. Individuals with a 

bicycle are less inclined to ride a shared bike. Bike-sharing systems in France enable people to use 

public bikes from 14 years old. 65 is a subjective limitation. Finally, people with a discomfort to use 

bicycle are not likely to use bike-sharing.  
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5.3.2. RESULTS 

Table 15 displays the results. 

Objective criteria Total sample value (in 

individuals) 

Projection of total value 

(in individuals) 

Share of people 

fulfilling criteria 

Without criteria 44972 60295156 100% 

Trip between 1 and 

5 km  

19813 27901962 46% 

Trip within a city 6059 9901994 16% 

More than 100 000 

inhabitants 

24498 40810632 67% 

No bicycle 23032 32680450 64% 

Between 14 and 65 30972 39793494 66% 

No discomfort 43525 58177547 93% 

Combination of 

criteria 

1292 2340099 4% 

Table 15: Calculation of market potential of bike-sharing (Appendix 6) 

Over a population of more than 60 million inhabitants, less than half make at least one trip between 

1 and 5.2 km long during a day. It could be potential bike trips. As bike-sharing systems are usually 

implemented in a city centre and in some cities at the border, inter-cities trips are not very well 

suited for bike-sharing. Only 16% of population make at least one trip that stay within the limit of the 

departing city or a border. A majority of people do not have an available bike that they have used 

within the last 12 month.  

As a conclusion, if we combine all the criteria, we obtain a sample of 1 292 individuals that fulfil some 

personal criteria and that make a trip that fit bike usage. It corresponds to more than 2 million 

individuals, so 4% of population. The confidence interval at 95% gives a proportion between 2.9% 

and 5.1%. 

 

5.3.3. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

Today, less than the estimated 2 million people are using bike-sharing in France. Moreover, bike-

sharing systems are used by non–residents for tourism for example which are not captured in the 

national travel survey. So it is an underestimation of potential of bike-sharing in France.  

If we focus on the trips instead of individuals, bike-sharing could represent 2.5% of modal share in 

local mobility in France. Currently, bike as a whole represents 3% of modal share.  

Trips have to be studied through a program of activities. Indeed, trips belong to a loop. Trips depend 

on the future origin and previous destination. But, it would be too complicated to implement these 

potential bike trips in a loop. The estimation overestimates the field of possible. 

The study of selected trips with selected individuals would lead to the following modal shift: 21% 

from walk, 4% from two-wheels, 54% from car and 19% from public transport. 2% of trips are already 

made by bike. The last study that analysed modal shift was a French survey described in the 

literature part (Cabanne, 2009). Results are very different. It means that more than some objective 

criteria, modal choice is also based on subjective criteria and travel behaviour and habits. This simple 
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calculation is missing some invisible criteria that define modal choice. There are a great proportion of 

feasible trips with a bike-sharing system but people are maybe not ready to use this system. 

Further study would be necessary to refine the computation. It would be interesting to study 

selected trips through a spatial analysis. Does the trip begin and end near a bike-sharing station? 

Moreover an opinion questionnaire on bike image would be interesting. How people perceive bike? 

How people perceive to share a mode? Finally, some external factors affect positively or negatively 

bike-sharing usage such as weather or presence of bike infrastructures and policies. Modal choice is 

to be put into a context and is difficult to model as an aggregate situation. Potential for bike-sharing 

or bicycle in a more general view is often correlated to the presence of infrastructure. Indeed, the 

more bicycle lanes, the more people are willing to ride a bike. The urban environment is also an 

important factor that could be added to objective criteria listed above. Nevertheless, it is first 

necessary to quantify the correlation between urban environment (for example, the number of 

bicycle lanes, the speed limitation or the number of parking for bicycles) and bicycle dynamic. 

Maximum bike-sharing potential is far from the actual bike-sharing usage. Nevertheless, if we based 

our thoughts on international behaviour, it seems to be possible to reach. Indeed, bike usage in the 

Netherlands amount to 26% of total trips and more than 50% in the centre of Amsterdam. In 

Germany, bicycle trips represent 10 % of total trips. France has a large breathing space. 

 

5.4. CARPOOLING POTENTIAL 

Carpooling potential is more difficult to estimate. Indeed, a profile of carpooler or a profile of trips 

dedicated to carpooling is harder to identify with objective criteria. As it is possible to identify 

carpoolers in the French national travel survey, we describe their profile to better understand who 

they are. The same process is not possible for car-sharing, bike-sharing and DRT users because we 

cannot identify them precisely within the French national travel survey. It may be interesting to know 

what type of person is actually carpooling. The profile may be defined by purpose, age, gender, home 

place, job, degree... List is not exhaustive but draws a picture of a “typical” carpooler.  

Depending on the definition of carpooling, we get different profiles. We will focus on the data 

available from the questions (Local mobility section): 

Q: Did you travel with someone during your trip? 

Q: How many household members travelled with you during your trip? 

Q: How many persons that were not household members travelled with you during your trip? 

Let us consider the vehicle driver mode, vehicle driver with passenger mode, vehicle passenger mode 

and both vehicle driver and passenger mode. A person who uses one of these travel modes 

(whatever the trip is) and who travel with someone else, is considered as a carpooler in the most 

general definition. Another definition will concern only journey to work and a third one journey to 

work and non-household members. Distinction between adult and children is not stipulated in the 

questions, so we will avoid it. 

The Table 16 summarizes the different situations. 
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Situations Base General carpool Carpool to work 
Carpool to work + 

non HH 

Target 

All 

respondents 

whatever 

their modes 

All car mode 

respondents with at 

least one 

accompanying 

person (at least one 

trip) 

All car mode 

respondents with at 

least one 

accompanying 

person to go to usual 

work (at least one 

trip) 

All car mode 

respondents with at 

least one non 

household 

accompanying person 

to go to usual work (at 

least one trip) 

Sample size 44972 6162 442 264 

Weighted 

population 

60295156 8555546 581979 383067 

Table 16: Carpooling scenarios (Appendix 2 and Appendix 3) 

But first of all, what for people carpool in the sense of general carpooling? Answer is stipulated in 

Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Carpooling purpose (% or carpooled trips) (Appendix 3) 

People carpool to come back home. Then, the second most important purpose is accompanying 

purpose which is quite straightforward because it requires various people in a car. Then shopping 

and leisure come. Work is not at all the main carpooling purpose. It is easily highlighted by the 

decrease in sample size depending on the different scenarios. Nevertheless, carpooling to work is the 

one we try to measure and understand because it is developing quite fast and concern very 

important trips.  

We draw users profile compared to the base scenario (the entire population). Gender, age, work, 

degree, and geographical area are studied. 

Figure 19 depicts the evolution of gender compared to the base scenario. 
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Figure 19: Gender distribution within scenarios (Appendix 3 and Appendix 4) 

The base scenario gives a quite well balanced distribution between men and women (49%/51%). The 

general carpooling situation shows an increase in women share. It may be due to the accompanying 

purpose. Mothers are for example still more present with children and carpooling may refer to 

dropping off or picking up kids. Carpool to work is a little bit preferred by men and their share 

increases with presence of non-household members (59%/41%). Researches have already shown 

that women are less inclined to share a trip with someone they do not know. 

In order to keep a relevant precision in the next distribution, we look at the scenario with the smaller 

sample of 264 persons. We want to respect the limit of a minimum frequency of 30 persons by class 

(Richardson, 1995). This number roughly corresponds to 12% in proportion after weighting process. 

Below 12%, class will not be statistically significant. As far as possible, classes are designed to fit this 

need. Even if weighted frequency fulfils the needs, one should not forget that the sample is smaller. 

Figure 20 displays age distribution within scenarios. 

 

Figure 20: Age distribution within scenarios (Appendix 3 and Appendix 4) 

Age distribution differs a lot between all-purpose taken together and work purpose. It is easy to 

explain with the erasing of young and old people. If we focus on people between 20 to 59 years old 

(below 20 and above 60, results are not statistically significant for both last scenarios), the share of 
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people between 20 and 29 years old increase the most when we go down in scenarios. Percentages 

increase as displayed in Table 17. 

 from 20 to 29 from 30 to 39 from 40 to 49 from 50 to 59 

General carpool/Base 5.3% 15.2% -7.1% -13.1% 

Carpool work /Base 24.5% -6.9% -2.7% -12.6% 

Carpool work+non HH/Base 43.7% -5.6% -16.9% -17.1% 

Table 17: Evolution of classes of age from 20 to 59 with regard to base scenario by excluding 
people below 20 and above 60 (Appendix 3 and Appendix 4) 

Hence, regarding general carpool, population from 20 to 39 years old increase its weight, whereas 

population from 40 to 59 years old is less important. Only people aged from 20 to 29 increases in the 

category of carpool to work. This trend is huger for non-household accompanying persons. 

Consequently, adults from 20 to 29 are more inclined to carpool in the restricted definition. 

Figure 21 represents distribution of job categories. 

 

Figure 21: Work distribution within scenarios (Appendix 3 and Appendix 4) 

As previously, work purpose (Figure 21) eliminates a part of the population (other, retired, inactive 

people). If we put them aside, and if we go down in the scenarios, employees are less present which 

would indicates a weak carpool for business reasons. Middle professions, craftsmen, traders, farmers 

and workmen are more important. This trend becomes clearer with non-household members 

accompanying persons, but senior executives also stand out (Table 18) 

 
Craftsman, trader, 
farmer, workman Senior executive 

Middle 
profession Employee 

General carpool/Base -14.5% -18.0% 15.2% 13.3% 

Carpool work/Base 15.9% -1.0% 19.6% -30.5% 

Carpool work + non HH/Base 18.2% 12.2% 24.4% -43.7% 

Table 18: Evolution of work categories with regard to the base scenario (Appendix 3 and 
Appendix 4) 

Middle professions seem to hit the jackpot of carpooling as stipulated inTable 18. 
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In order to understand relationship between carpooling and economical factor, we focus on the 

quartile of household’s revenue by unit of consumption in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: Distribution of quartile of household’s revenue by unit of consumption within 
scenarios (Appendix 3 and Appendix 4) 

Quartiles are weighted equally at the beginning, but are not equal regarding carpooling. The scenario 

of general carpooling does not show big discrepancies between categories. But gaps appear in the 

following scenarios. The higher quartile is more inclined to carpool to go to work with a household 

member or not. It puts into question an explanatory factor of carpooling. Indeed, it is usually seen as 

a cheap mode. But, the lowest revenues do not carpool so much. 

Figure 23 shows the distribution of degree within scenarios. 

 

Figure 23: Degree distribution within scenarios (Appendix 3 and Appendix 4) 

Carpooling to work is much more developed amongst people who have a degree as seen inFigure 23. 

Thus, higher educated people are, more inclined they are to carpool to work and with non-household 

members.  

Figure 24 displays the geographical distribution of people. 
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Figure 24: Distribution by size of urban unity within scenarios (Appendix 3 and Appendix 4) 

The residential distribution is done according to urban unity where the respondent lives (Figure 24). 

“The notion of urban unit is based on continuity of habitat: an urban unit is a series of one or more 

municipalities with continuity between its built-up areas (no separation of more than 200 metres 

between two constructions) and with at least 2 000 inhabitants.”(Insee, 2011) The weight of Paris 

decreases as one goes along. It may be explained by the weaker usage of car in the capital which has 

a very important share of public transport. People which are the most inclined to carpool are living in 

urban unity between 50 000 and 2 000 000 inhabitants. For less densely populated area, 

representativeness of people is stagnating or decreasing.  

In a nutshell, to caricature, the most likely profile for a carpooler to work with non-household 

member (that is to say the profiles that have stand out with regard to the base scenario) seems to be 

a man, between 20 and 29, from middle profession or with high revenues (these two notions do not 

coincide and point out two different profiles), with a high degree and living in an very populated 

urban unity (except Paris) Nevertheless, it would be false to reverse these statements. All men 

fulfilling these criteria are not potential carpoolers.  

Modal choice that leads to carpooling has strong spatial components. Indeed, if a trip gathers many 

people, they need to share a ride and to be at one place at the same time. Hence, a spatial analysis is 

required to estimate matching potential. A. Amey in his thesis (Amey, 2010) developed a simulation 

model adapted to the MIT community (Chapter 3.5). Principles of simulation model are based on 

matching locations, matching times, few detours, few wasting times, ensured return. The setting up 

of such a program has already been done locally and requires materials that we do not have. It would 

undoubtedly lead to a potential for carpooling which is much more important than the current 

estimations. 

Thus, it is not possible to identify trip or individual’s own objective criteria to filter feasible carpooling 

trips. We only can identify profiles. 
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5.5. DRT POTENTIAL 

Little literature tackles the problem of DRT potential. Usually, DRT replaces a public transport mode 

or reinforces it. As DRT is working on-demand, implementation and running expenditures are lower 

than with public transport. DRT is a complement where traditional forms of transport are not 

enough. It is then difficult to identify objective criteria to define a specific DRT trip or a specific DRT 

user. Indeed, DRT is often confounded with public transport and their trips do not differ so much.  

It would be necessary to identify potential trips that may be done by DRT or potential public 

transport lines that would be replaced by DRT. Implementing a DRT line depends on transport 

policies and public authorities. For example a traditional line of public transport is replaced by DRT 

when there are less than 2 travellers per kilometre in Nantes, or less than 4 travellers per kilometre 

in Berlin. 

Some studies (Castex, 2007) have tried to implement a DRT system based on a deep study of current 

trips within a region, but it is impossible to capture from the existing surveys. By no means, DRT is 

seen as a mass transportation but it should have an impact in the future thanks to its flexibility. 

After the implementation of a line, thanks to a spatial analysis (departure and arrival points near to 

DRT stations); it is possible to guess the potential customers. Before the implementation, it is politics 

and stated preferences surveys. 

 

5.6. CONCLUSION 

Mobility services are different. Methodologies to estimate them are different. Although they are 

marginal modes, some computations show a huge potential for some services. Nevertheless, mobility 

services implementations depend on many factors that are internal and external to each individual. 

Only a promoting policy and sustainable mobility behaviour will make people reach these feasible 

potential. One of the paradoxes of mobility services is that they do not trigger consumption but a 

change in mobility behaviour. For example, car-sharing is supposed to decrease car usage by using a 

shared car. Thus, more than being measured in number of trips or number of users, potential for 

mobility services should be studied through a different point of view: how mobility services decrease 

private car usage? But first of all, the following chapter tries summing up the remarks and 

recommendations to have a better understanding of mobility services. 
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6. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1. INTRODUCTION 

We applied ourselves to looking for data of usage on car-sharing, carpooling, bike-sharing and DRT. 

We looked for data on existing travel surveys, non-specific ones. The assessment is straightforward: 

there are snatches of data but there are not enough to conclude on the real usage and potential of 

mobility services. It misses data.  

What do we know about mobility services through the world? Supply is emerging everywhere in the 

world but demand and current usage is hardly known. There are many specific surveys that show a 

real usage of mobility services in local areas. Literature gives very few information on global usage. 

The study of existing surveys allowed highlighting specific questions to derive usage of mobility 

services. As surveys are not specific to emerging mobility services, it is hard to conclude about real 

demand. We can only assume some data and calculate some estimated potentials. The summary of 

the French case study underlines the lacks of data. 

 Bike-sharing Car-sharing DRT Carpooling 

Number of 

services 

37 23 615  

% of individuals Unknown 0.03% Unknown 14% 

% of trips 0.07% 0.05% Unknown 15% 

Potential % of 

individuals 

4 % 7% Unknown Unknown 

Table 19: Data summary 

Table 19has to be read with precaution. Indeed, figures have been rounded off. Moreover, they 

coincide with a time t, which is undoubtedly already obsolete. 

There is a lack of data. But what does it mean? Amount of data may be infinite. Indeed, it is 

important to define what kind of data one needs. Data are useful to fulfil a target. It is useful to 

forecast, monitor the current situation, make decision, evaluate performance or understand needs 

and choices (KTH, 2009).Before looking for data, it is important to define needed data. Otherwise, 

data collection will be costly and time-consuming. It is also necessary to detail the needed data. The 

travel survey manual quotes a list of questions one should ask to ensure the good way 

(Transportation Research Board, 2010). For example, “Are the needed data related to an entire 

household or to individuals within households?”, “Are the needed data cross-sectional in nature 

(data representing a single point in time), or are they likely analyses going to rely on longitudinal 

analyses?”, “Do the likely uses of the data involve traditional trip-based analyses or activity-based 

modelling approaches?”, “How complete do the travel/activity data need to be?”, “Do the likely 

analyses require only revealed travel behaviour data, or is there a need to obtain hypothetical choice 

and attitudinal information as well?”, “Are the needed data specific to certain seasons of the year?”, 

“Are the needed data specific to certain time periods?” and so on. 

As designing questionnaires needs a great experience, propositions that follow are not instructions 

but just a guide to go in the better direction. They come from analysis of the first part of the thesis as 

well as interviews of survey specialists and mobility services operators. Recommendations answer a 

need of data from the French state to understand current mobility. The next section describes the 
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way to implement surveys (modifying existing surveys or creating new ones) in order to monitor 

usage of mobility services. Then, the chapter goes on a proposition of indicators to assess mobility 

services as a completion of traditional modes. Finally, the chapter ends on further possible research 

to go deeply in this topic. 

 

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS TO MONITOR MOBILITY SERVICES 

There are different ways to monitor mobility. The first analysis of the report described the existing 

travel surveys. It is interesting for public authorities to change existing travel surveys and capture 

new data. It avoids new surveys that are more costly and enables gathering data on a same database 

and comparing data between cities. Nevertheless, it is not always enough and it is sometimes needed 

to create new specific surveys to capture such a niche market. Finally, there are also other ways to 

monitor modal share and transport practices that will be detailed at the end of the section. 

 

6.2.1. IMPROVEMENT OF EXISTING SURVEYS 

6.2.1.1. Recommendation 1 

The master thesis pointed out that mobility services such as car-sharing, carpooling, bike-sharing and 

DRT may be ambiguous for people. In order to ask people about their mobility, they need to know 

the exact mobility portfolio they have. As a first measure, definitions have to be detailed. The 

questions that have been raised are: 

o Does car-sharing contain peer-to-peer car-sharing or one way car-sharing, does it have to be 

organised? 

o Does carpooling restricted in purpose (work, accompanying purpose, all purposes), and 

status of accompanying persons (household members, non-household members, adults, 

children)? Does it have to be organised through a website? 

o Does DRT contain special transit services or shared-taxi? 

o Does bike-sharing comprise long-hiring bike scheme? 

Recommendation 1: 

Defining the mobility services 

The master thesis gives clue to choose the best definition but it also depends on a political decision 

which has to cope with European and international strategies to keep situation simple. If every 

survey or study use the same definition, comparability is easier. 

 

6.2.1.2. Recommendation 2 

The second recommendation is based on the fact that it is difficult to know the modal share when 

people do not have the possibility to choose car-sharing, carpooling, bike-sharing and DRT in their 

mode choice during a survey. As mobility services are niche markets, the expected percentages for 

modal share are very small. Anyway, it always gives a piece of information even it is submitted to 

errors of precision. Thus, it would be interesting to capture the usage of mobility services in the 

description of trips by allowing respondents to choose them. 
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Recommendation 2: 

Adding mobility services to the mode list in the national travel survey and in the local household 

travel survey to answer the question “Which mean of transportation did you use to travel?” 

Problems of definition may occur. If the interviewer has to define every mode, it is time consuming 

and annoying for the survey process. We may consider that people using bike-sharing, car-sharing 

and DRT are aware of that. It would be useful to add the name of the service depending on the 

location of the survey to use familiar perceptions for the respondent. Carpooling may be forgotten in 

the list of mode and studied later. 

If this addition does not seem to work, another solution is possible. Bike-sharing and car-sharing may 

be captured when asking whose the vehicle (bike or car) is. These questions may be added 

specifically to people answering bicycle and car in the mode list as stipulated in the following 

recommendations. 

 

6.2.1.3. Recommendation 3 

Let us go back to the different weaknesses that the analysis of the questionnaires underlined. A good 

questionnaire depends on its construction. A well-designed questionnaire must be kept short and 

simple. Confusing, ambiguous and loaded questions must be avoided (KTH, 2009). 

In the French national travel survey, depending on the section “trips form the day before” or “usual 

trips to work”, the question of accompanying status differ. When asking about the accompanying 

status, it would be interesting to detail this status: household member or not and adult or children. 

Moreover, in the questions about usual trends, the suggested frequencies are out-dated and not 

possible to explore.  

Recommendation 3: 

Replacing question about accompanying persons 

Example: 

Did you travel with someone during your trip? 

How many people were…? Instead of… 

• Household child (ren) 

• Non-household child (ren) 

• Household adult 

• Non-household adult 

How many household members travelled with 

you during your trip? 

How many persons that were not members of the 

household travelled with you during your trip? 

 

Example: 

Usually, how do you go to this place? 

When you go or come back to this place, does someone travel with you, even on a part of the trip? 

 Instead of 

• Yes, always 

• Yes, but just one way 

• Yes, at least once a week 

• Yes, but less than once a week 

• Never 

• Yes, always 

• Yes, but just one way 

• Often 

• Sometimes 

• Never 

This information would enable detailing the accompanying status to define carpooling more easily. 

Usual trends and daily trips should have overlapping results. 
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6.2.1.4. Recommendation 4 

The questionnaire deals with the ownership of vehicles. If car-sharing is not defined in the mode list, 

it would be useful to add it as a possible answer for ownership. 

Recommendation 4: 

Adding car-sharing as a solution for ownership of vehicle 

Example: 

Q: What kind of vehicles did you use, if it does not belong to the household? 

o Rent private car 

o Other private car 

o Hired Camper van 

o Other Camper-van 

o Hired commercial vehicle 

o Other commercial vehicle 

o Hired light electrical vehicle 

o Other light electrical vehicle 

o Hired two wheels 

o Other two wheels 

o Former household vehicle 

o Car-shared vehicle 

o Other 

The question of car-sharing enables capturing its usage and differentiating it from traditional 

location. 

 

6.2.1.5. Recommendation 5 

The local household travel survey is a tool for cities to know mobility on their territory. Thus, as 

mobility services are an open-window on sustainable transport, it is a great tool of communication 

and policies for an elected representative. Once mobility services are added to the list of modes, it is 

possible to highlight their usage in different ways. Cities have the possibility to choose specific 

questions from a pool of non-compulsory questions. These specific questions have a limited time. 

Thus, the solution is to suggest standardised questions to enable asking about mobility services. A 

city with a bike-sharing system will undoubtedly ask questions about bike-sharing but it will not be 

compulsory for a city that is not concerned. The pool of questions does not have to be a mirror of a 

trend or a way to ask people’s stated preferences. The household travel survey is a tool to describe 

revealed preferences. Opinions are hard to capture. 

Recommendation 5: 

Adding specific questions on mobility services for cities 

Example: 

Do you use a bike-sharing system/car-sharing system/ DRT system/carpooling website implemented 

in the city? (Name the system as soon as possible) 

• Everyday of almost 

• At least one trip a week  

• At least one trip a month 
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• Exceptionally 

• Never 

• I don’t know this service 

6.2.1.6. Recommendation 6: 

Let us focus on the other available surveys: the parking survey, the TNS Sofres survey and the public 

transport surveys. 

The parking survey contains questions on bike-sharing, car-sharing and carpooling since last year. It is 

still too early to draw anticipated conclusions on this survey. It is necessary to look at the evolution of 

parking lots for emerging mobility services.  

The TNS Sofres survey depends on a private marketing firm, and we cannot have any incidence on it. 

Nevertheless, some facts may be pointed out. For once, mobility services appear in the mode choice; 

their history, future and opinion on them are highlighted in different questions. Yet, the way to 

capture trips is not very convenient. Respondent has to think about the three most frequent trips 

he/she makes during the week or the week-end. It is a tough mission which does not reveal a picture 

of mobility. Indeed, car-sharing is underprivileged because it is an occasional mode. It would be 

efficient to change the design of the question to enable a better comparison with other surveys. 

The public transport survey questions about DRT with details. As we have seen previously, there are 

a lot of data one can expect about DRT to have a complete database. However, for practical reasons, 

there is a border. The public transport survey may be considered as quite complete. The important 

task is to ensure that public transport authorities fill in correctly information without omitting any 

details.  

Recommendation 6: 

Monitor the evolution of the results of parking survey. 

Compare with great precaution the results from the TNS Sofres survey with other surveys. 

Train public transport authorities in answering about DRT. 

The interviews of survey specialists showed that travel surveys were long and costly. It is not allowed 

to add any more questions. That is why the master thesis has formulated little recommendation in 

this field. Yet, there are other means to monitor mobility services: through other non-existing 

surveys. 

 

6.2.2. OTHER SURVEYS AND METHODS 

There are two ways to capture mobility figures. It is possible to focus on the demand side or on the 

supply side. Every method has advantages and drawbacks. Travel surveys may be vehicle intercept 

surveys, transit on-board surveys, parking surveys, workplace and establishment surveys, stated 

preferences surveys or longitudinal surveys. The methods to administer travel surveys are diverse 

(KTH, 2009): personally administered interviews, self-administered surveys distributed by intercept 

methods, self-administered surveys distributed to groups, telephone interviews and self-

administered mail surveys. It is usually a compromise between different factors that decide the kind 
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of survey implementation. For example, speed, cost, internet usage, literacy levels, sensitive 

questions or need of video, sound and graphics may affect the methodology (Table 20). 

 Personal 

interview 

Telephone 

interviews 

Mail surveys Email/webpage surveys 

Speed   Slow Fast 

Cost Very Expensive Expensive Quite expensive Cheap 

Internet 

usage 

   Not able to generalise to 

the whole population 

Literacy 

levels 

  Low representation of 

illiterate and less 

educated people 

Low representation of 

illiterate and less 

educated people 

Sensitive 

questions 

Not inclined to 

answer 

Not inclined 

to answer 

  

Video, 

sound, 

graphics 

Play video, 

sound; show 

picture 

Play sound Show picture Play video, sound; show 

picture 

Table 20: Summary of survey methods(KTH, 2009) 

Implementing a survey is a result of a process which weigh the pros and the cons of every method. 

The following part does not recommend a specific method to administer travel surveys but guide 

through the different target groups one can question. 

 

6.2.2.1. User surveys 

A user survey would consist in questioning users of mobility services to know their profile and their 

trips’ profile. The national travel survey and the local household travel survey capture a part of the 

users of mobility services. Yet, they do not have specific questions on these services and miss capture 

needed data. 

Literature and interviews urged us to suggest this kind of surveys to complete database as we have 

seen in chapter 3.3. There are two way for reaching users. We may ask the service providers to 

distribute questionnaires to their clients or intercept users when they are using the service. 

Nevertheless, some user may escape the survey such as in the peer-to-peer car-sharing or 

carpooling. Sampling process is then very important. Work place surveys or vehicle intercept survey 

may identify some users.  

The recommendation suggests a list of possible question to ask depending on the mode. It is derived 

from Carplus surveys (Carplus, 2011) and from author’s experience. 

Recommendation 7: 

Implementing user surveys 

Example: 

Questions on age, gender, occupation, income, home location, service location 

“How many cars do your household own now?” 

“How many cars did your household own before joining the service?” 

“If you hadn’t joined the service, would you have bought a private car?” 
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“In the year before you joined the service, on average, how often did you make a trip by each of 

these types of transport?” (Bus, Train, Metro, Tram, Car-sharing, Bike-sharing, DRT, Car, Taxi, Bicycle, 

walk for 10 minutes or more)/ (No trips made, once a year, once a month, once a week, more than 

three times a week) 

How would you get to your destination, if you hadn’t used the service? 

How often do you use the service? 

What is your main travel purpose with the service? 

Why do you use the service? 

Asking a pool of standardised questions to users would make comparisons easier and quality of data 

would be better. 

6.2.2.2. Stated preferences surveys 

Revealed preferences travel surveys aim to take a picture of current travel modes by asking 

respondents to describe their travel patterns. Stated preferences travel surveys are useful to model 

new and inexperienced travel modes. Respondents choose between different hypothetical situations 

described by different attributes (Transportation Research Board, 2010).It overcomes the problem of 

new option. In our case, mobility services are niche markets and unknown for many people. Stated 

preferences surveys are a tool to estimate market potential by asking people if they would choose a 

hypothetical mode of transportation. It is necessary to design the experiment in terms of alternatives 

and attributes (cost, travel time, flexibility, comfort ...) and levels (expensive/cheap, 30 min/10 min, 

flexible/fixed schedule, private vehicle/shared vehicle...). Design of the experiment enables 

optimizing the number of hypothetical scenarios. 

Thus, it is possible to define carpooling, car-sharing, bike-sharing and DRT through attributes and 

levels. According to the answers, market potential may be assessed. Experimentation may also be led 

to differentiate different types of DRT or car-sharing (peer-to-peer car-sharing, one way car-sharing, 

traditional car-sharing). 

Recommendation 8: 

Implementing stated preferences surveys 

Stated preferences methods are controversial. Among other things, answers tend to be optimistic 

because people are not committed yet and dare claiming something they would not do in reality. 

Different issues emerge from the suggested surveys. First of all, implementing a survey is costly. 

Secondly, people start to be bored of surveys and response rate tends to decrease along years. 

 

6.2.2.3. Service provider surveys 

Data come from demand side and supply side. As soon as a mobility service is offered by an operator, 

there is a link between it and the customer. If supply is emerging, demand should follow. That is why 

focusing on supply side is also a great source of data.  

Interviews comprised operator’s interviews. Literature comes also from operators that try to draw a 

state-of-the-art of their activity. A seal of approval will be created in France for car-sharing and will 

be accompanied with an exchange of data from service provider to public services. 
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The interviews highlighted that some data are more sensitive than other. For an issue of competition, 

contractors do not want to share information about number of kilometres a month but they agree to 

share data on number of customers and stations (Appendix 7).  

The DRT system is already studied through operators or transport authorities surveys in France as 

stipulated in the public transport surveys. 

The bike-sharing service providers already communicate with cities about a certain amount of 

information. Nevertheless, as private companies, they are reluctant to communicate their figures 

even if they register needed data (distance, time of day, weather, membership, sold tickets, number 

of kilometres...). 

Carpooling systems are more spread; they are not linked to a public authority or a limited territory. 

Then, it is more difficult to get data from them. They may have data on matching trips, distance, user 

profile but they also may lose their customers quite easily. Monitoring them seems to be 

complicated. 

Recommendation 9: 

Creating partnership between public authorities of services provider in order to exchange data 

As an example, a set of data has been asked to France Autopartage (French association for car-

sharing) and results in data collection for 9 over 11 service providers (Appendix 7). 

It is important to pay a heed to data from supply side. It has to be compared with demand side. 

Indeed, service providers may increase their figures in order to appear as more competitive than 

they are really. That is why supply side is not enough. 

 

6.2.2.4. Counting 

Apart from surveys, there are other methods to capture mobility services. It deals with observation. 

Every big city has implemented a counting system to proportion road infrastructure, public transport 

systems and so on. In Lyon, traffic of bicycles is counted in two ways: loop detectors on bicycle lanes 

and investigators in intersections. It enables knowing that the bike-sharing system represent one 

third of total bicycle traffic (Appendix 7). We could imagine a similar system for car-sharing, 

carpooling and DRT. 

Recommendation 10: 

Comparing the results of surveys with the results of counting 

 

6.2.3. CONCLUSION 

Recommendations highlight a large field of areas. From the formulation of the question to a 

complete new methodology, choice to be taken depends on willingness to act, need of data, budget 

and partnership. The master thesis is not a universal bandage to solve every problem but is a list of 

propositions to improve the current data collection system.  
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6.3. SUSTAINABLE INDICATORS 

But finally, why does one need so much data for such a little market? Data are useful for elected 

representative, data are useful for engineers as a tool of knowledge, and data are useful for 

transport providers, and so on. Although the market is still small, it has a weight on mobility. 

Currently, one observes a breaking up in modal shares. It is not the eternal triangle, car, public 

transport, walk which dominates. Demand is more complicated, transport modes emerge from 

everywhere with ITC, new need for accessibility, global crisis and sustainable development. Thus, it is 

important to monitor niche markets that could become the means of tomorrow. 

Monitoring a mode is one step before assessing it. Assessing mobility services is a burning issue in 

order to prevent these modes from diverting from its original goal. These new modes have to 

improve accessibility without creating more social gap, more energy consumption or more 

economical fragility. 

 

6.3.1. DEFINITION OF AN INDICATOR 

A way to assess mobility services is to compare its monitoring with objectives and indicators of 

sustainability (KTH, 2010). 

An indicator simplifies a piece of information and then quantifies it. The indicators of sustainability 

differ from the classical indicators. Indeed, they usually point out the weakness between the three 

areas of sustainability: economy, environment, and society. An indicator must be relevant, 

understandable, and reliable and based on accessible data (Hart, 2006). 

It is difficult to measure sustainability because the environment or economic areas are usually 

highlighted. Air pollution is for instance easy to measure. However, the advantages as the increase in 

mobility or accessibility are difficult to handle. The challenge of the indicators of sustainability is to 

make the links between environment, economy and society understandable. 

The measure of sustainability thanks to indicators allows (Verry, 2004): 

o Understanding sustainability (identify problems, trends, information) 

o Solving conflicts (coordination, debate, negotiation) 

o Monitoring, controlling, measuring performance, interpret 

o Helping decision making (definitions of goals, identification of needs, benchmarking) 

o Implicating actors (participation, communication, awareness) 

 

6.3.2. PROPOSITIONS TO ASSESS INTEGRATION OF NEW MOBILITY SERVICES 

Emerging mobility services have to be assessed as a completion of traditional modes. They belong to 

a system of means of transportation. Nevertheless, they differ from traditional modes because they 

are services. Ownership and private mode are not synonym of each other. They are emerging, so 

they are supposed to replace other modes. The modal shift is a central issue. Moreover, in a world 

where we try to reduce our consumption, new services appear to be a paradox. Shouldn’t we 

consider these travel services as a way to decrease mobility instead of a way to increase it? Indicators 

have to assess the three field of sustainability: social, economic and environmental. 
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The master thesis quotes some leads and some examples without a will of sufficiency in Table 21. 

Car-sharing Number of replaced vehicles 

Modal shift 

Vehicles kilometres travelled along the years per customer 

Car-shared vehicle efficiency compared to the average in the national fleet of vehicle 

Greenhouse gas effect that have been saved 

Carpooling Occupancy rate 

Modal shift 

Greenhouse gas effect that have been saved 

Accessibility 

Share of traditional and dynamic ridesharing 

DRT Gathering rate to stations 

Occupancy rate in DRT vehicles 

Accessibility 

Modal shift 

Greenhouse gas effect that have been saved 

Revitalised areas 

Bike-sharing Modal shift 

Increase in bike usage along years 

Number of accidents: property damage, injuries, deaths 

Greenhouse gas effect that have been saved 

Health effect 

Accessibility 

Table 21: Propositions of indicators to evaluate mobility services 
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7. CONCLUSION 

7.1. FINDINGS 

In our current consumer society, people want more and they have to travel in order to fulfil their 

needs. Their mobility portfolio is not enough to realise their will and new mobility services emerge 

everywhere. At the same time, the sustainable development roams around. That is why mobility 

services have to be monitored. Mobility should cope with sustainability. The master thesis made a 

census of possible ways to monitor usage of mobility services by mainly basing its study on a French 

case study. Conclusions are that carpooling, car-sharing; bike-sharing and DRT are niche markets and 

answer different needs. Their development depends on countries, supply and demand. The breaking 

up in transport modes is one of the causes of the emergence of mobility services. Although they 

remain a small market, they take part of mobility portfolio. Yet, we know little about mobility 

services. Existing travel surveys still focus on public transport and private car and have to evolve in 

order to cope with current mobility behaviour. Potentials are huge and would trigger a great step in 

sustainability. That is the reason why monitoring mobility service is essential. It is a way to 

understand mobility changes, travel behaviour and to fit or adjust policies in a more efficient way. 

Carpooling affects population more than other mobility services (around 10% of trips) but needs to 

be defined to really capture its impacts. Car-sharing represents less than 0.1% of total trips but 

knows an incredibly high increase. Its maximum potential is around 7% of population. DRT 

implementation depends on a political decision and represents around 5% of public transport 

kilometres travelled. Bike-sharing reaches around 1% of trips in Paris or Lyon but is first an open 

window on bike usage. 

The key point for new services is “more the study of changing behaviours and less that of the choices 

among alternatives, in order to effectively forecast the impacts” (Diana, 2010). The new paradox is 

not to offer people a way to travel more and more, but to travel in a sustainable way and to change 

their behaviour so that mobility rhymes with sustainability. 

Travel surveys do not consider mobility services as a mode on their own. There should be possibilities 

for cities to ask population about their usage of mobility services. Monitoring usage may be done 

through existing travel surveys, through user’s surveys and through surveys to service providers. 

Comparing supply and demand is one way to understand the dynamic of the market and to design 

economically sustainable systems. Collecting data is the first step to assess transportation mode 

through a list of indicators. 

 

7.2. FURTHER RESEARCH 

It remains a lot of work related to mobility services that are suitable for further research. As this 

topic is wild, the advice is to study it separately for every mobility service. Emphasis may be done on 

many different methodologies. 
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7.2.1. MONITORING MOBILITY SERVICES 

The main topic issued from this research would be to apply new trials to monitor mobility services. 

Research would focus on people behaviour and statistical results to confirm a good methodology and 

confront demand and supply side. 

 

7.2.2. ASSESSING MOBILITY SERVICES 

A cost benefice analysis may be led on every mobility service in order to judge the best mobility 

solution to decrease single occupancy vehicle. Moreover, mechanisms of travel behaviour are 

interesting to study in order to understand why people choose one mode instead of another. Indeed, 

understanding travel mode choice enables implementing the right policy to decrease usage of private 

vehicle and improve sustainability in mobility. Sustainability has to be enhanced through social, 

economic and environmental concepts. Dealing with the advantages and disadvantages of mobility 

services is essential to weigh the pros and cons of such services. 

 

7.2.3. OVER THE SURVEYS 

Other tools are at researchers’ disposal to overpass the surveys. Indeed, simulation tools are useful 

to estimate carpooling. It is first a question of trip matching and may be modelled through simulation 

software. Moreover, many researches may focus on bike-sharing and study the dynamic of bike-

sharing trips thanks to suppliers’ database. DRT needs dynamic tools to optimise routes. Large areas 

require complex tools to communicate, to ensure bookings, to avoid delays and so on. Finally, 

research may also focus on dynamic ridesharing to enable people to carpool instantaneously 

wherever they are. Reducing waiting time and booking time may be one step to promote mobility 

services and avoid a dependence on external factors. 

7.3. ASSESSMENT 

The master thesis aimed to develop tools to fetch regularly data on usage of mobility services. By 

analysing different statistical apparatus, we highlighted some lacks and recommended some 

solutions to compensate for these flaws. Along the project, we realised the importance of the gap 

between the real need of data and the current data collection. Today, it is not possible to understand 

mode choice, to evaluate performance and to guide policies. There are too much missing data. Thus, 

the second objective for assessing integration of mobility services as a completion of traditional 

modes has not been completely fulfilled. We recommended some ideas about indicators and 

underlined the key points in evaluating these new modes. We are heading in the right direction but 

we are not at the end. Future will depends on quality and sufficiency of future data collection. The 

next step will be to collect much more data, analyse them and build model. 

Finally, an interesting question remains unresolved. Does mobility services have to be comprehended 

as a transportation mode to encourage a sustainable mobility or a way to decrease mobility? 
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APPENDIXES 

APPENDIX 1 

SAS CODE-NATIONAL TRAVEL SURVEY 2008 

/*Format for transport modes*/  
procformat; 

value  $modes 
'1.10' ='Just walk'  
'1.11' ='Carried, in a pushchair'  
'1.12' ='Roller skates, Scooter'  
'1.13' ='Wheelchair'  
'2.20' ='Bicycle, tricycle (motorized or not)'  
'2.22' ='Moped (<50 cm3) _ Driver'  
'2.23' ='Moped (<50cm3) _ Passenger'  
'2.24' ='Motorcycle (>50cm3) _ Driver (including side-car)'  
'2.25' ='Motorcycle (>50cm3) _ Passenger (including side-ca r)'  
'2.29' ='Motorcycle without any details (including quad bik es)'  
'3.30' ='Car, commercial vehicle, light electric vehicle... _ Driver alone'  
'3.31' ='Car, commercial vehicle, light electric vehicle... _ Driver with passenger'  
'3.32' ='Car, commercial vehicle, light electric vehicle... _ Passenger'  
'3.33' ='Car, commercial vehicle, light electric vehicle... _ Sometimes driver or passenger'  
'3.39' ='3 or 4 wheels without details'  
'4.40' ='Taxi (individual, shared)'  
'4.41' ='Special transport services (disabled)'  
'4.42' ='Company bus'  
'4.43' ='School bus'  
'5.50' ='Urban bus, Trolley bus'  
'5.51' ='River shuttle'  
'5.52' ='Coach'  
'5.53' ='Other coach (chartering, specialised transport)'  
'5.54' ='SNCF Coach'  
'5.55' ='Tramway'  
'5.56' ='Metro, cable car'  
'5.57' ='RER, SNCF suburbs'  
'5.58' ='TER'  
'5.59' ='Other urban and regional transportation (without a ny details)'  
'6.60' ='TGV, 1st class'  
'6.61' ='TGV, 2nd class'  
'6.62' ='Other rail, 1st class'  
'6.63' ='Other rail, 2nd class'  
'6.69' ='Other rail (without any details)'  
'7.70' ='Plane'  
'8.80' ='Boat'  
'9.90' ='Other'  
; 
run; 

 
/*Format for trip purpose*/  
procformat; 

value  $motifs 
'1.1' ='Go home'  
'1.2' ='Come back to occasional home'  
'1.3' ='Come back to parents place (non-household place) o r friends place'  
'1.11' ='Study (school, high school, university)'  
'1.12' ='Day care'  
'2.20' ='Go to a mall'  
'2.21' ='Go to neighbourhood shops'  
'3.31' ='Health care, service errands'  
'4.41' ='Information search, Administrative request'  
'5.51' ='Visit relatives'  
'5.52' ='Visit friends'  
'6.61' ='Drop off someone at the railway station, at the ai rport, at a metro or bus station'  
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'6.62' ='Drop off someone somewhere else'  
'6.63' ='Pick up someone at the railway station, at the air port, at a metro or bus station'  
'6.64' ='Pick up someone somewhere else'  
'7.71' ='Association, religious ceremony, meeting'  
'7.72' ='Go to a community centre, amusement park, fair'  
'7.73' ='Eat or drink outside from home'  
'7.74' ='Visit a monument or historical place'  
'7.75' ='See a cultural or sport show (cinema, theatre, con cert, circus, game)'  
'7.76' ='Make sport'  
'7.77' ='Go for a walk'  
'7.78' ='Go to a place for a walk'  
'8.80' ='Holidays elsewhere than in the holiday home'  
'8.81' ='Go to a holiday home'  
'8.82' ='Go to an occasional home'  
'8.89' ='Other personal purpose'  
'9.91' ='Work at usual place'  
'9.92' ='Work in another place (construction site, meetings , customer visits, business 
meals...)'  
'9.94' ='Internship, conference, congress, formation'  
'9.95' ='Business round'  
'9.96' ='Other business purposes'  
; 
run; 

 
title 'Modal share' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd2008.K_deploc; 

table  V2_MTP/ missing ; 
format  V2_MTP $modes. ; 
where  V2_TYPJOUR='1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95' ; /*Local trips, during working days, 

people living in Metropolitan France*/  
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 

 
procgchartdata =Entd2008.K_deploc; 

pie  V2_MTP/ missing ; 
format  V2_MTP $modes. ; 
where  V2_TYPJOUR='1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95' ; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate, all trips during working days' ; 
dataaccomptd; set  Entd2008.K_deploc; 
nbacctd=V2_MACCOMPHM+V2_MACCOMPM+1; /* Number of people in the car (non-

household+household+driver)*/  
where  V2_TYPJOUR='1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95'  and V2_MTP in ( '3.30''3.31' ); /*Local 

trips, during working days, people living in Metrop olitan France, driver trips*/  
 
procfreqdata =accomptd; 

table nbacctd/ missing ; 
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 

 
procmeansdata =accomptd; 

var nbacctd; 
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate, all trips, week-end' ; 
dataaccomptd; set  Entd2008.K_deploc; 
nbacctd=V2_MACCOMPHM+V2_MACCOMPM+1; 
where  V2_TYPJOUR in ( '2''3' ) and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95'  and V2_MTP in ( '3.30''3.31' ); 

/*Local trips, during week-end, people living in Me tropolitan France, driver trips*/  
run; 

 
procfreqdata =accomptd; 

table nbacctd/ missing ; 
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 
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procmeansdata =accomptd; 

var nbacctd; 
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate for accompanying purpose' ; 
dataaccompacc; set  Entd2008.K_deploc; 
nbaccacc=V2_MACCOMPHM+V2_MACCOMPM+1; 
where  V2_TYPJOUR='1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95'  and V2_MTP in ( '3.30''3.31' )and 

V2_MMOTIFDES in ( '6.61''6.62''6.63''6.64' ); /*Local trips, during working days, people living 
in Metropolitan France, driver trips, accompanying purpose*/  
run; 

 
procmeansdata =accompacc; 
var nbaccacc; 
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate for work purpose' ; 
dataaccomptf; set  Entd2008.K_deploc; 
nbacctf=V2_MACCOMPHM+V2_MACCOMPM+1; 
where  V2_TYPJOUR='1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95'  and V2_MTP in ( '3.30''3.31' )and 

V2_MMOTIFDES in ( '9.91' ); /*Local trips, during working days, people living i n Metropolitan 
France, driver trips, work purpose*/  
run; 

 
procmeansdata =accomptf; 
var nbacctf; 
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 

 
title 'Modal share for work purpose' ; 
dataHomwork; set  Entd2008.K_deploc; 
where  V2_TYPJOUR='1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95'  and V2_MMOTIFDES in ( '9.91' );  
run; 

 
procfreqdata =Homwork; 

table  V2_MTP; 
format  V2_MTP $modes. ; 
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 

 
odsrtfbody ='C:\Documents and Settings\ARBOUET\Bureau\ED\ENTD\b is.doc' ; /*.doc output*/  
 
title 'Type of people in local trips' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd2008.K_deploc; 

table  V2_MACCOMPHM*V2_MACCOMPM/missing ; /*household members and non-household members*/  
weight  PONDKI; 
where  V2_TYPJOUR='1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95'  and V2_MTP in 

( '3.30''3.31''3.32''3.33' ); /*Local trips, during working days, people living i n Metropolitan 
France, car trips*/  
run; 

 
title 'Type of people for work purpose' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd2008.K_deploc; 

table  V2_MACCOMPHM*V2_MACCOMPM/missing ; 
weight  PONDKI; 
where  V2_TYPJOUR='1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95'  and V2_MTP in 

( '3.30''3.31''3.32''3.33' )and V2_MMOTIFDES in ( '9.91' ); /*Local trips, during working days, 
people living in Metropolitan France, car trips, wo rk purpose*/  
run; 

 
title 'Modal share for usual trips to work' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd2008.Q_ind_lieu_teg; 

table  V1_BTRAVMTP; 
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where  TYPLIEU= '1'  and V1_BTRAVFIX in ( '1''2' ) and V1_BTRAVDEP le '95' ; /*Work purpose, in 
Metropolitan France*/  
weight  POIDS_QIND1; 
format  V1_BTRAVMTP $modes. ; 
run; 

 
title 'Are there non-households adults for usual trips to  work?' ; 
data accompagnant; set  Entd2008.Q_ind_lieu_teg; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI1ACCOMP='4' then  adultehm1= 1; /*Non-household adults*/  
else  adultehm1= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI2ACCOMP='4' then  adultehm2= 1; /*Non-household adults*/  
else  adultehm2= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI3ACCOMP='4' then  adultehm3= 1; /*Non-household adults*/  
else  adultehm3= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI4ACCOMP='4' then  adultehm4= 1; /*Non-household adults*/  
else  adultehm4= 0; 

adultehmtot=adultehm1+adultehm2+adultehm3+adultehm4 ; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI1ACCOMP='3' then  adultem1= 1; /*Household adults*/  
else  adultem1= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI2ACCOMP='3' then  adultem2= 1; /*Household adults*/  
else  adultem2= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI3ACCOMP='3' then  adultem3= 1; /*Household adults*/  
else  adultem3= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI4ACCOMP='3' then  adultem4= 1; /*Household adults*/  
else  adultem4= 0; 

adultemtot=adultem1+adultem2+adultem3+adultem4; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI1ACCOMP='2' then  enfanthm1= 1; /*Non-household children*/  
else  enfanthm1= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI2ACCOMP='2' then  enfanthm2= 1; /*Non-household children*/  
else  enfanthm2= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI3ACCOMP='2' then  enfanthm3= 1; /*Non-household children*/  
else  enfanthm3= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI4ACCOMP='2' then  enfanthm4= 1; /*Non-household children*/  
else  enfanthm4= 0; 

enfanthmtot=enfanthm1+enfanthm2+enfanthm3+enfanthm4 ; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI1ACCOMP='1' then  enfantm1= 1; /*Household children*/  
else  enfantm1= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI2ACCOMP='1' then  enfantm2= 1; /*Household children*/  
else  enfantm2= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI3ACCOMP='1' then  enfantm3= 1; /*Household children*/  
else  enfantm3= 0; 
if  V1_BTRAVQUI4ACCOMP='1' then  enfantm4= 1; /*Household children*/  
else  enfantm4= 0; 

enfantmtot=enfantm1+enfantm2+enfantm3+enfantm4; 
if  (adultehmtot= 0 and adultemtot= 0 and enfanthmtot= 0 and enfantmtot= 0) then  status= 'Driver 

alone' ; 
elseif  (adultehmtotgt 0 and adultemtot= 0 and enfanthmtot= 0 and enfantmtot= 0) then  status= 'Non-

household adult' ; 
elseif  (adultehmtot= 0 and adultemtotgt 0 and enfanthmtot= 0 and enfantmtot= 0) then  

status= 'Household adult' ; 
elseif  (adultehmtot= 0 and adultemtot= 0 and enfanthmtotgt 0 and enfantmtot= 0) then  status= 'Non-

household child' ; 
elseif  (adultehmtot= 0 and adultemtot= 0 and enfanthmtot= 0 and enfantmtotgt 0) then  

status= 'Household child' ; 
elseif  (adultehmtotgt 0 and adultemtot= 0 and enfanthmtotgt 0 and enfantmtot= 0) then  status= 'Non-

household mix' ; 
elseif  (adultehmtot= 0 and adultemtotgt 0 and enfanthmtot= 0 and enfantmtotgt 0) then  

status= 'Household mix' ; 
else  status= 'Other' ; 
tot=adultehmtot+adultemtot+enfanthmtot+enfantmtot; /*Sum of accompanying person per status*/  
if  V1_BTRAVACCOMP=1then accompagnement= 'Yes, always' ; 
if  V1_BTRAVACCOMP=2then accompagnement= 'Yes, but just one way' ; 
if  V1_BTRAVACCOMP=3then accompagnement= 'Often' ; 
if  V1_BTRAVACCOMP=4then accompagnement= 'Sometimes' ; 
if  V1_BTRAVACCOMP=5then accompagnement= 'Never' ; 

where  V1_BTRAVMTP in ( '3.30''3.31' ) and TYPLIEU= '1'  and V1_BTRAVFIX in ( '1''2' ) and 
V1_BTRAVDEP le '95' ; 
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/*Car trips, first work place, during working days,  in Metropolitan France*/  
run; 

 
procfreqdata =accompagnant; 

table accompagnement*tot accompagnement*status accompagne ment*adultehmtot 
accompagnement*adultemtot accompagnement*enfanthmto t accompagnement*enfantmtot/ missing ; 
weight  POIDS_QIND1; 
run; 
 
odsrtfclose ; 

 

title 'Carsharing ;  

procfreqdata =Entd2008.Qf_voitvul; 
table  V1_SFVAQUI V1_SFVQUI9COND/ missing ; 
weight  POIDS_VEH1; 
run; 
procfreqdata =Entd2008.K_deploc; 

table  MVEH*V2_MVEHEXT/missing ; 
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 

 

APPENDIX 2 

SAS CODE-NATIONAL TRAVEL SURVEY 1994 

/*Format for transport modes*/  
procformat; 

value  $modes 
'10' ='Just walk'  
'20' ='Bicycle'  
'21' ='Moped - Driver'  
'22' ='Moped - Passenger'  
'23' ='Motorcycle - Driver'  
'24' ='Motorcycle - Passenger'  
'30' ='HH car - Driver'  
'31' ='HH car - Passenger'  
'32' ='Non-HH car - Driver'  
'33' ='Non-HH car - Passenger'  
'40' ='Taxi (individual, shared)'  
'41' ='Company bus'  
'42' ='School bus'  
'50' ='Bus'  
'51' ='Coach'  
'52' ='Metro, cable car'  
'53' ='RER'  
'54' ='Tramway'  
'55' ='Trolley'  
'60' ='TGV, 1st class'  
'61' ='TGV, 2nd class'  
'62' ='Other train, 1st class'  
'63' ='Other train, 2nd class'  
'70' ='Plane'  
'80' ='Boat'  
'90' ='Other'  
; 
run; 

 
/*Format for tripe purpose*/  
procformat; 
value  $motifs 
'01' ='Home'  
'02' ='occasional home'  
'11' ='Study (school, high school, university)'  
'12' ='Day care'  
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'21' ='Mall'  
'22' ='Neighbourhood shops'  
'31' ='Health care, service errands'  
'41' ='Administrative request, bookings, information sear ch'  
'51' ='Visit relatives'  
'52' ='Visit friends'  
'61' ='Drop off someone at the railway station, at the ai rport...'  
'62' ='Drop off someone somewhere else'  
'63' ='Pick up someone at the railway station, at the air port...'  
'64' ='Pick up someone somewhere else'  
'71' ='Holidays'  
'72' ='Holiday home'  
'73' ='Visit monuments or historical places'  
'74' ='Cultural, sport shows, meetings'  
'75' ='Make sport (football, ski, sail, gymnastics, go to  beach; fishing, hunting...)'  
'76' ='Leisure (community centre, fair, bowling...)'  
'78' ='Café, restaurant, brasserie'  
'81' ='Other personal purposes'  
'91' ='Usual work place'  
'92' ='Non usual work place (construction site, meetings,  business round, business meals...)'  
'93' ='Internship, conference, congress, formations'  
'94' ='Other business purposes'  
'99' ='Blank'  
; 
run; 

 
/*Main mode amongst many modes during a trip*/  
dataDepsemaine; set  Entd1994.Depsemai; 
length mtp $ 2; 

mtp=max(H141,H142,H143,H144); 
run; 

 
title 'Modal share 94' ; 
procfreqdata =Depsemaine; /*Working days*/  

table mtp/ missing ; 
format mtp$modes. ; 
where  local= 1; /*Local trips*/  

weight  PONDA; 
run; 

 
procgchartdata =Depsemaine; /* pie chart*/  
pie  mtp/ missing ; 
format  mtp $modes. ; 
where  local= 1; 
run; 

 
odsrtfbody ='C:\Documents and Settings\ARBOUET\Bureau\ED\ENTD\9 3-94\Resultat.doc' ; /*.doc 
output*/  
 
title 'Occupancy rate all trips during working days 94' ; 
procfreqdata =Depsemaine; 

table  H19/ missing ; 
where  local= 1 and mtp in( '30''31''32''33' ); /*local trips, working days, in Metropolitan 

France, car drivers*/  
weight  PONDA; 
 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate car trips during working days 94' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd1994.Depvoit; /*car trips exclusively*/  

table  NBPERS/missing ; 
where  DIST le 80 and NBJO in ( 12345); /*local trips, working days, in Metropolitan France */  

weight  PONDV; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate all trips during week-end 94' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd1994.Depweek; 
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table  NBPERS/missing ; 
where  MTP in( '30''32' ) and local= 1; /*local trips, week-end, in Metropolitan France, ca r 

drivers*/  
weight  PONDA; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate car trips during week-end 94' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd1994.Depvoit; 
table  NBPERS/missing ; 
where  DIST le 80 and NBJO in ( 67); /*local trips, week-end, in Metropolitan France*/  

weight  PONDV; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate, accompanying purpose 94' ; 
procfreqdata =Depsemaine; 
table  H19/ missing ; 
where  local= 1 and mtp in ( '30''32' ) and DESMOT1 in( '61''62''63''64' ); /*Local trips, car 

driver, accompanying status*/  
weight  PONDA; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate, accompanying purpose 94 car' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd1994.Depvoit; 

table  NBPERS/missing ; 
where  DIST le 80 and NBJO in ( 12345)and MOTIF in 

( '41''42''43''44''45''46''47''48''49''50''51''52''53 ''54''55''56''57''58''59' ); /*Local trips, 
car driver, accompanying status*/  
weight  PONDV; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate for work-home trips 94' ; 
procfreqdata =Depsemaine; 

table  H19/ missing ; 
where  local= 1 and mtp in ( '30''31''32''33' ) and DESMOT1 in( '91' ); /*local trips, car driver, 

work*/  
weight  PONDA; 
run; 

 
title 'Occupancy rate for work-home trips 94 car' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd1994.Depvoit; 

table  NBPERS/missing ; 
where  DIST le 80 and NBJO in ( 12345)and MOTIF in ( '91' ); /*local trips, car driver, work*/  

weight  PONDV; 
run; 

 
title 'Modal share for home-work trips' ; 
dataIndividum; set  Entd1994.Individu; 
length mtp $ 2; 
mtp=max(C101,C102,C103,C104); 
run; 

 
procfreqdata =Individum; 

table mtp/ missing ; 
format mtp$modes. ; 
where  C6K le 80 and C1= '1' ; /*local trips, work*/  

weight  PONDM; 
run; 

 
title 'People in local trips, usual home-work' ; 
procfreqdata =Individum; 

table  C11*C12/ missing ; 
weight  PONDM; 
where  C6K le 80 and C1= '1'  and mtp in ( '30''31''32''33' ); 
run; 

 
title 'Carsharing' ; 
procfreqdata =Entd1994.Voitactu; 
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table  FV11 FV27/ missing ; 
weight  PONDM; 
run; 

 
odsrtfclose ; 

 

APPENDIX 3 

SAS CODE- CAR-POOLERS’ PROFILE FOR THE BASE SCENARIO 

dm'log;clear;output;clear;' ; 
 
odsrtfbody ='c:\Documents and Settings\ARBOUET\Bureau\ED\ENTD\s tp.doc' ; /*.doc output*/  
title 'Carpool gender' ; 
/* Gender of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =Entd2008.Q_individu; 

table sexe/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
run; 

 
title 'Carpool age' ; 
/* Age of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =Entd2008.Q_individu; 

table  age/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
run; 

 
procgchartdata =Entd2008.Q_individu; /*pie chart*/  
vbar  age; 
run; 

 
/*Jobs category*/  
procformat; 

value  $csp 
10='Farmer'  
21='Craftsmen'  
22='Traders'  
23='Corporate manager (at least 10 employees)'  
31='Professional'  
32='Executive for government, intellectual professions , artist'  
36='Senior executive'  
41='Teaching, health, middle civil servant'  
46='Administrative jobs'  
47='Technician'  
48='Foremen'  
51='Civil servant'  
54='Administrative employees'  
55='Trader employees'  
56='Assistance'  
61='Qualified workmen'  
66='Non-qualified workmen'  
69='Farm worker'  
71='Former farmer'  
72='Farmer craftsmen, traders, corporate managers'  
73='Former senior executive and middle jobs'  
76='Former employees and workmen'  
81='Unemployed person that has never worked'  
82='Non-working people'  

; 
run; 

 
 
title 'Carpool job' ; 
/* Job of carpoolers*/  
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procfreqdata =Entd2008.Q_individu; 
table  cs24/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
format  cs24 $csp. ; 
run; 

 
/*Merge HH data and person data*/  
dataHHind; merge  Entd2008.Q_individu Entd2008.Q_tcm_menage; 
keep  TU99 NIVIE ident_ind POIDS_QIND1 ; 
by  IDENT_MEN; 
run; 

 
title 'Carpool wage' ; 
/*Annual wage of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =HHind; 
table  NIVIE/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
run; 

 
procformat; 

value  $degree 
10='PhD'  
12='Grande écoledegree(engineering, management)'  
20='Master, bachelor'  
30='Undergraduate'  
31='BTS, DUT, DEUST'  
33='Degree for social jobs (nurse...)'  
41='Baccalauréat'  
42='Technological Baccalauréat'  
43='BEP, BEPA'  
44='BEA, BEC, BEI, BEH, BSEC'  
50='Degree for the same level than BEP or CAP'  
60='BEPC (junior high school)'  
70='CEP (primary school)'  
71='No degree'  
; 
run; 

 
title 'Carpool degree' ; 
/* Degree of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =Entd2008.Q_individu; 
table  dip14/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
format  dip14 $degree. ; 
run; 

 
title 'Carpool location' ; 
/* Location of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =Entd2008.Q_individu; 

table dep/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
run; 

 
procformat; 
value  $tu 
0='Rural'  
1='Urban unity <5000 inhabitants'  
2='Urban unity from 5000 to 9999 inhabitants'  
3='Urban unity from 10000 to 19999 inhabitants'  
4='Urban unity from 20000 to 49999 inhabitants'  
5='Urban unity from 50000 to 99999 inhabitants'  
6='Urban unity from 100 000 to 199 999 inhabitants'  
7='Urban unity from 200 000 to 1 999 999 inhabitants'  
8='Urban unity of Paris'  

; 
run; 
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title 'Carpool type of location' ; 
/* Type or urban unity of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =HHind; 

table  TU99/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
format  TU99 $tu. ; 
run; 

odsrtfclose ; 

 

APPENDIX 4 

SAS CODE-CARPOOLERS’ PROFILE FOR THE RESTRICTED SCENARIO 

dm'log;clear;output;clear;' ; 
 
/* Creation of a variable : number of accompanying persons*/  
/* Selection of local trips, in France, by car driv er and car driver with passengers*/  
title 'Multi-occupants' ;  
data multi; set  Entd2008.K_deploc; 
where  V2_TYPJOUR='1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95'  and V2_MTP in ( '3.30''3.31''3.32''3.33' ) 

and V2_MMOTIFDES in ( '9.91' ); 
run; 

 
/*Number of carpooling trips by number of passenger s*/  
procfreqdata =multi; 

table  V2_MACCOMPHM/missing ; 
weight  PONDKI; 
run; 
 
/*Merge HH data and person data*/  
dataHHind; merge  Entd2008.Q_individu Entd2008.Q_tcm_menage; 

keep  TU99 NIVIE ident_inddep POIDS_QIND1 sexe age cs24 dip14 V1_TYPMREG V2_MACCOMPHM ; 
by  IDENT_MEN; 
run; 
 
/*Merge person/HH data and trip data*/  
dataindividu; 

merge  multi HHind; 
by ident_ind; 
run; 

 
/*Select personal data (age, sexe, job, home locati on, degree...)*/  
title 'Carpool' ; 
datacarpoolint; set individu; 
if  V2_MACCOMPHM>0 and V2_TYPJOUR= '1'  and V2_DLOCAL= 1 and DEP le '95'  and V2_MTP in 

( '3.30''3.31''3.32''3.33' )and V2_MMOTIFDES in ( '9.91' ) thenoutput carpoolint; 
run; 
 
/* Erase double individuals*/  
data carpool; set carpoolint; 

by ident_ind; 
if first.ident_ind = 0thendelete ; 
run; 

 
odsrtfbody ='c:\Documents and Settings\ARBOUET\Bureau\ED\ENTD\s tp.doc' ; 
title 'Carpool sexe' ; 
/* Sexe of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =carpool; 

table sexe/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
run; 
 
title 'Carpool age' ; 
/* Age of carpoolers*/  
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procfreqdata =carpool; 
table  age/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
run; 

 
procgchartdata =carpool; 

vbar  age; 
run; 
 
title 'Carpool job' ; 
/* Job of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =carpool; 

table  cs24/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
format  cs24 $csp. ; 
run; 

 
title 'Carpool wage' ; 
/*Annual wage of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =carpool; 

table  NIVIE/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
run; 

 
title 'Carpool degree' ; 
/* Degree of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =carpool; 

table  dip14/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
format  dip14 $degree. ; 
run; 

 
title 'Carpool location' ; 
/* Location of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =carpool; 
table dep/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
run; 

 
title 'Carpool type of location' ; 
/* Type or urban unity of carpoolers*/  
procfreqdata =carpool; 

table  TU99/ missing ; 
weight  Poids_qind1; 
format  TU99 $tu. ; 
run; 

odsrtfclose ; 

APPENDIX 5 

SAS CODE-CAR-SHARING POTENTIAL 

dm'log;clear;output;clear;' ; 
 
title 'Entire population' ; 
procmeansdata =Entd2008.Q_menage sum; 

var  PONDV1; 
run; 

 
title 'Number of cars in population' ; 
/*Nb of cars per HH*/  
procfreqdata =Entd2008.Q_menage; 

table  V1_JNBVEH; 
weight  PONDV1; 
run; 
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/* Select the interesting criteria*/  
dataCarshare; merge  Entd2008.Q_menage Entd2008.Q_tcm_menage Entd2008.Q f_voitvul 

Entd2008.Q_individu; 
keep ident_men PONDV1 TU99 V1_SFVKM1AN V1_GPERMIS V1_JPA SVOIT1 V1_JPASVOIT2 V1_JPASVOIT3 
V1_JNBVEH V1_JUSAGVP1 V1_JUSAGVP2 V1_JUSAGVP3 V1_ETC ; 
by ident_men; 
run; 

 
title 'Scenario: Driving license' ; 
/* Select HH with at least one individual with a dr iving license*/  
dataCarsharelic; set Carshare; 

by ident_men; 
where  V1_GPERMIS = '1' ; 
if first.ident_men = 0thendelete ;  
run;  
 
procmeansdata =Carsharelic sum; 

var  PONDV1; 
run; 

 
title 'Scenario: >20000 inh' ; 
/*Select HH living in urban area >20 000 inh*/  
dataCarshareuu; set Carshare; 

by ident_men; 
where  TU99 in ( '4''5''6''7''8' ); 
if first.ident_men = 0thendelete ;  
run; 

 
procmeansdata =Carshareuu sum; 

var  PONDV1; 
run; 

 
title 'Scenario: Low car usage' ; 
/*Select HH with low car usage*/  
dataCarshareveh; set Carshare; 
by ident_men; 
where  (V1_JNBVEH= 0 OR (V1_JNBVEH ne 0 AND V1_SFVKM1AN le 10000)); 
if first.ident_men = 0thendelete ;  
run; 

 
procmeansdata =Carshareveh sum; 
var  PONDV1; 
run; 

 
title 'Scenario: Interesting car purpose' ; 
/*Select HH with interesting car purpose*/  
dataCarsharepur; set Carshare; 

by ident_men; 
where  (V1_JUSAGVP1 notin ( '2''3''4''6''7' ) AND V1_JUSAGVP2 notin ( '2''3''4''6''7' ) AND 
V1_JUSAGVP3 notin ( '2''3''4''6''7' )) AND (V1_JPASVOIT1 notin ( '2''3''4''6''7' ) AND 
V1_JPASVOIT2 notin ( '2''3''4''6''7' ) AND V1_JPASVOIT3 notin ( '2''3''4''6''7' )) ; 
if first.ident_men = 0thendelete ;  
run; 

 
/*Weighted HH*/  
procmeansdata =Carsharepur sum; 

var  PONDV1; 
run; 

 
title 'Scenario: Using public transport' ; 
/*Select HH that have used PT last year*/  
dataCarsharept; set Carshare; 

by ident_men; 
where  V1_ETC in ( '1' ); 
if first.ident_men = 0thendelete ;  
run; 
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/*Weighted HH*/  
procmeansdata =Carsharept sum; 

var  PONDV1; 
run; 

 
title 'All scenarios' ; 
/*Select HH with interesting car purpose, with low carusage,living in urban area >20 000 inh 
and driving license*/  
dataCarsharepotential; set Carsharelic; 

by ident_men; 
where  V1_GPERMIS = '1'  AND TU99 in ( '4''5''6''7''8' ) AND (V1_JNBVEH= 0 OR (V1_JNBVEH ne 0 AND 
V1_SFVKM1AN le 10000)) AND ((V1_JUSAGVP1 notin ( '2''3''4''6''7' ) AND V1_JUSAGVP2 notin 

( '2''3''4''6''7' ) AND V1_JUSAGVP3 notin ( '2''3''4''6''7' )) AND (V1_JPASVOIT1 notin 
( '2''3''4''6''7' ) AND V1_JPASVOIT2 notin ( '2''3''4''6''7' ) AND V1_JPASVOIT3 notin 
( '2''3''4''6''7' )))AND V1_ETC in ( '1' ) ; 
if first.ident_men = 0thendelete ; 
run; 

 
/*Weighted HH*/  
procmeansdata =Carsharepotential sum; 

var  PONDV1; 
run; 

 
/*Weighted idividuals*/  
dataCarshareind; merge Carsharepotential Entd2008.Q_individu; 

keep ident_men PONDV1 POIDS_QIND1 TU99 V1_SFVKM1AN V1_GP ERMIS V1_JPASVOIT1 V1_JPASVOIT2 
V1_JPASVOIT3 V1_JNBVEH V1_JUSAGVP1 V1_JUSAGVP2 V1_J USAGVP3 ident_ind; 
by ident_men; 
run; 

 
procmeansdata =Carshareind sum; 

var  POIDS_QIND1; 
where  PONDV1 gt 0 AND V1_GPERMIS = '1' ; 
run; 

 

APPENDIX 6 

SAS CODE- BIKE-SHARING POTENTIAL 

dm'log;clear;output;clear;' ; 
 
title 'Entire population' ; 
procmeansdata =Entd2008.Q_individu sum; 

var  POIDS_QIND1; 
run; 

 
title 'Distance by bike' ; 
procgchartdata =Entd2008.K_deploc; 
vbar  V2_MDISTTOT/ MIDPOINTS=0TO20BY1;; 

where  V2_MTP in ( '2.20' ); 
run; 

 
procfreqdata =Entd2008.K_deploc; 

table  V2_MDISTTOT; 
where  V2_MTP in ( '2.20' ); 
run; 

 
/* Select the interesting criteria*/  
dataBikeshare; merge  Entd2008.K_deploc Entd2008.Q_menage Entd2008.Q_ind ividu; 

keep ident_ind PONDKI POIDS_QIND1 V2_MTP V2_MDISTTOT V2_ MORICOM_ZHU V2_MDESCOM_ZHU V2_MEMDESCOM 
V1_JUTILVELOADT AGE V1_GAGENECIRC_B; 
by ident_men; 
run; 
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procsortdata =Bikeshare; 
by ident_ind; 
run; 

 
title 'Scenario: Distance between 1 and 8 kilometers' ; 
/* Select trips between 1 and 5.2 km*/  
dataBikesharedist; set Bikeshare; 

by ident_ind; 
where  V2_MDISTTOT>1 AND V2_MDISTTOT<5.2; 
if first.ident_ind = 0thendelete ;  
run;  

 
procmeansdata =Bikesharedist sum; 

var  POIDS_QIND1; 
run; 
 
title 'Scenario:>100 000 or Paris' ; 
/*Select trips with origin and destination in poten tial bikesharing zones*/  
dataBikeshareod; set Bikeshare; 

by ident_ind; 
where  V2_MORICOM_ZHU in ( '06''09' ) AND V2_MDESCOM_ZHU in ( '06''09' ); 
if first.ident_ind = 0thendelete ;  
run; 

 
procmeansdata =Bikeshareod sum; 

var  POIDS_QIND1; 
run; 

 
title 'Trips within a city' ; 
/*Select trips within a city or almost*/  
dataBikesharein; set Bikeshare; 

by ident_ind; 
where  V2_MEMDESCOM in ( '1''2L' ); 
if first.ident_ind= 0thendelete ;  
run; 
 
procmeansdata =Bikesharein sum; 

var  POIDS_QIND1; 
run; 

 
title 'Scenario: HH with a bike' ; 
/* Select individuals without bikes*/  
dataBikeshareown; set Bikeshare; 

by ident_ind; 
where  V1_JUTILVELOADT< 1; 
if first.ident_ind= 0thendelete ;  
run;  

 
procmeansdata =Bikeshareown sum; 

var  POIDS_QIND1; 
run; 

 
title 'Scenario: Age' ; 
/* Select individuals between 14 and 65*/  
dataBikeshareage; set Bikeshare; 

by ident_ind; 
where  AGE>14 AND AGE<65; 
if first.ident_ind= 0thendelete ;  
run;  

 
procmeansdata =Bikeshareage sum; 
var  POIDS_QIND1; 
run; 

 
title 'Scenario: Disabilities' ; 
/* Select individuals that have disconfort with bik es*/  
dataBikesharedis; set Bikeshare; 
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by ident_ind; 
where  V1_GAGENECIRC_B ne 1; 
if first.ident_ind= 0thendelete ;  
run;  

 
procmeansdata =Bikesharedis sum; 

var  POIDS_QIND1; 
run; 
 
title 'All scenarios' ; 
/*Select potential for bikesharing*/  
dataBikesharepotential; set Bikeshare; 

by ident_ind; 
where  (V2_MDISTTOT> 1 AND V2_MDISTTOT<8) AND (V2_MORICOM_ZHU in ( '06''09' ) AND V2_MDESCOM_ZHU 
in ( '06''09' )) AND V2_MEMDESCOM in ( '1''2L' ) AND V1_JUTILVELOADT< 1 AND (AGE> 14 AND AGE<65) AND 
V1_GAGENECIRC_B ne 1; 
if first.ident_ind = 0thendelete ; 
run; 

 
/*Weighted individuals*/  
procmeansdata =Bikesharepotential sum; 
var  POIDS_QIND1; 
run; 

 
title 'All scenarios trips' ; 
/*Select potential trips for bikesharing*/  
dataBikesharepotential; set Bikeshare; 
where  (V2_MDISTTOT> 1 AND V2_MDISTTOT<8) AND (V2_MORICOM_ZHU in ( '06''09' ) AND V2_MDESCOM_ZHU 
in ( '06''09' )) AND V2_MEMDESCOM in ( '1''2L' ) AND V1_JUTILVELOADT< 1 AND (AGE> 14 AND AGE<65) AND 
V1_GAGENECIRC_B ne 1; 
run; 

 
/*Weighted trips*/  
procmeansdata =Bikesharepotential sum; 

var  PONDKI; 
run; 

 
title 'Total trips' ; 
/*Weighted trips*/  
procmeansdata =Entd2008.K_deploc sum; 

var  PONDKI; 
run; 

 
title 'Modes' ; 
/*Select potential trips for bikesharing*/  
procfreqdata =Bikeshare; 

table  V2_MTP/ missing ; 
format  V2_MTP $modes. ; 
where  (V2_MDISTTOT> 1 AND V2_MDISTTOT<8) AND (V2_MORICOM_ZHU in ( '06''09' ) AND V2_MDESCOM_ZHU 
in ( '06''09' )) AND V2_MEMDESCOM in ( '1''2L' ) AND V1_JUTILVELOADT< 1 AND (AGE> 14 AND AGE<65) AND 
V1_GAGENECIRC_B ne 1; 

weight  PONDKI; 
run; 
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APPENDIX 7 

INTERVIEWS 

JOËL STEFFEN, FRANCE AUTOPARTAGE (CAR-SHARING), APRIL 5TH, 2011 

There are 20 to 25 thousand car-sharing members in France. The growth is comprised between 30 

and 50% a year. France is in the position of Switzerland or Germany ten years ago. Access to usage 

data depends on possible competition between providers. Some data are more sensible than other. 

Service providers are too small to administer user surveys. Car-sharing enables widening mobility 

services, it is not a competitor for public transport. Peer-to-peer car-sharing is developing thanks to 

ITC but it is difficult to quantify. 

Following the interview, we gather usage data from a request to service providers. The main results 

are available in Table 22. 
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Strasbourg/Alsace 95 50 2400 18000 44000 2 56 5.4  

Lyon 72 23 1300 22000 15000  60   

Marseille 52 20 1100 15600 14400 0.8 65 6 40% 

Grenoble, Chambéry, Annecy 58 50 1100   0.7  8 90% 

Besançon 10 8 100       

Montpellier, Nîmes, Narbonne 39 22 720 17000 8000  58   

Bordeaux 33 23 850 16433 9997 0.8 49 8 69% 

Lille 30 14 1100     6 42% 

Rennes 15 13 260       

Poitiers 12 5 160       

Toulouse 20 10 420       

Table 22: Data from car-sharing providers 

Car-sharing service providers draw also a profile of customers. The main part has between 30 and 45 

years old and do not have car. Main purposes are shopping or leisure. Fares shares between 

memberships, bookings, travelled kilometres and spent time. Data come from France Autopartage. 

They are from October 2010 or April 2011. 

 

CÉLINE RICHET MARTIN, AGENCY OF MOBILITY IN PARIS, APRIL 11TH, 2011 

Paris has a monitoring centre of mobility. It results in an annual assessment of mobility and counting 

measures for bicycle. There are satisfaction surveys for the bike-sharing system Vélib’ and surveys to 

know users’ profile. The car-sharing label enables fetching data on car-sharers. 
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BERNARD QUETELARD, LOCAL HOUSEHOLD TRAVEL SURVEY SPECIALIST, APRIL 11TH, 

2011 

Although mobility services are niche markets, they are interesting to measure. One can say that 

demand is marginal. If one wants to go deeper, the local household travel survey is not the efficient 

tools. It is necessary to develop specific surveys to draw users’ and trips’ profiles. But first of all, 

definitions need to be clear. It is possible to implement mobility services in the mode list but the local 

household travel survey cannot go further. 

 

CORINNE COTTIER, CAR-SHARING IN LYON, AUTOLIB’, APRIL, 12TH, 2011 

Autolib’ belongs to a private company. Statistic tools are deployed to monitor car-shared trips. Every 

trip is recorded in a database. Every new membership takes place with a user survey (user’s profile, 

car ownership, car usage...). Some data may be available but it depends on the kind of information. 

Number of members, vehicles, stations and average kilometres and time are easy to find. On the 

contrary, the number of kilometres a month per vehicle is more difficult to get. It is a question of 

competition. When Autolib’ concerns business customers, information is given to the company 

(employees’ trip, last of trip, mileage, comments...). Car-sharing is a new alternative to private car. As 

it is quite expensive for one trip, it does not compete with public transport. It is a complement. Car-

sharing is an occasional mode. Data collection is possible if public authorities require it depending on 

the type of data. 

 

JEAN-LOUIS VALGALIER, LOCAL HOUSEHOLD TRAVEL SURVEY SPECIALIST, APRIL, 18TH, 

2011 

The local household travel survey is full. It is not possible to add anything else. It is possible to 

suggest questions on emerging mobility services thanks to the pool of optional questions. Today, 

emerging mobility services have a marginal share. It would be useful to request service providers. 

The usage of mobility services is very different from one place to another. The local household travel 

survey is not an adequate tool to quantify this usage. Specific questionnaires would be more 

accurate. Nevertheless, service providers could increase their figures. Public authorities could launch 

surveys. The definition of carpooling is arguable. We have to define household members and non-

household members. There are differences between usual trends and trips the day before. The 

design of the question has to be reviewed. A detailed analysis is needed. Only 75% of people go to 

work a given day. Notion of back and forth is fuzzy. Both questions have interest. Usual trends are 

interesting for an elected representative. The trips of the day before give a picture of mobility. Stated 

preferences questions are not appropriate for this survey. An international benchmarking is a first 

step to capture what is happening elsewhere. The challenge is to define new mobility services to the 

interviewee in a simple way without wasting time. 
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KEROUM SLIMANI, GRAND LYON, BICYCLE AND WALK, MAY, 3RD, 2011 

The city of Lyon has signed a contract with a private advertising agency that supply city with a bike-

sharing system. Before launching Vélo’v, a European benchmarking studied the bicycle usage in 

Europe. There were three user surveys that are interested in the users’ profile, bicycle usage, 

mobility behaviour. The city of Lyon receives statistical weekly data from JC Decaux. It also has access 

to the entire recorded trips. Data belong to JC Decaux. There are also bicycle counts once a month 

with interviewer and continuously with loop detectors. Vélo’v reaches between 25 and 30% of 

bicycle traffic. It accelerates growth of bicycle in cities. Exchanging data is possible. Bike-sharing 

systems are a complement and it is not a competitor to other modes. 

 

MARIE MARTÈSE, LA ROUE VERTE, CARPOOLING, MAY, 27TH, 2011 

La roue verte goes to companies. Service is assessed through counts and surveys. The comparison 

between both enables validating data. Surveys ask on quantitative and qualitative data. For example; 

surveys asks about the number of carpooling, the mileage between home and work, the 

complementary modes, the business trips, the satisfaction of the website (frequency of usage, 

simplicity, improvements), the reason why people have tried carpooling, the knowledge of 

carpooling system. Companies will communicate on data usage if they are proud of the results. The 

public authorities could suggest a standardized questionnaire for companies to capture carpooling so 

that it would be easier to compare results and policies. Volunteer could answer the surveys. 

 

LUCIE VERCHÈRE-TORTEL, GRAND LYON, COMPANY MOBILITY PLAN, MAY, 27TH, 2011 

The Grand Lyon helps companies to establish mobility plan for their employees. There are different 

tools to assess the success or failure of such a plan. In 2008, a survey has been administered to assess 

potential of carpooling. Over 3000 respondents, 25% have answered the survey. Counts are done 

every year from 2009. Other surveys are administered for car-sharing potential in a company fleet. 

Nevertheless, some companies create their own surveys and non-response rate is huge. Comparison 

is hard. Companies do not want any more surveys. 

 


